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Dalmatia can not be found
on the geographical map these days,
but her name is within many songs,
entangled in the tradition, in the food and the wine.
She lives in the heart of the people
of this unforgotten land
These stories wish to bring back the dreams of
Dalmatia.
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The Story of Diocles
262.a.d.
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If you ever drop in to Split,
do not drop your eyes at the pavement
for there you will find only
what was dropped by one's hand,
rather look up
at the thousand-year old buildings
constructed by man’s hand.
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Many buildings have outlived their constructors,
and only the Emperor Diocletian's palace,
beautiful, monumental and complete,
remained as a proof of his love for his people
and his people for him.
This invaluable monument has been preserved
until present days to reveal
the story of Dalmatia.
To be a Dalmatian in distant Nicomedia
meant to die of nostalgia for your native land.
To be a great ruler meant abdicating from the throne,
after many years of ruling,
just to be able to watch the blueness
of the sky and sea,
to feel the Mistral and scent the fragrance
of broom flower in the air.
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Salona
The story actually began at Salona on the shores of
the Adriatic Sea where there lived a modest family of
the scribe Iovius. Iovius and his wife Dioclea had a
sun Diocles. In those days a governmental job was the
most reliable one, and the old man Iuve had one, too,
so they sent their sun to serve in the emperor's army.
- Clea, your son hasn't come home yet again, and you
know how late it is. I keep saying he should be back
home by midnight when there's no moonlight, and it's
already two o'clock.
- Why don't you tell him yourself? Wait till he comes
then make him sit down and talk to him as a man.
When did you last talk to him? You know very well that
his Greek friends are here, so they probably went
fishing to the estuary.
-

Why does it have to be at two in the morning?

- How should I know, Iuve? Ask him when he comes.
You know this is his last day before his departure to
Nicomedia. I only hope they haven't gone boar hunting
again.
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At the same time somewhere at the river estuary three
young men and a girl were sitting in the beauty of the
night filled with infinite silence unaware that what
they were talking about would change this area and
their lives making them immortal.
Zotikos and Filotas spent every summer at Diocles
and Driada's and, having learnt masonry they used to
say that a summer villa should be built in this climate.
- Clever as you are, Dio, you ought to become a great
man, raise the money and build a little house for us and
our families to be able to come and be your guests once
we get old, - Zotikos said, while Driada, having thrown
back her golden hair prophetically added,
- Dio will become an emperor the day he kills a killerboar.
- If you ever become an emperor, - continued Filotas,
Zorzi and I will make all the designs for your villa free
of charge, won't we, Zorzi?
- Certainly, Phill, you're talking like a man, and, as
for the boar we'll put it on the grill.
- You may mock me as much as you like, but my
words will come true and you'll meet here in twenty
years. Only, I won't be here.
- Don't talk like that, Dea, - Diocles said quietly, we'll all meet here in twenty years and enjoy ourselves
like we do tonight.
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Journey to Nicomedia
The following morning brought parting. His father
shook his hand firmly, and his mother - like every
mother - let a tear drop down her cheek, while her
hands wished to hold him back. Driada stood silently
knowing they were parting for good. The ship slowly
set off from the shore; the same feeling of sorrow
present with those remaining and of adventure with
those departing. Dio knew where he was heading - he
would return with the shield gained in the life battle the challenge prevailed over homesickness.
The days on the ship became long and Nicomedia
seemed beyond reach. When the wish already began
to fade, with the sunset there appeared the contours of
Emperor Numerian's city. Warmth flooded every pore
of his body, and the big red sun that was setting as
though embracing him by its beauty, whispering to
him tender verse his Driada used to tell him in now
faraway Salona.
- Dio, do you think we'll ever see each other again? Driada's words still echoed - Nicomedia is far away.
Think of me sometimes and may Jove protect you.
The new day brought the new events, and the youth
longed for absorbing the life gifts. Dio started the
search of the unknown, for changes, even for the
worse. These were the necessities of his age.
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While the ship was slowly approaching the shore Dio
thought for himself: Good night, Dalmatia, sleep in
your dream until I return and build on your land an
everlasting monument. Good morning, Nicomedia, the
city of challenge, the city of my dreams come true.
Upon disembarking the scribes were making lists and
Dio was queuing patiently. In his thoughts he again
wondered off, so the scribe’s voice caught him by
surprise:
- Name.
- Diocles.
- Place of birth.
- Salona.
- Your father's name?
- Iovius.
- The sun of Jupiter? You don't intend to become an
emperor, do you?
A tiny smile appeared on Diocles' face:
- Who knows?
The scribe sighed and shook his head:
- Next.
Name.
- Maximianus.
- Place of birth.
- Sirmium.
- Your father's name
- Heraclius.
The scribe looked at him in surprise.
- All emperors today. Do you also intend to become
an emperor?
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Max straightened and said:
- I know it.
Dio turned to Max. He liked this little performance:
- I'm Dio.
- Max, - Maximianus answered briefly.
- You're from Sirmium, aren't you?
- Yes, and you're from Salona.
- How did you guess?
- Only people from the coast speak so softly.
They shook hands without unaware that this
handshake united them forever, thus uniting the sea
with the planes, the olives with the corn. The scribe
gave them a tired look:
- Move on, you're going to be trained for the
emperor's body guard. If you survive, you might
become the emperors.
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Numerian
The days of training brought new experience to Dio
and Max. The moment they met tortoise-necked and
short-hared Flavius Aper they realised not only that
the training was going to be hard, but that they were
not facing a man but an aper, a boar, who had no
understanding for human weaknesses. The impossible
tasks he was putting to men spoke about his
perverseness and tending to an order in which only a
chosen race is valuable enough to survive, and all the
others are a burden to humanity and to the emperor.
After endless night alerts under full equipment the
man completely lost their humanity, they turned into
numbers realising the insignificance of one's life.
Music, poetry and love did not exist any more.
Everything was subordinated to one and only goal completion of the training. And that day finally came.
Numerian chose the two commanding officers for the
emperor's guard: Diocletianus and Maximianus.
They had climbed their first step, and Dio asked
himself if being a commanding officer he now had to
train his soldiers in the same way as Flavio did,
whether this training pushed back a man in him and
created a commander.
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As Numerian's guard commander Dio acted in the
way contrary to what he had expected. He realised
that no training could change a man. Mild in nature
and well accepted by his friends, he was the favourite
among his soldiers. He was the one who kept balance
in relationship with Numerian, who, during the first
months, was heckling him, and later, having
understood his good nature and greatness accepted
him as a son and listened to Diocles' advice with much
attention. Yet, Numerian was a dictator. His word was
the law and he himself made even the smallest
decisions. As time, however, changes people,
Numerian felt he became softer with Diocletian.
- Dio, you're making decisions instead of myself
again, - he used to say.
- Your highness, the decisions are always yours, but
you have to give people bread and games, let them
celebrate, let the slaves rest during the oncoming
holidays. Although he thought that the slaves were the
slaves, citizens the citizens and the emperor the
emperor he agreed and accepted Diocles' suggestion.
This completely outraged the old boar, now the city
prefect, Flavius Aper, who had already been fed up
with Numerian's soft ruling.
- Numerian is no more the emperor I used to serve
faithfully. I must unite people in one goal: to
assassinate the emperor and impose the rule over
Nicomedia.
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The Fulfilment of Prophecies
The ghostly night of November 19th, 284 started with
rain and thunder. Numerian was sitting by the
fireplace. An owl hooted in the woods and unpleasant
shudder went through his body. Men-boars were
approaching the emperor’s rooms, silently moving
through cold corridors. Dio was inspecting the guard:
- Is everything in order?
- Everything’s in order, - an answer came.
- It’s almost midnight, - Dio said and went to
bring the change.
Flavius, hidden in the corridor shade laughed
ominously: Now is the moment.
The bloodthirsty boars jumped at the guards, without
managing to catch them by surprise and defeat them
without any resistance.
In the guardhouse Dio heard clanging of weapons
coming from the emperor’s chambers. Having
realised that Numerian was in danger he gathered the
soldiers and hurried to help him.
Flavius’ men were waiting for them ready, but their
loyalty and love for the emperor were stronger than
any weapons. Everything calmed down.
Dio opened Numerian’s chaimber door. Flavius Aper killer boar was standing by the fireplace, his spear
against Numerian's heart.
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- Die, emperor, - the infuriated boar roared pressing
his spear into Numerian's body.
The emperor's head dropped and everyone became
breathless for a moment. A storm broke in Dio and a
cry of a wounded beast came from his lips. He pulled
the spear out of Numerian's heart, pressed it deep into
Flavio's chest, grabbed the Boar and threw him out of
the window into the rainy night.
The soldiers gathered watching Aper's body pierced
by the spear lying on the muddy ground in front of
the palace. Blood melted in the rain and disappeared
in the earth.
- The mud belongs to mud, - was all that Dio said.
It was after midnight. Max came in with his soldiers.
He realised at first glance what had happened,
and said:
- The emperor's dead, long live the emperor, firmly shaking Dio's hand. The soldiers repeated all
together:
-

The emperor's dead, long live the emperor!
Driada's prophet came true.
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The Return Home
Twenty years had passed since he sat with Driada,
Zotikos and Filotas on the shore of Salona. He longed
to see his mother and father. Letters were scarce, and
he did not write often either. The ship was entering
the port and he thought his heart was going to jump
out of his chest out of excitement. He caught himself
saying:
- Dalmatia.
He got off the ship, knelt down and kissed the ground:
- I am returning as an emperor just as I then
promissed, but in my soul I am still your Dio. My dear
land, I returned to build a palace over you and worthy
of you.
He embraced his father and kissed his mother.
- Guess who has come to meet you?
- Who, mother?
- Zorzi and Phill.
- What about Dea?
- She died, poor thing. You know how pale and thin she
was - her lungs betrayed her.
- She knew what she was saying, said Dio remembering
her words told so many years ago.
At that moment Phill and Zorzi came down from the
hill waving and shouting:
- When shall we start building, Dio? We keep our
promise.
- Today, my friends, today, answered Dio.
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He always enjoyed long walks along the shore,
particularly after a busy day and long conversations
with the workers. He could already see the palace in
all its beauty, the wonderful cryptoporticus – the
stroll alongside the palace that would allow him a
clear view of his sea and the islands and the passage
though the cellar to the door allowing an escape by a
boat from everyday imperial duties.
Dressed rather simply for an emperor, he set by the
sea, beared his torso enjoying the summer evening
warmth. Giving in to the beauty of the moment, his
eyes closed, he could hear some female voices:
- Rea, are you going to the feast tonight? They’re
giving it in honour of the emperor’s return.
- We’re all going. They say a lot of money will be spent
on food and drinks. Prisca, are you going, too?
- I’d rather not, but my folks have been forcing me. I
never liked squandering the money. I don’t see why the
emperor needs a palace besides Salona. I could never
understand this insatiable desire for more.
Without opening his eyes, Dio said:
- Perhaps the emperor thinks Dalmatia deserves a
monument for all times.
- And who are you to make such a judgement?
- Just a simple passenger through life, - Dio answered,
slowly opening his eyes.
Before him there stood a female creature that no
Roman sculptor could have made more beautiful.
- Has the one just passing thorough life got a name?
- Dio, - he said standing up hurriedly.
- Prisca, - she returned.
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Is the simple passenger through life going to the party
tonight?
- I hate parties, but just like yourself, I’m being forced
to go. To tell you the truth I’d rather stay here with you.
- Then do so. You don’t have to go anywhere if you
don’t feel like it.
- I’ve been trying ever to achieve that. Alas, without any
success yet.
- Prisca, let’s go, Rea hurried her.
- See you at the reception.
- See you, - answered Dio.
He watched her go away for quite a while, a smile
covering his face. Is this more than just an attraction?
- he wondered.
Being invited to the reception was a matter of
prestige. It was as if the glare of colours, tastes and
richness waited for that moment to come showing the
barren souls through the materialistic reality.
Dio was standing aside and watching this
faultlessly staged performance when he noticed Prisca
who was wearing a light but simple gown and a
discrete flower in her hair.
- I can’t hide my pleasure of seeing you, - he said
having touched her shoulder.
Prisca turned around: Why, you’re dressed as an
emperor!
Smiling, Max exclaimed from the background:
- My dear lady, he is the emperor!
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Prisca blushed, and Dio prevented her effort to make
a bow saying:
- Will you be my companion tonight, and not only
tonight. You cannot imagine how little difference there
is between a simple passenger through life and an
emperor.
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Nicomedia
Dioclea and Prisca came to see their son and husband
off. Iovius had been in bed for months so he could not
gather enough strength to get up and say goodbye to
his son. Difficult situation in Nicomedia made Dio go
back. Barbarians were attacking from all directions.
Phill and Zorzi spoke to Dio to clear some details
about the palace.
- The palace has to be a home in its full sense. To
understand what I’m talking about always bear in mind
that here in Dalmatia family is the most important
thing. All my folks: mother, father, wife and other
relatives must have a feeling of being united in this
palace, and have their own privacy at the same time.
Don’t mix my relatives. Let each of them have his own
little place in the palace and his bed. The table,
however, must be shared.
Turning to his mother, he said:
- Mother, you’ll take care about everything. Take care
of father and let me know if his health worsens.
Take care of yourself, Prisca. I’ll be back soon.
Max was already waiting for him with hitched horses:
- Let’s go Dio.
Dio threw his last glance at Prisca:
- Let’s go, Max.
By the road Via Egnatia, through Epirus, Macedonia
and Thrace they went to Nicomedia.
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There was a prolonged war in Nicomedia, the old Iuve
died and Prisca often travelled to see Diocles. Finally
she joined him but not alone. Their daughter Valeria,
by then a grown up girl, decided to live with her
mother and father in Nicomedia.
- How’s the building progressing? - Dio asked.
- Phill and Zorzi have been working like hell.
Granite’s been coming from Egypt, and the stone from
the islands, as usual. By the time we return everything
will be just like you’ve planned. How’s Max been
doing?
- Max is well. Nothing’s new in the west, he says. He
keeps telling me it’s high time we’d left over to younger
men, - answered Dio.
So we decided to do it on 1 May 305; you know me, I
can’t miss being on the slopes of Aspalatos in May
where the Broom flower blossoms and where the palace
is being built. In it we will capture the time, grow
vegetables, catch fish and dip our feet in the seawater.
- And who’ll take care of the empire?
- There are younger men.
And you, Valeria, you’ve grown up so much. Why have
you run away from Dalmatia?
- I wish to see a little of the world. You aren’t sorry
I’ve come, are you?
- How could I be sorry?
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At that moment entered Galerius, a brave and strong
young man. He bowed to Prisca and Valeria and
turned to Diocles:
- A message from Maximilianus, my Emperor, he
said, handing over a parchment.
- Read it!
- Dear Dio, - started Galerius, we have read your
decree on limiting the prices so we now know what our
value is. My dear daughter, Theodora is marrying
Constantine and we are inviting you to the wedding. Of
course, the date is 1 May. As you can see I have found
my replacement. It’s now your turn. As for your
humanity and tolerance towards the Christian religion,
it does not work in the field. You are asked to put the
Christians down to the earth, possibly to the
amphitheatre, and particularly your Domnius of
Salona. We’ve been preparing a celebration for you
here in Rome towards the end of this year, so you
should do something by then.
Hail to you and to your family,
Max.
- And who’s this Domnius? - Prisca asked.
- A Christian full of courage, daring and Dalmatian
spite. This is why I’ve spared him, answered Dio and
turned to Galerius:
- Galerius.
- Yes, My Emperor.
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You’re going to Max’s tomorrow. You know I’ve been
treating you as a son. You’ll take him the “Edict on
Prohibition of Christian Religion”. Let him, however,
keep it in his drawer without enforcing it unless they
jeopardise him. And let him leave Domnius alone.
- May I join Galerius and visit uncle Max? - Valeria
asked, - I’d like to see him so much.
Prisca and Dio exchanged their glances.
- You can go, said Dio thinking, perhaps I have
found my replacement, too.
When Galerius and Valeria left, he turned to Prisca
and said: All stays in the family, my darling Prisca.
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Returning for Good
On 20 December 303 the triumphant celebration of
Diocles’ reign 20th anniversary took place in Rome.
Two Augustuses and two Caesars in the box with their
wives – it was a picture of family tetrarchy and
harmony. Dio’s wish had come true.
On one side Max and Eutropia with Theodora and
Constantine, and on the other himself and Prisca with
Valeria and Galerius.
He suddenly felt old and tired and the surrounding
shouting mass made him sick.
Images of beheaded Christians; great Persian king’s
wives and children captured went before his eyes.
Blood and death made part of his life, and he had
tried to remain a simple passenger through life.
- If this means to become a God, what should a man
do to remain human?
He suddenly stood up having decided to return home.
- Let’s go, Prisca, - he just said.
He sighed with release when after a long drive far
away from that “amphitheatre” he saw the palace.
He ran in through the northern gate and along Cardo
Street to Peristile where he sat on Protiron’s pedestal
and glanced at the mausoleum that had been waiting
as a symbol of unavoidable yet mortal life.
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Tired, he withdrew through Vestibule to
Criptopoticus where, by his command, discrete music
always played, and on the openings overlooking the
sea the flowers decorated the palace. For a moment
the beauty of the day, blueness of the sea and the
remote fishermen singing brought back the peace he
needed so much.
Prisca entered.
- Prisca, will you please call the porters. My back aches
so that I can't move. Let them take me to Thermae.
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Domnius
The years passed. Dio completely withdrew into
solitude. Prisca kept informing him about the events.
While he was going to Rome along Claudian Road, in
the vicinity of the Hrisopolis City Domnius was
attacked and beheaded by Max's people.
- There's been a rumor, - Prisca went on, - that by
God's power and with his own hands he picked up his
head from the ground and crossed the Sitiron River
walking.
- My dear Prisca, faith, hope and love are everything in
your life. The fact that I had shut myself out does not
mean I'm not guilty to all these people. They kill on my
behalf. My hands are covered with blood. I'm so far
away from the world yet so close to bad conscience.
Whatever faith, it gives strength and opens the door to
Gods' world. Will I meet Domnius in the world beyond?
Slowly, he put his hand on his forehead and
continued:
- While I was building the palace I put Decumanus
between myself and the army, my people and the whole
world.
I had a tomb built for myself thinking I was building a
home.
I've never wanted this palace to be a monument to only
one emperor and one time.
People of my Dalmatia, I'm still strong enough to give
you back what I have taken from you.
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Goodbye
On 1 May 313 Peristile was waiting the
announcement on free choice of religion. There were
Christians in these parts for the first time. The
trumpets marked the beginning of the ceremony.
Emperor Diocletian's envoy came and read the edict
which was approving freedom in choosing religion.
When the edict was read, the envoy announced the
emperor: - The Emperor Caesar Gaius Aurelius
Valerius Diocletianus.
There was silence. After so many years no one
expected Dio would appear before the people.
The emperor's sedan chair with the tired old man was
brought in to protiron. People shouted: - Hail,
Caesar!
Dio slowly raised his hand to stop them and there was
silence. His body might have betrayed him, yet his
deep voice echoed in the Peristile.
- Aware that one day we'll be gone from this life we all
try to leave something for those who will come. Each of
us would like to build a palace, but all these palaces will
lose any sense if younger ones do not find their purpose
in them. Besides this palace, by today's edict we built a
palace of unity opening widely our doors to travelers of
good will, whatever their religion might be. Going to my
Gods, I'm leaving you in peace with the request:
Don't change history destroying around you. Write
history building around you and inside you.
Farewell, my Dalmatian people.
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Prisca's look followed the ship for a long time. Dio has
gone forever just like he always wanted to. He left in
May with the sent of blooming Broom flower, melted
in the blueness of the sea he loved so much. There
would be no burial ceremony, the mausoleum would
remain empty forever, and the people would
remember his words.
Dio's words told to her before his last journey still
echoed in Prisca’s ears:
- Prisca let there always be flowers and music along
Criptoporticus, for I'll always hear it. Let there always
be a bed in this palace for unexpected guests, and food
and drink. For one day this unexpected guest might be
me.
There followed another embrace and a farewell, a
feeling of amphitheater predestination without any
tears for the end.
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Epilogue
The years brought changes, Christianity or, as Dio
called it unity, crept into the palace. Over the Iron
Gate there was built the church of Our Lady of the
Belfry, inside the Golden Gate St. Martin's Church,
and the belfry of St. Domnius exceeded in height the
palace itself. Dio and Domnius found themselves in
undivided unity. The palace stayed alive by accepting
life changes inside its walls. Dates, years and centuries
were engraved in it. Even nowadays when in May in
the afternoon hours you pass the southern palace
stroll, Dio's ghost is there. The good wind Mistral as if
playing through the Criptoporticus windows’ calling
the passengers for whom, as Dio used to say there will
always be a bed, some food and drink, music and
presence of Gods.
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The Story of Domnius
262 a.d.
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The more we talk of the riches of the soul,
the more we reach for the riches
that our eyes can see.
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If every town has a soul,
the town of Split on the shores of the Adriatic Sea
owes its soul to a student from Antioch
who falling in love with this part of the world
and these people carved his name right here for
eternity.
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Salona the second half of the 3rd
century
- Dommmmyyy…
- I'm coming, mum, just five more minutes.
- Get in here right away, lunch is getting cold, father is
already at the table...
Domnius looked at Peter:
- I have to go home, see you tonight.
- See you.
- You’re not angry that I have to go are you?
- No its not that, I’m just a bit edgy, - said Peter while
leaving.
As he came into the house, father only lifted his head:
- Dommy, Dommy when will you learn? At your age
you should already be thinking about what you will do
in life. If you don’t change nothing will become of you.
- I’ll just go wash up and change, - muttered Domnius.
Old Theo stood up in anger:
- Come to the table right away. We could be together for
lunch at least.
- Let him wash his hands, - said Magy.
- You can wash your hands, and you Magy see that my
horses are ready for tomorrow, I am going to the
harbour for supplies.
- Can I go with you, - Domnius called out.
- Curious how you hear when it doesn’t concern you.
Fine if you really want to go, but see that mother
dresses you properly.
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Theodosius was a real Antiochian nobleman, while
Migdonija, Greek with Dalmatian background, was
closer in spirit to the common folk. As she had
relatives in Salona, they were going to visit them this
year. This was a special occasion for Domnius.
No one, who once visits Dalmatia can ever say
goodbye to it. People who live there are filled with
some strange warmth and life there seems to slow its
rhythm down even to a stopping point in some
moments. Summers spent in Dalmatia are for those
who want to live, that cannot fade in its beauty with
time or be taken away from them.
And every boy that spent his summer in Dalmatia, as
Domnius did, would pick up some of that warm
Dalmatian dialect.
- This is where I’d like to spend my life, - he used to
say.
He alone did not know how close to the truth he was.
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Harbour was a special place for Domnius. Tradesmen,
fishermen, salesmen and retailers,
islanders and travellers all above would
hurry in to the harbour in the morning. It
was also known as the poor man’s coat as
even during winter the sun bathed it as to
keep the poor people warm who gathered
for that sole purpose. This town’s belly
offered all one desired. The boy’s eye
wondered through the displays of various
goods. And in that summers morning rush
of human bodies, strong scents of fruit
overheating in the sun, through the
tamarisk branches, he noticed a girl who
with her parents, just as he did, bought
supplies. He couldn’t keep his eyes off of
her and he succeeded in steering his father
in the same direction the girl went with
her parents. Suddenly the girl fell behind
and Domnius found himself right in front
of her. Their eyes met. She took out a white
rose from a handful she carried and
offered it to Domnius.
- Helena, - her father’s voice could be heard, - hurry
up, it’s a long way to Brač.
Helena looked towards Domnius.
- Helena, lets go, - it was her mother calling her now.
A smile and a heart beat without a single word
spoken. All the way to Salona he kept quiet.
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He returned to the harbour many times with his
father, but never again did he meet Helena.
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Venancius
Peter slowly sneaked under the Domnius' bedroom
window:
- Dommmyyy,... - he called Domnius in a whisper.
When that didn’t work, he started knocking on the
window.
- Dommmmyyy…
After a while Domnius appeared on the window:
- Why are you waking me up? You are always in some
kind of a rush.
- Ivan Venancius arrived from Rome, you know, the one
that preaches Christianity and performs
miracles.
We’ve got to see that.
- The greatest miracle would be for you not to wake me
up.
- Fine, you go on back to sleep.
- What’s done is done, hold on for two minutes I’ll go
and wash.
There were still no churches in Salona, but that did
not stop Venancius to gather almost all
Christians at noon at the bottom of the
mountain Massaron in the Prosika
region.
- Where are we off to, - asked Domnius.
- To a nearby place, beneath Kozjak, - answered Peter.
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As they were approaching the place they begun
realising that a higher force was drawing them and
that they were becoming a part of the people gathered
by an unexplainable glow, going towards the answers
that only faith can offer...
While listening to the speech by Ivan Venancius,
Domnius looked up towards the sky and spotted three
birds flying towards him.
The first bird, a pigeon, the carrier of news, landed on
his left palm, the second bird a sea gull, the symbol of
Dalmatia, landed on his shoulder, and the third bird,
a swallow, the courier of spring, representing his soul,
landed on his stretched right hand.
The three birds brought him the news that his earthly
life did not belong to him alone, but to all those who
would be converted into Christian religion by his
preaching...
The birds flew away after the Venancius' speech.
- Dommy, lets go, its over, - Peter called out to him, - no
miracle happened.
- It happened, Peter, it happened, - said Domnius
looking up towards the clouds following the Lord’s
birds, not realising that Helena kept watching him
from a distance. She alone realised what happened.
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Antioch 270 a.d.
- Do you, Christians from the Theological school, think
that you will convert humanity bringing your one God
for all? Do you think that manhood has up till now
lived in delusion and that you alone are here given by
your God to offer to the philosophers of this world, who
have written so many books that your followers
couldn’t carry them in their hands, life after death, Pirg, Porphyrys’ pupil started the debate, and
continued
- Your philosophy, if it can be named so, can only be
sold to the uneducated masses, who are far from books
and far from reason.
Plotinus issued 54 writings 6 enneads learning from
Amonius Sake, and my teacher Porphyry has written of
Pythagoras, Aristotel’s logic, Homer and through a
hundred year old mythology gave a survey of religions,
with retrospect to spiritualism and occultism, which are
undoubtedly present.
And you have named all that is written paganism. We
have never attacked Christianity. You are the ones who
moved on us first in your explicitness of there being
only one creator and one religion. The Porphyrys’
reaction in the «Act against Christians» gives you
through 15 books answers to all your questions.
Voices of approval could be heard in the hall.
Domnius waited for the students to quiet down, then
slowly approached the platform:
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- How many times did you ask yourself how it is
possible that a mortal body is a host to an immortal
spirit?
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How many times did you search for answers in books,
but you couldn’t find them?
You ask yourselves why.
The answer I am offering is not complex and don’t let
its simplicity make you any less worthy. Many times in
life the situation makes you look for something,
something that has always been within your reach
without you realising it, and just as you lose it do you
become aware of its value.
Christianity is faith in people, it requires sacrifice, but
in return it offers you true values, and, as they say in
Dalmatia, «no moth can eat nor thief can steal» those
values.
Christianity can offer you a view into your soul which
Lord created picturing us to his image.
You feel that in every moment of your life. YOU ARE A
PART OF OUR LORD, and not only a beam or a ghost
in the ephemeral, as presented by Porphyry.
Take faith, hope and love and leave the earthly goods,
as I have, take the path of our Lord and you will
realise that when the race for belonging stops and when
there is nothing material you can lose, your spiritual
life which is not limited to your life time begins and you
will become a part of the universe.
Silence came over that moment in time, only to give
way to joyous cheers the next moment.
- If Peter was here, - thought Domnius, he would say:
-You killed their God in them.
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Peter
Peter suddenly woke up, he thought he saw Domnius.
- This was more than a dream, - he said, - Dommy is
probably mentioning me in Antioch.
It’s surprising what a philosopher our Dommy became.
I’ll be on my way to the harbour to see what is new.
And in the harbour, as always, a whole lot of people
from everywhere, exactly what Peter enjoyed the most.
He loved that feeling of life. Unlike Domnius his life
philosophy was: Live for today and have a good time,
and if so the prospect of tomorrow will be just as good.
Spring in the harbour, Dalmatian women in light
dresses, most beautiful in the world, great barbeque
meat and divine wine from the local islands, these are
more then enough reasons for living.
- I really need to get a job within the royal household. It
would be great there for someone who doesn’t like to
work too hard, meaning me.
Constantius Clorus’ ship was in the harbour, the
Roman general on his way to Oneum
stopped for lunch. Peter saw them in the
tavern across the way and entered.
- This food is delicious, - he heard Constantius saying.
- We should find a cook for the ship, it looks like our
cook is seriously ill and we won’t be able to cope alone,
and the men are unsatisfied by the food prepared by his
replacements.
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- This is a gift from heaven, thought Peter.
- Gentlemen, I bid you good day, and who am I, no
other then Peter, and you’ll wonder who Peter is?
Every child from these parts knows: A Cook, and the
best at that, and, what is most important, at your
disposal. When you hire me all your worries come to an
end. You will, master Constantius, get colour back to
your face, - Peter ended his speech addressing
Constantius Clorus. Peter unfortunately did not know
that Constantius was named Clorus for his pale skin.
Constantius' soldiers rose in a second with swords in
their hands.
- Stop, - said Constantius in laughter, - a bit of good
spirit won’t hurt anyone on our ship. Put your swards
back for now, will draw them again, if necessary, after
the first meal prepared by our new cook.
And now, - he turned to Peter, - we’ll see if you are as
good in the kitchen as you say you are.
- You won’t regret it, sir, - Peter bowed with a smile on
his face.
He ran home quickly and told his parents that he got
a job and with no other then Constantius Clorus.
His mother packed him in a hurry:
- Here son, I’ve packed everything in this bag, take
care, the sea can be as hard as hell.
- Yes mother, don’t worry about a thing, have you
packed grandmothers recipes as well.
- Yes I have, but will you be able to cook?
- Yes, I’ll be a hit, - said Peter, kissed his mother, and
once on the doorway he looked back, as though he
wonted to keep the picture of his home memorised
until he returns.
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The ship was ready for departure and as Peter
boarded, with a light northern breeze they drifted
from the shore.
- We’ll be in Oneum by the evening, - he thought.
It hasn’t been an hour on the sea when a strong
northerly wind started to blow getting stronger and
stronger only to reach the strength of a gale-force
wind. Panic started to spread along the ship.
- My mother was right. Why did I have to go to the sea?
Peter started to whine.
- Steersman, turn the boat towards Brač to the Povlja
cove, - he heard Constantius give the order.
The wind was blowing mercilessly, but the boat still
made it to Paulia vallis, after what Peter felt relieved.
He jumped from the boat to the shore and became the
old Peter again:
- Gentlemen, we have arrived to the island where best
roasted lamb is prepared, with lamb tripe for horsd'oeuvre and with it my favourite – vitalac – specially
grilled lamb insides, and I hope that this wind lasts long
enough for us to taste all the specialties of this island,
and if you were to catch a wild boar, I will make a boar
pasticada with gnocchi, and that will make you lick
your fingers.
And the wind was really persistent. Constantius went
hunting with the local guides. On
horseback they came to villa rustica,
Roman settlements in the middle of the
island of Braccia and Constantius
decided upon a wild boar hunt.
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- I only have to try that «wild boar pasticada with
gnocchi» and I won’t regret staying on
Brac.
But the wild boar hunt, the leader of its kind is
considered the hardest catch of all and
Constantius soon discovered that the
island vegetation gave the wild boar a
great advantage. He took his spear and
sword and fought through the impossibly
dense evergreen underbrush when in
front of him a beast appeared larger than
he had ever seen.
He threw his spear instantly and hit the wild boar. He
prepared his sward to finish him off, but
the wild boar ran past him with all its
strength and disappeared into the woods.
He looked after it and started to follow
its tracks.
He forgot about his guide companions and soon he
realized that he was lost. Night was
falling and he started to walk along the
marked paths.
Suddenly he saw a glimpse of light and was going
towards it when all of a sudden the
wounded beast appeared before him and
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charged at him with all its might. The
last thing he remembered was a figure of
some man standing at the door of a
house.
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Helena
Helena sat at Constantius’ bedside.
-All has passed well, it was pure luck that my father saw
the wild boar in time to finish it off.
Constantius opened his eyes and the first thing he saw
was Helena.
- If this is what paradise looks like, than dying isn’t so
bad.
In his attempt to get up Helena’s arm stopped him.
- You need to rest for a while longer, the wound from
the wild boar hasn’t healed properly.
- How sweetly you speak those words.
- The most important thing for you now is to get some
sleep, - smiled Helena and turned off the
candle.
A night well slept and clean island air brought new
strength into Constantius’ body. He woke
up and saw an appealing man rocking in
a chair.
- You have saved my life, - he said.
- It wasn’t hard, the wild boar was already at its end,
but never mind that now, tell us who you
are and where you’re from. Judging by
your clothes you seem to be of a welthy
status.
- My name is Constantius and I was on a boat with my
crew sailing from Salona but a gale-force
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wind caught us and we docket at Povlja.
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As the wind wasn’t calming, we decided to go hunting
and stayed at villa rustica in the centre of
the island. Where am I now?
- In Škrip…. Scrupus, we are not far from your hosts.
We will let them know where you are and
they will come for you. The most
important thing is that you are alive and
well.
At that moment Helena entered:
- You shouldn’t strain yourself. Here, I brought you
something to eat a bit of soup to help you
regain your strength.
Constantius decided to seem weaker than he was and
he gave himself up into Helena’s arms.
Another day passed, and his men came
for him. The first thing Peter asked about
was:
- Did they feed you well?
- The service offered here was, my dear Peter, equal to
the masterpieces you told us about. I
would like to speak to Helena in private
now.
Everyone left the room, and Constantius and Helena
were left alone.
- Helena, this might be the craziest thing I’ll say in all
my life. We don’t know each other for very
long, but these days and nights you have
sat by me give me strength to ask your
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hand in marriage.
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Never before have I met anything more beautiful than
you, Helena. The first time I sat my eyes
on you I wished to be with you forever. I
spoke with your father and he gave me his
consent. Say something, Helena?
-Is a lamb fur coat good to have on a boat? asked
Helena, and Constantius grabbed her
around her waist. Still weak, he lifted her
up and said:
-When you are with me, you won’t need any lamb fur
coats, your clothes will be worthy of your
beauty.
Peter brought the carriage in front of the house and
again his inventiveness and originality
won, the carriage was decorated with all
kinds of flowers and greens that could be
picked at that moment. This
thoughtfulness cheered up Helena and
Constantius, and Peter asked in a
whisper:
- Oh sir, you will probably need a cook of my qualities
at your court.
- Peter, you are irreplaceable, - followed the answer.
And so Peter’s dream came true.
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The Antioch Bishop
The year 272 brought changes to Antioch. Three
synods were held against the bishop Paul of Samosata,
because of his wrong preaching of Christian teachings
and so he was banished from the Church. Domnius
then took over the management of the Antioch
diocese. His inauguration to bishop was a normal
course of action as Domnius was, to all who knew
him, a gentleman in its true meaning, an intellectual
of sophisticated looks. He always wore beautiful suits,
his hair flawlessly combed fell to his shoulders, and
his brown eyes like dears glowed with warmth for
every living being. But the year 274 brought news of
the death of Ivan Venancius. Departure for
Delminium ended tragically. Lucas, one of Domnius'
teachers, turned to Domnius:
- Dalmatia has been left without Venancius we should
send someone there.
- No Lucius, I am going to Dalmatia, it is my destiny.
Antioch will be fine without me.
Lucius replied to that:
- Beati pedes evangelizantium pacem….
May blessed be the feet that announce peace.
- What is the situation like in Dalmatia?
- Never better, - answered Lucius, - edicts against
Christians by emperor Galius lie forgotten, and the
freshest edict from this year 274 by emperor Aurelius,
has hardly begun its implementation. Freedom is
completely enjoyed by the Church. I know that you will
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become a true founder of the Salonitanian church, still
do not forget Dalmatia is no Antioch. Take care.
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The Colony of Julia Martia Salona
Salona was a small Rome with its constitution. The
population was divided into government, the senate
which counted a hundred members, and the citizens.
Rich road network, built for the emperor Tiberius
spread into six directions towards all parts of the
Roman Empire. Minerals, wood, wool and skin from
the surrounding parts of the province came down into
the Salonitanian factories to be manufactured.
- Salona grew stronger by the day, - thought Domnius,
- and even more beautiful than I left it. I’ll get settled
first with Asklipia.
He knocked on the door of the beautiful home of
Asklipia. The old servant that opened the
door was happy to see him and started
calling out for Asklipia:
- Mistress, quickly, Domnius has arrived.
Asklipia ran to the door and quietly said:
- I hardly recognise him. He changed a lot, a real
gentleman.
What world can do to you, a boy grows into a man.
- Will you be staying a while Domnius?
- Just a couple of days before I settle in to the house of
Venantius, - answered Domnius, already picking up a
bit of, to him dear and almost forgotten, Dalmatian
dialect.
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- What became of Peter?
- He started as a cook on the Constantius Clorus’s
court, the roman governor for Dalmatia, and now he is
already ordering everyone about. You know Peter, he
won’t get lost.
- I’ll go and see him now, I can’t wait.
Asklipia gave him directions of how to get to the court
of Constantius and he was on his way.
He walked slowly watching the five bridges of the
river Salon. The day was beautiful for a walk, and
just as he was crossing one of the bridges, he heard
someone calling out:
- Dommmy...
He turned around and saw Peter running toward him.
- Where have you been, what’s new? - Domnius started
with a Dalmatian dialect in his speech.
And as though it was yesterday that they last saw
each other they smiled.
- I heard you were coming to take the place of
Venantius. Poor man, he shouldn’t have gone to
Delminium. He had been warned.
- You can’t say that, Peter. A lot has changed, faith has
to reach everyone, and the word of God has to be heard.
How are you?
- Divine, - said Peter, and bit his tongue instantly, sorry divine is a bit out of line, it just came out. As you
know I am with Constantius. It’s a long story.
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And so Peter told him how everything happened,
Domnius listened to him without a blink not even
when Helena was mentioned, even though that
brought him back to the days of childhood, days of
carelessness.
There was a lot to do now.
- Peter, lets go to the place where it all started, beneath
Kozjak. Spread the word to the people that Domnius
has arrived, the new bishop of Salona.
- Domnius has arrived from Antioch, - the news spread
by word of mouth all across Salona.
And people went like a river towards the place
underneath the mountain Massaron. A spring day in
May, the smell of the yellow broom flower is in the air.
The whole of Salona came to welcome Domnius,
everyone wanted to squeeze his hand, news of him
came all the way to Salona. To the believers his arrival
meant an embrace of comfort, a shelter from a storm,
a returned love.
After infinite hand shakes and greetings with known
and unknown people, Domnius climbed up on to
higher ground to turn to the Salonitanian people.
-There are many kinds of love in life, love for one’s
parents, wife, children. There are also places that get
under one’s skin and into one’s heart forever. I have
experienced such love over twenty years ago for these
mountains, this sea, the sun and for you, the people
living here and making these parts with your warmth
the most beautiful place on earth. I wasn’t born here,
but as a man chooses his wife, I chose this country for
my life companion.
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Ivan Venancius, may his soul rest in peace, showed me
the way, which I am following today, and all that I have
learned to this day I will share with you.
My home is always open to you, welcome are the poor
that seek a piece of bread and a sip of wine as well as
the rich who seek advice, and all that seek comfort in
the faith. Domnius spoke for a long time, and Peter
started to search for anyone familiar in the gathering.
And searching he saw Helena with his son
Constantinus listening to Domnius. Domnius spoke of
Venancius, of Antioch, of Porfirius, he placed his
heart and soul in front of the gathering and love could
be felt in every spoken word, love that took over
everyone present connecting them in faith. At the end
of his speech he said:- When I listened to Ivan
Venancius over more than twenty years ago three birds
came to me: a pigeon, sea gull and a swallow. Look, he said pointing toward the birds that also came to greet
him, - they are still here. Take care of them and feed
them, as our Lord takes care of us. By doing good
deeds, good will be brought back to you. I leave you in
peace, amen.
- Amen.
The people were slowly leaving, Helena came closer to
Domnius, bowed and said: -Welcome to Salona.
- Thank you, - answered Domnius, looked at
Constantine, placed his hand on to his forehead,
closed his eyes and said:
- If one day you are to become an emperor, be
merciful to my people.
Helena drew back, but Domnius calmed her down
with a smile:
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- Don’t be afraid, emperors are human, too.

Diocletian
The year 284 brought a new emperor.
The murder of emperor Numerian in Nikomedia
brought Diocletian to the throne, whose life’s long
wish was to build a palace in this area.
Diocletian celebrated his return to Dalmatia. He took
Prisca to be his wife, even though he knew she was of
Christian faith. He brought in tetrarch way of ruling,
with Maximian, whom he promoted to the honour of
Augustus in the year 286 for two Cesars at the
beginning of the new century he named Galerius and
Constantine.
Galerius married the daughter of Diocletian, Valeria,
and Constantine divorced Helena and for his second
wife he took Maximian’s stepdaughter Theodora. All
of the above did not have any influence on the
Christians for the time.
Diocletian was one of them, a Dalmatian, married to a
Christian woman.
- Peter, what happened to Helena? - asked Domnius.
- Diocletian took her to his court. As he has no son he
has always had feelings for Constantine. Constantius
and he were Numerian’s generals.
The boy will have all he desires there.
Priska watches him like a hawk and she loves him with
all her heart. They brought him the best teachers to
teach him. I’ll never understand why Constantius left
Helena.
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- Power is sweet, my dear Peter, who knows how you
would rule if you had the power.
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- Me, I’d be the best ruler ever, but alas here is the best
place for me.
Say! I have a great idea, you, at the position you are at,
are in need of a house cook.
- And you are, let us assume, the best cook in Salona.
- You speak like a saint, I’m on my way to take my
things and tonight we are turning the page regarding
your daily eating habits.
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Marcus Aurelius Julius
By the edict of the 24th of March of the year 303, the
persecutions of Christians began. Under the influence
of Maximianus and his mother Romuliana from
Denmark, Galerius through his governor in Salona
Marcus Aurelius Julius executed sanctions against
Christians.
In the year 304 they burnt a Christian church for the
first time. Helena ran to Domnius:
- They caught Peter, George and a couple of other
Christians.
- I don’t know what they did to deserve that, I’m on my
way to Marcus before something worse happens.
When he came to Marcus or as Salonitanians called
him Maurelius, he saw Peter getting whipped.
- Why Marcus, - asked Domnius.
- They are guilty for the death of the son of the Roman
squire Dignus, your exclusivity in faith led to an
argument and the death of the young man.
- Not true, - yelled Peter, - we were all pushed around
by each other and the young man fell and hit his head
on a stone it was an accident.
Domnius suddenly felt a supernatural force entering
his body and he could hear himself saying:
- Where is the young man, take me to him.
When they arrived to the Dignus’ house, they found
Febronia crying over her only son.
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Domnius asked her to step aside, he kneeled down on
his knees, looked up towards the sky, placed his hand
on the dead body and said:
- In the name of Jesus take thy spirit once again and
rise to your feet, live again here on earth.
And when he said those words, he suddenly felt a bit
tired, and he looked at the young man who opened his
eyes and rose as though he had only fallen asleep.
Everyone present fell to their knees, and Maurilius
turned as white as a ghost and barely managed to say:
- Let the Christians free.
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Anastasius
While passing through the streets of Salona Domnius
stopped for a moment looked at a house which
Asklipia was letting where a large cross was placed.
That was not very wise during these times as it
represented a challenge to the Maurilius’ men. He
knocked on the door and Anastasius opened, or as
they called him Stash for short.
They knew each other since Domnius' visits to
Aquileia, where Stash’s family was from.
- When did you arrive? - Domnius asked him.
- This morning, - Stash answered.
- And you placed the cross so everyone will know you
are here.
- Everyone has their own way of showing ones faith.
Mine was always very direct.
- Still beware, Maurilius’ men can be very unpleasant, said Domnius, waved him goodbye and headed home.
Peter was still in bed and Helena kept changing his
bandages on the wounds that he got from the
whipping.
- Domnius, - Helena called out as she came to meat
him, - I heard today that Maurelius’ men are getting
ready to capture all of the more important Christians. I
believe they will be unmerciful. Bringing Dignus’ son
back to life showed them how dangerous you are to
them.
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-

Peter lifted himself up from the bed a little:
- Why don’t you visit Diocletian? He has always had
understanding for the Christians. I am sure he doesn’t
know what is going on here. He never touched you, and
all of this is Galerius and Maurelius’ meddling.
Domnius sat down, placed his hand on his forehead
and seemed to wonder off from this situation and
from this time in space. Then he spoke:
Diocletian married a Christian woman, but he never
took the Christian faith. He once said:
A man has to die believing in the faith he was born
to. And we Christians cannot make compromises with
anyone, not even Diocletian. We are proud to be
Christians and we are ready to die for it, for what is life
without faith? Just a short journey. We the Christians
cannot stand on the side of our rulers nor can we
indulge them. We have to fight for the people; we have
to be their voice, for we are the people.
He got up and continued:
- I’m going to Rome tomorrow, I want my horses ready.
- Four soldiers of the emperor’s body guards should go
with you, Gajas, Antioch, Paulinius and Telius. They
are Christians and they will protect you with their lives.
- Fine, Peter, even though you can’t escape destiny.
- Helena, I’m going on a long journey, and if I don’t
come back take care of Constantine. I have a feeling he
will bring peace to my people.
- Don’t worry, Domnius, everything will be fine, just
you hurry back.
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At dawn Domnius got out of bed and slowly sneaked
out of the house so he wouldn’t wake anyone up, and
he started his journey.
After a while Peter woke up and when he realised
Domnius was gone he ran, just as he was, undressed
all the way uphill, kneeled down and called out after
him with everything he had like a wounded beast:
- Dommmmyyy….
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The Strength of Faith
On the 10th of April in the year 304 thick fog covered
the ground coming down all the way to the
river Sitiron. A strange silence ruled over
the nature. Drawn swards, thirsty of
Christian blood waited in ambush.
Domnius' procession was in the middle of the bridge
when they realised that Roman soldiers
surrounded them from both sides. Over a
hundred Roman soldiers in a frantic rage
came upon this small party of Christians.
One after the other Paulinius, Telius,
Antioch and Gaian fell to the ground.
Domnius stood on the edge of the bridge
with his arms spread high towards the sky.
Death approached him with numerous sward blades.
Dozens of swards flew through Domnius’
body, but it still stood untouched. At that
very moment a flash of lightning and a
strike of thunder tore the bridge in half
and the river grew high and took with it all
that stood in its way. The soldiers who
stood by the bridge watched in horror as
the river took the bodies away, and they
saw in a blinding light which moved on the
river, the figure of Domnius, as he
vanished in the distance.
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On that day the river Salon turned to blood, and a
purple fog crawled into Salona and into
the streets of Diocletian’s Palace bringing
Christian religion to these parts forever.

Epilogue
A long time has passed since Domnius' martyr’s
death.
God’s hand took the lives of Maximianus, who hanged
himself and whose grave has to this day been
unknown, and Galerius who was taken down by the
plague. On the grave of Domnius on the slopes of
Massaron a white rose bush has grown.
Domnius’ nephew Primus became a bishop and
together with- as Domnius prophesised- the emperor
Constantine, the heir of Diocletian, built an aisled
basilica in the very centre of Salona, while the
Christians of Scrupus built the church of St Helen, the
patroness of the island of Braccia.
In time, the inhabitants of Salona moved into
Diocletian’s palace and they turned the mausoleum of
the emperor Diocletian into a cathedral, which they
later dedicated to their patron St Domnius
transferring his bones and the bones of St Anastasias
(St Stash) to the altars of the cathedral.
More than twenty churches inside the walls of the
palace are the obvious evidence that even the greatest
rulers have left, and Christians, Domnius’s people
have remained.
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And while sea gulls guard the sea,
and the pigeons visit the town square,
swallows every spring
bring to us the memory of St Domnius
and the festival in his honour, Sudamia begins.
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The Story of Marul
1463 a.d.
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In spite of the old days’ temptations,
one people preserved their words and their letters.
The beginnings of their culture
were written down in a melodious Dalmatian-dialect.
The poet we are telling you this story about
had done it with his pen.
It happened in the city that is the door to the country
called Croatia today.
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And the poet created a word,
And the word created the people,
And the people created the country.
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Split 1463

-

It was time of the Renaissance, the time art flourished
with fascination.
The Venetian Republic ruled the City of Split and
Dalmatian islands and the Turkish Empire was in
their rear. Between these two opposites, a small people
managed to preserve their own language, spoken not
only at home but in official announcements and
literature, too.
Aunt Nicoleta, was Dad coming to fetch me. We’ve
agreed to learn together.
No, my child, he won’t be coming. A tragedy has
happened. Uncle Jure, his cousin Perina’s husband has
been killed.
Is it the one that went to fight the Turks?
That’s right. He was killed on the galley. The Turks
conquered Bosnia.
Aunt Nicoleta, why do you think people kill each
other?
The time comes, Marko, when man imagines he’s
God therefore he’s allowed to write history wasting
other people’s blood and thus accomplishing his own
wishes and forgetting his mortality. It is then that wars
and killing begin.
Almost all Split attended the funeral. Everyone came
to see off the hero. Prince Andria of Split came with
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his soldiers. Thirteen-year-old Marko had never seen
so many people and flowers.

-

Only three days later grandmother Mira entered the
house saying:
Perina died. She was heartbroken after Jure’s
death. It caused the Papalić’s house to grieve.
For the moment Marko stood astounded and numb.
Are you feeling well, son, - his father Nicola was
worried.
Yes, I am dad. It seems to me all this has already
happened in some books. It doesn’t seem to be
happening to us.
Marko then withdrew to his room to write an epitaph
to this love and cry against unnecessary dying not
knowing that these verses were actually a prelude for
his work to be written three decades later giving him
the title of the Father of Croatian literature.
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The Family Pecenic-Marulics

-

-

The fire was crackling and the children, who were
many in the family Pecenic-Marulics, were sitting like
kittens next to each other in front of the fireplace,
trying to warm up.
In the evening Alexandar, Ivan, Peter, Valerie,
Simon and sisters Andriana and Bira together with
Marko would sit down around their mother Dobrica.
All the good of this world seemed to have gathered in
her. The meaning of her name said so, too. She had
married Nicola when she was seventeen and her
children meant everything to her. She was giving them
her immense love and all the time she had.
While Nicola, as a judge, spent almost all days at
work, thanks to Dobrica, their not very beautiful
house was a real home always full of friends.
Mom, tell us how grandpa Marko became rich,
shouted the children all together.
And Dobrica would tell them how grandpa Marko
had worked hard and saved and how one can acquire
a fortune only by honest work.
He knew how to handle the money and we should
thank him for everything we have today.
I hope one of you has inherited that ability.
Marko will - Bira interrupted her – He already
decides what each of us should do.
Marko is a poet - Valerie continued – and he’s far
away from reality. If we depend on him, we’ll die of
hunger.
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I’ve read his poems – said Adriana – and they’re
the most beautiful things I’ve ever read. Marko will
outlive us all, if not by his body than by his spirit, and I
don’t think so just because he’s my brother.
The fire was slowly burning out and Dobrica rushed
them to bed with kind words and a goodnight kiss.
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Aristocrats and Commons

-

-

-

Summer came and Tidej Acciarini’s school of
humanities closed its door. Marko was watching
absorbed in his thoughts. He was aware that the
closing of the school meant turning a new leaf in his
life. Next autumn he was going to Padua to continue
his education.
Pape interrupted his thoughts:
Marko, have you heard that our people had a
conflict with the commons again? They’ve been
arguing at my place all day. They say the Great Council
will prevent the commons to approach. All the
aristocrat families of Split are there, my family, yours,
the Cipcis, Tartaglias, Cindros and the others. If only
you could hear them shouting against the commons!
They’d better think of how to save us from the
Turks. When will they realise they should unite, and not
only think how to rule.
Well, what can you do Marko? Power is not only
sweet, but it also pays.
It’s true. Since the pope Pious died five years ago all
Crusade wars against the Turks have stopped. God will
punish us for not doing anything.
At that time over 350 Croatian families and about two
dozens of foreign ones lived in Split, so the Croatian
had no match in any other languages.
Pape tried to provoke Marko:
When you leave soon for Padua you can say
goodbye to our language. No one will understand you
when you come back. You won’t even remember us.
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If Tuscan dialect is a flower of the Italian language,
then our Dalmatian dialect is a pearl of our Croatian
language and it will always be a part of me, wherever I
go.
You never forget the language of unity. It remains in a
person while he lives and not only will I not forget it but
I also won’t let all my poems and other works lose their
attraction and originality it has given them.
One people’s language should be preserved and handed
down from generation to generation as the greatest
treasure. We should teach these words of our culture
both to our people and all those who move here.
No ruler, whatever the country he rules, can rule his
people if he doesn’t know the original value of his
language and if all the dialects are not equally dear to
his heart.
As for the commons and aristocrats they must be one,
one city, one people, one language.
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Goodbye, Dalmatia

-

As if feeling Marko’s departure, the summer was
hotter than ever sucking all the Mediterranean heat
into the cove of Split. With his friends, Pape and
Toma, Marko called at the Albertis’ to fetch Katarina.
Kate, join us for a walk – Pape waved at Katarina
who was looking out of the window.
Mother won’t let me. I have to help her with the
housework. We’re having guests from Ancona tonight,
so I mustn’t leave the house.
Be careful not to fall in love with an Italian –
Marko added smiling.
Katarina blushed. She has been in love with Marko
since she was little, and she thought he was not
indifferent, either. If he had asked her out she would
not be able to refuse and she would have sneaked out
of the house.
Marko, however, lived in a strange world of his own
and knowing Pape was secretly in love with Katarina,
he was not even dreaming of her being in love with
him.
The summer was coming to its end, the weather
changed and people started to wear warmer clothes.
Marko got up early and went down to the sea. He
liked that change of the weather, the time of getting
cold that drew away passers-by and left him alone
with the sea he loved so much.
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At one moment Katarina was next to him. For a short
time they stood silently, her presence bringing
tranquility into his soul. Their hands barely touched
and warmth passed through each part of his body.
But Pape, - Marko started.
For me there’s no one but you, Marko,
Katarina interrupted him, leaned slowly her head
slightly kissing his lips, then turned heading for the
town.
Marko looked after her for a long time. He wished to
stop her, he wanted to shout, but he simply could not
do it.
Only the image of parting remained buried deeply in
him forever.
All his friends came to the farewell party. The Cipiko
brothers came from Trogir bringing Andrija Alesi and
Nikola The Firentine who were working on the Cipiko
mansion and the reconstruction of the blessed Ivan
Ursini’s chapel at the cathedral of Trogir. Upon his
return from Šibenik, where he was working on its
cathedral, Juraj Dalmatinac was staying with the
Papalics, at their mansion, which was mainly his own
creation.
Dear Marul, - Pape started half officially, - now
that you’re leaving for one of the greatest universities
of Europe, to be tutored by the most famous Paduan
university professor Jenisio Picentino - everything
therefore being first-class - do not forget us mortals and
send us a poem of yours so that we can feel the breath
of Padua.
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And when you find yourself before Donattelo’s
Gatamelate, a large bronze monument of the Venetian
condottiere or enter the basilica of St. Anthony at
Padua, pray for us sculptors, surrounded by the works
of this great master, - continued Juraj.
It was time to turn the leaf. Toma Niger, a friend he
could only wish for, went to the University of Padua,
too.
When you finish the college,, - started Toma
reciting, - Padua is a necessary step
If you are longing for knowledge.
Dalmatia stayed behind, but Marul’s hand would not
rest. The distance would bring the necessary
homesickness and the poems would rise up from his
soul, as they had never done before.
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Padua 1471
The University of Padua was founded far back in
1222, only three years after the one of Bologna.
Fourteen seventy one was the year of remembering
Dante Alighieri, the author of The Divine Comedy,
who had died on 13 September 150 years before.
Toma and Marko were viewing the exhibited works.
Toma knew Dante obsessed Marko.
-

-

Look, Marko, here’s Boccacio’s Trattatello in laude
di Dante. It must have been the first attempt of writing
Dante’s biography.
Here’s what I’ve been looking for, - said Marko as
if overhearing Toma, - It’s Dante’s “Convivio” in which
Dante praises common language calling it a new light
and a new sun, and this is “De vulgari Eloquentia” in
which he tries to draw a common line from fourteen
Italian dialects. He actually wishes to put in harmony
the regional dialects so that, gradually but inevitably,
the common language replaces Latin.
Another grist to your mill. And I like it. I’ve always
known you’re our Dante.
You don’t have to be Dante to love your own
language.
No, but all this should be written down, worked on.
It isn’t a small job and if you don’t do it, people will
forget all about it. One day they’ll write about you, I
know it.
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For what you’ve been doing will be the history of
Croatian language.
Dante was really great. Taking Virgil as the guide
through the Purgatory was really courageous.
There’s another thing you have to solve, said Toma smiling, - Dante had his Beatrice, Boccacio
his Fiammeta, Petrarca his Laura, all unreturned
loves. As far as I know all your loves were returned, so
a little bit of love suffering is missed in your poems. If
I had your looks I’d spend much less time over books.
Before he went to bed that night Marko wrote
Dread boy called Cupid draws a bow,
And now I'm a target for every arrow
His unerring hand hits to my breast,
Rattling of chains, that's all my rest.
‘Cause I can't get out of Cupid's prison
I kneel before Muses, verse is the reason.
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Genoa 1472
During their studies Toma and Marko visited almost
all the cities on the Apennine Peninsula.
So the road brought them to Genoa, the biggest
Italian port, the third university centre after Bologna
and Padua, certainly the most important for
seamanship and trade. Feeling the life of Genoa,
meeting seamen, tradesmen and ship agents was
something completely new for both Toma and Marko
and this moving away from art towards trade was a
new experience.
They came to an inn where a lot of seamen had
gathered. A lively discussion attracted their attention.
A young man of their age made the whole party hold
their breath by his words:
-

Long time ago in 2nd century BC the Greek
astronomer Hipparchus made the first sky catalogue
with 850 stars and set foundations for modern
navigation. It is, however, true that Aristarhchus, who
lived from 320 to 250, refuted his theory of geocentric
system with fixed Earth in the centre. At that time the
theory of the Sun as the centre of the world and the
Earth orbiting it – the theory which some do not believe
in today – had already been set. I believe that the
eastern countries become closer if we sail westwards.
And all of us having courage to turn the old
astronomers’ dreams into practical reality must unite to
bring people and countries closer together.
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Who’s this young man? – Marko asked.
Christopher Columbus, - the young speaker
interrupted him, - remember my name because these
are not just empty words. This is the time of the
renaissance and people are conquering the world. I’ve
met a man called Leonardo, who has been designing a
device that will give man the wings. Trust me, people
will soon conquer the sea and the air.
What a speech, - murmured Toma.
Marko offered his hand to Christopher saying:
I’m Marko, and I consider myself to be a poet and a
writer.
Should your actions be as strong – Toma turned to
Christopher, - as Marko’s writing is, you’d carry out
everything you think of.
That night they talked for a long time. Having
returned to Padua Marko thought of Split. So many
things have been happening in the world, yet what he
missed most was his city.
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There is no place like home
No awakening, I don’t miss
When I dream about your kiss,
Wooden bed is soft as leathers,
My dreams fly on pillow feathers.

-

-

The sun was persistent in its intention to wake Marko
up, but he was not giving in. He loved staying in bed
until decent hours as he used to say.
He was thinking of Padua and the last days.
The speech he had given on behalf of the university on
the occasion of the Venetian doge, Nicolo Marcello’s
death was regarded as magnificent. The doge’s death
came with the notice of his youngest sister Adriana’s
death.
Once in one’s life it happens that all the feelings and
pains melt down into one. This was exactly what
happened to him while he was giving his speech. At
this time of summer Split was completely deserted. As
soon as he arrived, Toma went to Hvar, so he had not
managed to see Pape before. The Albertis had gone to
visit their friends at Ancona.
Marko, come down, the Cipikos are here to see you,
- he heard his mother calling.
One can’t have a decent rest, - thought Marko. –
I’m coming.
Peter and Jere were sitting with Dobrica when Marko
entered.
Look at you, - Marko said smiling, - what’s up?
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We’ve come to say hello. There’s nothing new at
Trogir. Have you heard Juraj died at Šibenik? – Peter
asked.
Juraj Dalmatinac. What a pity. But he left behind
the works that would make him immortal.
I don’t know if you’ve seen his works at the Šibenik
cathedral, and he was also participating in finishing the
Minceta Fortress and the Rector’s Court in Dubrovnik.
No, I wasn’t able to see that, but his Christ’s
Whipping, St. Anastasius’ altar at our cathedral were
made exquisitely. He was quite old, and he left Nikola
the Firentine and Andrija Alesi to continue where he
stopped. One’s work mustn’t die with one’s death;
otherwise one life was in vain.
I’ve only heard people praising you, Marko. What
was it you did at Padua? - Jere asked.
Nothing much. I’ve only improved my Latin and
was the best student of the university. Now I have to use
the summer to get some rest and then start working.
Where are your brothers and sisters? The house
used to be crowded with people when we came.
Alexander, Ivan, Peter and Valerie are civil
servants, Simon has become a cavalry officer, and after
Adriana’s death Bira went to St. Benedictine’s convent.
It’s odd how Adriana died young. She loved your
poems so much, - Peter began to talk.
She faded away overnight like a candle.
They said goodbye having promised to visit each other
more often.
After they had left Marko remembered Adriana’s
words.
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Marko’s poems are the nicest thing I’ve ever read.
He’ll outlive us, if not by his body, than certainly by his
spirit.
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The Face of Death

-

-

A lot of wine was drunk on that day, and warm Indian
summer made young people stay in the town streets.
They danced and sang the night away. Pape was
dragging Marko who got slightly drunk.
Let’s go to the Albertis’ and sing to Katarina.
Marko tried to avoid this in all possible ways, but
Pape was persistent. There were musicians and
instruments, so they made Marko sing some of his
verses standing bellow Katarina’s balcony. They then
repeated after him in chorus. Finally, Katarina came
out.
A winch was hanging on one side of the balcony left
there by some workers for lifting their material.
At one moment Pape sat on the board on which
material was put and exclaimed:
Pull the rope and rise me up to the sky,
to my beloved Katarina let me fly.
The party took hold of the rope and lifted Pape to the
balcony. Katarina looked at Marko and he realised he
gave her up to Pape.
Perhaps the friendship was stronger or his love wasn’t
strong enough, or it was all the wine…
And while these thoughts preoccupied him, Katarina
and Pape disappeared from the balcony.
The company parted, only Marko remained. Dizzy
from the wine and the night warmth he fell asleep.
Suddenly a loud crash woke him up and he saw Pape
beside him lying still in blood.
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Next to him was the winch that most probably
loosened from the wall under Pape’s weight while he
was trying to get down from the balcony.
Shocked, he almost fainted. He was looking at Pape’s
face. It was the face of death.
He pulled himself together momentarily and tried to
pick up the body, but it was too heavy he only
managed to sit it up leaning on the house wall. Then
he ran to fetch his father. He rushed into the house
and having woken his father up he told him what had
happened.
Go back, I’ll go to the Papalics’, - said Nicola.
Pape’s parents soon arrived to the place of the
accident, but nothing could be done for Pape. Having
returned home Nicola told his son:
Marko, it’d do you good to get away from Split for a
while. Go to island of Šolta to your godfather
Balistrilic.
I agree with you, - said Marko.
First thing in the morning Marko started packing.
Why so many books? – Dobrica asked.
Mother, only work can prevent me from thinking
about what happened, - and he thought for himself:
I could have been in his place. The destiny played a
very harsh game with our lives.
The boat was sailing towards Šolta and he could
already see the town of Nečujam when these verses
crossed his mind:
When loving flame is going out,
When longing girl is kissed with cold mouth,
Face of death knows how to punish
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To fulfill your heart with the pain never vanished.
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“May you be sent to Šolta”
Choosing the cove of Nečujam for a hermit life was
not so bad. Dujam Balistrilic’s little field house was
not far away either from the sea or from the field.
Physical work is always a cure for the soul. Besides
fishing and fieldwork Marko was also tiring himself
with books. Translating was the right work so the
translated books were piling up. Dante’s The Divine
Comedy was among his first translations. Then
followed Petrarch’s The Canzoniere and he started
translating the mediaeval best-seller Thomas van
Kempen’s De imitatione Christi. Due to preciseness
and accuracy of this charismatic “fifth gospel” he had
no freedom of expression. So chapter after chapter he
proved both the richness of Croatian language and his
command of it.
He still found time for reading Juraj Sizgoric’s poetry.
A year had passed and he got used to the lonely life.
You can run away as much as you like, but events
always bring you back to reality turning you to the
course of life.
On the 8th of April 1475 he received a message about
his father’s sudden death. He returned home. His
brother Valerie got married and he settled down with
him and his wife Helen in their house close to the
church of St. John’s.
It was a spacious house, so he turned one floor into a
library and study. The library contained over two
hundred books and it was the place in which he spent
most of his time.
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Katusha

-

-

-

They needed a servant for the house so Valerie
brought a young girl who had recently come to the
town from a nearby village and found lodging in their
vicinity.
This is the maide I was telling you about, - he
introduced her to Marko.
What’s your name? - Marko asked her.
Kat’sha, - the girl answered.
Katusha, - Valerie repeated after her.
Ah, let’s show you around the house so that you can
see what your job will be, - said Marko, waving her to
follow him. – Here. This is the library. You must dust
these books carefully.
So many books! You must be as clever as Solomon.
Marko laughed. He liked this firm and simple girl.
Simplicity, sincerity and openness are rare with
people nowadays. And Katusha looked exactly like
that. She will bring refreshment to this house.
I’ll be here right at dawn, - said Katusha leaving.
Please, don’t come early, - Marko caught himself
saying this quickly before Katusha left, so that her
goodbye message does not come true. – Come after we
go to work.
Together with his brother Alexander, Marko joined
the civil service. Alexander was the second eldest, who
had already worked as the town treasurer and a
judge. He was also a member of the aristocratic
council.
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Alexandar married Clara Alberti, Katarina’s
cousin.
-

-

Tell me about Katarina, - Marko said to Alexandar.
Well, Marko, nobody knows anything. She
disappeared that night, and her family moved to
Ancona. Various stories have been told. There’s a
rumour that Pape hadn’t fallen and that he’d been
murdered and she walled in. Who knows if the truth
will ever come out? The house is abandoned. Even
Clara never goes there.
That evening everything came back to his mind, all
childhood pictures, friends that had gone. The
apocalypse knocked at his door, nightmares tore his
soul and body apart, and the morning was not coming
to bring a new day.
Sir, will you get up or shall I bring you your
breakfast to bed, - asked Katusha having opened his
door that morning.
The nightmare continues, - answered Marko, but
he was happy life came back to his room with
Katusha.
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Simon and Valerie

-

The wars with the Turks were not dying down and in
1476 Marko’s brother Simon got killed. Simon’s
funeral reminded him of uncle Jure’s death thirteen
years earlier.
Many people loved Simon, his sincerity, his being
talkative and sociable.
Simon was young and lively. If anyone loved and
enjoyed life, it was him, indeed, - Valerie said.
Perhaps he loved women, drinking and gambling
too much, - Helen went on, - but let us not speak of the
dead.
There’ll never be peace in Dalmatia. The Turks are
threatening from the east and if we don’t realise they
must be stopped here, I’m afraid to even think of the
consequences, - Marko concluded.
Years have passed and Marko had to subordinate his
life to his family’s needs. He kept them all together
working as a civil servant, neglecting somewhat his
writing.
The only piece of news that made him happy was
including his letters in Elegia et Carmina by Juraj
Sizgoric in 1477. Juraj was his favourite poet so this
insertion of his text meant a lot to him.
In 1479 Toma Niger became the Hvar School rector.
He often came to Split and Marko always insisted on
his being his guest.
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Katusha…
Coming.
Toma is coming from Hvar today, so do roast some
meat.
Certainly,I like Toma, I will get the best for him,
don’t worry.
Oh, I know you can’t fail when you like someone,
but when the guests who don’t please you come, you
don’t even offer them a drink and that’s not the right
way.
When I don’t like someone, and when I see you
don’t like him either – I lose the hospitality tone..
You’ve really put it nicely. I’ve understood your
point and I like your sincerity. If only all the people
could speak like that! Valerie did a good job when he
brought you. You do like him, don’t you?
Katusha blushed:
It’s true. He’s so handsome, and poor Helen can’t
give him any children.
You just take more care of the house, and the
children will come, - Marko finished the conversation
without having the slightest idea that a few years later
Katusha would give birth to son Anton and daughter
Bira. The children took too much after Valerie so with
reason people said they were his.
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The Turks
In May 1481 the powerful sultan, conqueror of
Istanbul and Bosnia, Mohammed II, died. His heir
was his son Bayazit II. The Turks did not rest until
Croatian, Dalmatian and Slavonian governor Matija
Gereb defeated them on the river Una in 1483. King
Matijaš signed a seven-year armistice with the Turks.
In 1490, when the armistice with the Turks expired,
Matijaš died.
The Turks started attacking again and in 1493 they
broke into Carniola and Styria through Croatia and
on 9 September destroyed Governor Derenčin’s army
in the field Krbavsko polje. This defeat in which 13,000
Croats were killed or captured had ruinous influence
on all Croatians. They sought help everywhere and in
1499, the war broke between Venice and Turkey. The
Turks came close to Split, burning down, robbing and
killing.
For several years Marko had withdrawn to Šolta
again to find some peace for his writing. He was
finishing the translation of Toma’s De imitatione
Christo and he began writing his biblical epic Judith,
the work that was simply his answer to the events he
had foreseen long ago. He was writing it in Croatian,
and by this work he would deserve the title of the
father of Croatian literature.
He dedicated Judith to his godfather from Šolta,
Dujam Balistrilic.
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Returning to Split

-

His brother, Ivan’s illness brought him back to Split
where he only managed to close his eyes. However, the
illness that Ivan had brought from his galley threw his
other brother Peter to bed, too. Marko called a doctor,
his friend Siva from Šibenik, but there was no help for
Peter, either. The pest fever took away both his
brothers in July 1501, and in the same year in
November Dobrica died of sorrow.
Valerie was on the galley so Marko had to give up
writing to run the family business.
That year’s events did not, however, pass him by.
From the position of the Split School rector, where he
had been transferred from Hvar in 1491, Toma Niger
was appointed administrator of the Cathedral of Split.
He became the vicar of the Archbishop of Split,
Bernard Zane. “Secular events” returned to the
Marulics’ home.
And while Toma was in a diplomatic mission between
Venice and Prince Ivan Korvin, Marko and Zane
together reached a judgement on clergymen
dissipation.
Marko, do you think life of clergymen should differ
from the way they live nowadays allowing themselves
too much?
If one has chosen to be a clergyman his behaviour
must be an example to other people. I think clergymen
have to be disciplined.
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It’ll do them no harm to have their hair shortened,
beards shaved, stop feasting and chasing women.
There will be protests.
Let them be. Who wishes to serve the God let him do
so, and who does not want to do it, the church door is
wide open for him to leave.
As Marko had returned to writing, spending his time
with Zane motivated many of his works.
De humilitate et gloria Christi where, through a
collection of stories, he gave biblical stories from the
saints’ lives, Quinquaginta parabolae in which he
treated Christian theology and moral terms and
exalted ethics over science through faith, hope and
love.
Fifty Parables or, Quinquaginta parobolae is after
all your lightest work. Through the routine of simple
professions, through a fisherman, birdman, shepherd
or a judge you promote the Christian principles of
living. I like this one best.
So does Toma. The Institution or De institutione..
condemns. In the chapter on greed the examples from
the Bible support the claim that many take advantage of
religion for profiting…
The same goes for now, - Zane concluded and went
on, - should these priests of ours write history it would
probably remember me as notorious, but I’ll take that
risk.
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Hvar
In 1510 the town of Hvar had a population of 1,300,
and the whole island almost 6,000. The aristocrats, or
to be more precise 38 aristocrat families with about
200 members lived in their palaces in the old part of
the town called “The City” surrounded by the
ramparts preserved below the town fortress –
“fortica”. The plebeians were not allowed to this part,
only women and girls who sold and brought in food at
the particular hours. The other privileged class was
the church with the bishop and his high priests with
about 100 clergymen out of whom most were staying
in monasteries in the town. The rest of about 1,000
inhabitants were plebeians.
The plebeians were offended by the aristocracy’s
dissipated behaviour towards their girls and wives
who used to bring food to the city. Feeling unjustly
disdained and unnecessarily isolated by the walls, on 6
February the plebeians took an oath to conspire
against the aristocrats before an old sooty cross
hanging in Nikola Bevilaqua’s son’s room.
No sooner than they touched the cross, a fierce
storm broke over Hvar. It was poring with rain, the
sky became dark, and at 7 o’clock in the evening the
land shook three times. The earthquake tore down the
St. Annunziata’s church roof in the same alley. The
plebeians left and Toma Bevilaqua’s daughter stayed
by the cross. When she looked at the crucifix, she
noticed it was “bleeding”.
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Frightened, she called her grandfather and her
mother, and then they called the canon, Matija
Lukanic who took the crucifix to the church altar and
put it there.
Soon everybody from Hvar came to the church. The
fear of the announced bloodshed gathered both the
aristocrats and the plebeians in the cross procession
the following day.
The plebeians from Jelsa, Stari Grad and Vrboska
understood the warning from the heavens differently.
Led by Matija Ivanić from Vrbanj, they began an
uprising and were soon joined by many plebeians.
At Split, Sebastian Giustinian, the providitor general
of Dalmatia, requested the ships from the people of
Split to crush the insurrection on the island of Hvar.
Marko, can we meet at your place, - asked Toma.
And who’s preventing you?
Besides Toma Niger and Marin Domic, who was the
leader of the plebeians of Split, the representatives of
rich plebeian families Daugubio, Capogrosso and
Cambi were also present at the meeting. Although
their requests were similar to those of the Hvar
plebeians, the most important thing for them now was
to persuade the aristocrats not to give their ships for
crushing insurrection on the island of Hvar. They did
it through Marko’s brother Alexander who was a
member of the council.
Matija gathered over 2,000 people and his fleet of
30 ships well armed with guns is in control of the Hvar
waters, - Toma said.
If he goes on like this, he’ll conquer Hvar, - Marin
went on.
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Not that I want to interfere, - Marko interrupted
the discussion, - but isn’t it more important for you that
Matija Ivanic explains your requests in Venice. Is
bloodshed necessary? The Senate staff will still make
their decision after they hear your representative
against the aristocratic one. I don’t know who they’ll
send, Marin Hektorovic, most probably.
Marko, you don’t understand a thing. Once the
walls of Hvar are down we’ll talk from different
positions, - Toma concluded.
Split did not help Giustinian, and all that Matija
Ivanic and Marin Hektorovic achieved in Venice was
appointing a providur at Hvar. The “City” had not
fallen, but Matija Ivanic ruled the rest of the island of
Hvar and the island of Vis.
Many aristocrats found shelter on the island of Brač,
some of them in Split.
Hanibal Lucic settled with Franje Bozicevic.
Franje Bozicevic Natali was some twenty years
younger than Marko. To him Marko was a
personification of art. Marko was both his friend and
his teacher and he often used his library.
Lucic was still a young man so coming to Split to
Marko and Franje was an adventure to him.
Unfortunately, the times were difficult and there was
little room left for poetry.
Yet, that evening Franje and Hanibal came to visit
Marko. For the moment, they forgot the troubles at
Hvar, the danger from the Turks. By his poetry Lucic
reminded them that in spite of all the events there still
can be time for the soul.
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The wonderful dialect of Hvar echoed melodiously in
Marko’s library:
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No lady all around
Beauty as mine can be found,
All gratitudes she collects,
Fairy-games with my heart plays...
Marko, how can you have a plebeian for a friend? Franjo asked having Toma in mind.
Franjo, there are no plebeians and aristocrats,
there are only good and bad people, - Marko
answered with a smile and went on, - Toma got
involved in politics, you can’t reach him any more, but
you have to take your hat off to him. He has travelled
half Europe to tell everyone what evil the Turks are.
His speech at the Lateran council is still ringing the
alarm in people’s ears. Everything’s boiling in him and
his life path is devoted to correction of injustice. If we
ever defeat the Turks, be sure Toma will be there.
In addition, do you think he is right about the
plebeians and aristocrats, - Hanibal asked quietly.
It’s all seriously cooked up. Moral and behaviour
went lose on one hand, and reason and patience on the
other, - Marko answered.
After a year, the plebeians conquered the “City”. In
October, however, the armada providure, Vecenco
Copello, sailed into Hvar and, having destroyed the
Ivanic’s fleet, defeated the plebeians. He captured 20
leaders and hanged them on the mother ship masts.
As a warning he had their heads carved in every arch
peak of the Hvar loggia. Matija managed to escape to
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Krajina and later to Italy. He was never again heard
of.
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Governor Peter Berislavic
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Together with Marin Domic Toma was imprisoned in
Venice as one of the plebeian leaders, but Zane
managed to set him free and bring him back to Split.
Still, Toma was restless so he joined the governor
Peter Berislavic in his crusade wars against the Turks.
Delighted, Toma told Marko about Peter,
You have to meet Peter. He adores your poetry.
Whatever you write down he tries to make true. The
spirit of Judith finds the ground in this man who had
sold all his property to arm the people for fighting the
Turks.
I’m ready to go with you, Toma, whenever you say.
I’ve already heard a lot about Peter and his sacrifice
from respected people and I do wish to meet him.
The two of them set off to Knin to visit Peter.
Peter was a very pleasant person and Marko
immediately spotted the unbreakable ties between
him and Toma – they were the moving spirit which,
Marko was convinced about that, could achieve
whatever they thought of.
They spent a pleasant evening. The time passed
quickly, unnoticed. In the morning, when they were
about to leave, Peter told Marko:
Marko, I want you to take this clock in memory of
our encounter. It is the only valuable thing I still have.
Do not ever renounce anything you are fond of, Marko said.
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On the contrary, when I give a present I give only
what is dear to my heart. I think that only in this way a
present has its value.
May this clock express my deep respect of your works
and may it show you the time – the time the Croats are
coming with.
The two great men shook their hands firmly and for
quite a while they were saying goodbye to each other.
Toma went with him part of his way:
I’m staying with Peter. See you soon.
You were right, Toma. Looking at you two, I know
the time of our victory will come.
I’m always right, - answered Toma and, smiling,
waved him goodbye.
In May 1520 Peter Berislavic was killed in a Turkish
ambush at Vrazja gora near Korenica. His death
painfully struck and deeply touched his
contemporaries. Marko was among them. This death
ominously announced possible tragic development of
future events.
After his death the governor’s position in Croatia
stayed vacant for more than a year.
Marko’s brother, Valerie, died the same year.
Valerie’s death forced Marko to take the role of
“pater familias”, which to him, who was not used to
everyday duties, was a burden at that age.
A year earlier Toma had become a bishop of Skradin
so he seldom came to Split.
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Peter Berislavic’s death made the work Suprotiva
Turkom (Against the Turks) see the world. It was a cry
to God and a human confession mixed with the feeling
of helplessness – anticipation of war destruction.
“Solus Deus potest nos liberare de tribulatione
inimicorum nostrorum Turcorum, sua potentia
infinita”
Marul expressed his depression and being incapable
to find solutions for the difficult war devastation of
Croatia through The Epistle to Hadrian VI. This
literary document contains disappointment caused by
Europe’s negligence. He pleaded the Pope to join the
armies and start the war for the defence of
Christianity.
“Common danger should be pushed back by
common weapons.”
Katusha’s voice roused him from deep thoughts:
Toma’s come with a man.
Marko stood up to greet his guests. He and Toma
embraced, and then Marko looked at his guest.
This is Peter Kruzic, the Duke of Klis – Toma
introduced the man.
Another Peter, - Marko said quietly, - we lost one
important Peter. However, every Peter is important.
Like all Peters, you too keep a key, his is of paradise
and yours is of Split – do not let Split fall into Turkish
hands.
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I won’t. Until Toma and I live you don’t need to
worry, - replied Peter.
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Peter’s eyes glistened with certainty so Marko realised
that while there are people like Toma and Peter there
will be Croatia.
I’d like you to stay for dinner. I’ll tell Katusha to
prepare something for us.
It’s impossible to refuse Katusha’s dishes, answered Toma.
Katusha was glowing with happiness. She liked Toma
because she knew how glad Marko was to see him.
Over dinner they remembered all past events and
Peter had to listen to everything. So many friends had
gone, so many things happened. They did not know
where many people were and whether they were still
alive.
I’ve been taking care of this small family of mine
that has remained, - Marko said and went on –
I exchange letters with Bira. She is at the Benedictine
convent, and the Cipikos, Peter and Jere, drop by from
time to time.
At that moment entered Alexander and having
greeted everybody he turned to Marko:
There’s an urgent call for you from the convent.
They didn’t want to tell me what it was about.
Are you coming with me?
They only told you to come. They didn’t want to say
anything else.
Give my regards to Bira, - said Toma.
It’s time to go. Katusha, take good care of him, will
you?
He’s totally disobedient, my dear Toma. It’s
incredible – such a clever man.
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Toma laughed:
Marko, you’re not twenty any longer. Watch
yourself a little.
You two watch Klis and I’ll be well. If not my body,
my soul will always be with you.
They embraced and said goodbye.
Katusha saw them off. On his way out Toma asked
her:
Has Marko been to the doctor? He doesn’t look well
to me.
He’s been to the doctor, but he doesn’t want to say
anything, - Katusha answered shaking her head.
Having started down the street Toma turned back and
saw Marko at the window. He became numb having
caught himself thinking if he was going to see him
alive again. Their last embracing was as if a farewell
grip. They knew each other too long not to feel that
something was wrong. He stopped in the street and
looked at Marko’s window until his face disappeared
behind the curtain.
Are we going, Toma, - Peter asked him beginning
to realise what has been happening.
Yes, we are, Peter. It’s time to meet our fate.
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Katusha, tell Franjo to see me off to the convent.
All right, sir.
A few minutes later Franjo came. He was always glad
to help Marko in any way and Marko treated him as a
son.
They slowly came to the convent door.
Wait for me here, - Marko said and knocked at the
convent door.
The door opened and he went in. Bira was there to
meet him.
I thought something had happened to you.
No, Marko, someone wishes to see you.
They passed through the corridors and finally entered
a room.
An old woman was lying on a bed, death slowly
approaching to drag her away forever.
Katarina, - Marko managed to utter.
Marko, come closer so that I can touch you.
Marko approached, his body was burning with the
feeling that flooded him.
You’re alive.
I am, and I’ve never stopped loving you. I just
wanted to touch you once again and feel you close to
me before I die.
I…
Don’t say anything, - Katarina interrupted him, there was nothing in my life besides you. I’d like you to
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know that I followed all you did in your life. In my soul
I was always with you.
Can you forgive me, Katarina?
There’s nothing to forgive. Love means giving and I
chose that as my life.
Come closer and take my hand.
Marko sat by Katarina and tenderly took her hand.
He looked into her eyes. Once again she was the same
girl who had kissed him on a deserted beach one
autumn morning. He leaned and slightly kissed her.
It was all Katarina waited for and Marko realised she
was gone.
Forgive me, Katarina, - Marko said once again, the
tears filled his eyes and he cried long having lost the
sense of time.
Bira touched his shoulder and he turned around:
You knew all the time she was here.
I did, but she didn’t let me tell you.
Marko slowly stood up and Bira helped him get out
where Franjo was still waiting for him:
- Are you all right, - Franjo asked having seen him
shaken.
I don’t know. Please, take me home, I’m tired of
life.
The night full of memories it was,
The night when whole life overcome your mind.
The night full of tears and forgiveness to find,
The night full of shadows it was.
The night with no wish, no desire,
The night with no flame in the fire.
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For a second he saw Katarina calling him, her arms
wide spread, and he knew he was forgiven.
In the morning Katusha opened the door and saw that
Marko went away for good. There was a strange
expression of relief on his face.
Katusha sat down and started crying.
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It was April 1524. The fortress of Klis proudly resisted
the Turkish siege. There were, however, too many
Turks and the surrounded Klis seemed to be bleeding
under the Turkish attacks. The night fell and the
Turks were aware Klis would not resist until the end
of the following day. After midnight Peter Kruzic’s
ships were increasing in number somewhere off the
coast. Toma managed to drag a ship full of
ammunition and weapons. They waited for the dawn
and just before its break they completely surrounded
the Turks.
The moment light was about to conquer the night
there rose a thick black cloud over Klis and it seemed
that a human image came out of it. Like arms, the
ends of the cloud embraced the Turkish tents and by a
strong wind made a lethal whirlpool swallowing
everything on its way.
Marko, - said Toma gazing at the face that created
the cloud.
Charge, - shouted Peter.
And the Uskoks started at the Turks destroying
everything on their way. The Turks were fleeing in
panic unable to comprehend that their certain victory
was turning into catastrophic defeat. Peter and Toma,
whose old bones suddenly gained supernatural power
fought like lions, while Marko’s spirit powerfully
carried them towards the victory.
Aftermath on the battlefield they embraced happily
and simultaneously looked up to the sky. The cloud
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had disappeared and the sun of freedom shone to
warm Marko’s and their country forever.

Epilogue
In 1527, only three years after Marko’s death, the
plague raged Split. It killed 6,000 inhabitants of Split
and its outskirts and in the fight against it, more than
250 houses were burned down. It was a big blow to art
because most of artistic works – including Marko’s –
were destroyed in fires. Marulić’s manuscripts,
however, started returning from all over Europe, from
Italy to England where he was read and translated.
Today, thanks to love of people from these places, all
his works are at hand.
Marko Marulić was buried at the church of St.
Francis on the Split Strand. If you come to Split,
don’t fail to visit this Croatian literature classic’s
grave.

And finally
Not all Marulić’s works have been mentioned in this
Story of Marul, but if it kindles your interest in the
father of Croatian literacy the purpose of this booklet
will be accomplished.
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Kirieleyson
(Kirije elejson = kýrios – lord, eleëo – have mercy)
1979 a.d.
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In my mind I often wonder off to the cliffs of
Kirieleyson where I used to climb as a child, giving in
to the southern wind piercing through my body,
entangling my hair, and allowing the drops of sea
water or rain to moist my cheeks.
The smell of the sea entered every pore of my body
and I enjoyed the strength of nature which than
belonged only to me.
I would lie down onto the wet grass looking at the sky
and clouds on it, which were, as we all are, passing
through.
I admired their shapes not thinking of or looking for
the artist who is for them responsible.
Still, my thoughts always go back to the stormy sea,
which long ago in the third week of august swallowed
a fishing boat. The picture of a boat in flames, giving
in to the storm, the scream of a dying wreck, which
once ruled the waves, death of a boat followed by a
hard rain which calmed the sea and stopped the wind
as to say how ephemeral the wind, the waves, the rain
and people are.
The memory remains as an indelible trail of events
which led to it and which happened later, events that
still haunt my thoughts and my dreams.
*
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It was in the summer of the year of our Lord 1979,
when first guests arrived to the Aspalathos bay and
among them an older married couple with a nineteen
year old girl.
Every arrival of the boat was an event as each new
face was of interest, meant a new story, and touched
the monotony, which took over during the winter.
The wife was dressed in a light pastel blue dress with
a straw hat and a scarf around her neck. Long blond
hair fell over her shoulders, and the big blue eyes
stood out on her tiny face.
The girl had curly blond hair and big brown eyes. She
was dressed in jeans, with a colourful shirt on top. It
was all very tasty. She looked more like a boy though,
and the father looked like he wondered in to their
colourful world. The suit he wore was too tight for his
figure, and his boldness was overcome by thick black
moustache, which was cute on the round red cheeked
head. First impression nevertheless implied that this
was for him more an unavoidable commitment than a
holiday.
Porter, porter, do you need a porter, yelled a
porter pushing his cart ahead.
The man caught the porter’s attention with his hand
and the luggage was soon on the cart.
Where are you staying? - the porter asked.
In the fisherman’s castle, we inherited it.
The porter thought for a moment, but said nothing
and the little procession started towards the castle.
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The fisherman’s castle stood high on the cliff beneath
the hill proudly rising above the Aspalathos bay. The
castle was built in such a way that it presented an
inseparable entity with the rock from which it grew.
It was not a sizable structure but of an unavoidable
beauty.
Surrounded by the green of pine on one side and the
blue of the sea on the other it stood like a lighthouse,
it ruled the cove and the name “castle” completely
agreed with it.
The young lady and the mother looked at each other
not hiding their smile; the father took a deep breath
and pulled out of a hidden hole in the wall a large key
almost thirty centimetres long and somewhat heavy.
He opened the door of the castle that led into a
gorgeous garden.
Marko, someone has taken care of this, said the
wife.
Off course Maria, you didn’t really think that I
would bring you into a deserted house, I’ve paid the
house to be tidied so that we could live in it normally.
Anja how do you like the house? - He asked his
daughter.
Daddy this is wonderful, - she said.
The house had been tidied and cleaned. Everything
was in its place.
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Comfortable beds of massive wood, tastefully chosen
sheets and curtains, kitchen and dining room missed
nothing, everything glowed of tidiness, and everything
was so new and yet old.
Where will I take the luggage? - Asked the
porter, who was standing in the front yard all this
time.
Just leave it there in the front yard, said the wife
and paid him.
Welcome to the Aspalthos bay, said the porter,
bowed a little, and than left closing the door behind
him.
While embracing Maria and Anja, Marko
remembered that he owes the transition of this little
castle into a home to a young man, in love with this
place, who talked him into keeping this house.
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The train from Kastela toward Aspalathos bay went
along the coast. Kastela was made up of seven villages
with fields as far as the eye can see. This was the belly
of the Dalmatia region.
I went there often to get supplies. I wondered if family
Tomas already settled in to the Fisherman’s castle.
I did my best so that Marko and his wife would be
satisfied.
I managed to sustain the authenticity of the building,
the furniture and the spirit the castle once had.
Spirit, I repeated out aloud, the spirit is still here.
-

-

Luka, - I heard a voice behind me and felt
someone’s hand on my shoulder.
I turned around and saw Steve.
Steve was a real, as we used to say, healthy country
product, always saying what was on his mind, sincere
and honest and you could always count on him if you
were in need of help.
He sat by me and instantly from a basket, which was
more appropriate for village women, he took out a
linen tablecloth with red and white squares on it and
spread it between us.
Smoked ham, cheese, bread, tomatoes, patty soon
found themselves within our reach.
It’s much easier to travel this way, - he muttered
through his teeth.
We dug in right away.
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In addition, just when I was going to ask where the
drink was, Steve was already ahead of me smiling:
You can’t skip the booze, my friend.
Slowly, like some gunman from a Ford movie he took
a flask out of his jacket right pocket.
In vino veritas, - followed the sentence, which
truthfully didn’t have anything to do with this feast,
but none the less everything came in nicely into this
little.
Who would not like Steve? He was a part of the
colours of this background country. True, knowledge
of history and culture were not his strongest sides, but
when surrounded by people he was the king.
In his simplicity, I repeated for myself, he was the
king, for simplicity is the equation for perfection,
bigger farmer bigger potato.
Lost in my thoughts I looked at Steve, and he could
not stop talking. About any subject discussed, he
knew the most intimate information, or even more
than that.
When Steve was with you, you did not need the radio.
His directness mostly suited me, but I must admit that
there were days when I would get tired of him, but
luckily I had a small switch in my head that detected
an overload in Steve’s monologue, and shuts me off
completely.
Are you listening to what I’m saying, - Steve
caught me in a moment.
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With my body and soul, - I replied and quickly
continued with a question so that he would not find
out I was not listening:
Leaving that aside, tell me how familiar is the
story of the fisherman Tomaso to you.
What made you think of that now? -, Steve
asked me.
I’ve tidied the place up for his heirs; they
arrived today and will spend the summer in the castle.
Maybe I should have warned them of the stories that go
around the town regarding the spirit of the old
fisherman.
It all started, and this I remember, with the drowning of
the fishing boat, I was seven at the time.
Do you believe in the stories told by the locals?
Do I believe? I have the information first hand. He paused for a while and continued focusing right
into my face, - I’ve personally seen the fisherman’s
ghost.
I did not even doubt Steve’s answer. By then, I was
completely taken over by the great magus’ tentacles.
Like an octopus, with his countless arms Steve had
taken over my body and, not allowing my gaze to
wonder off, he started the story knowing that he had a
listener who would not only listen carefully to him but
could not escape from the train compartment.
- Nineteen years ago, - started Steve; to our Aspalathos
bay arrived a young man, for whom it had been said
that he was of a noble background, but of a strange
mind…
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Aspalathos bay was still in its sound winter sleep.
The summer was still far away and the only
connection to the world was the post, which arrived
daily always with the same and only bus connection
late in the afternoon.
The bus stopped at the station, and many people
waited to see if there was any post for them.
It was a joy to receive news from a far away place,
from someone you knew.
Usually, besides the post no one arrived to Aspalathos
bay, but on that day as though announcing the arrival
of summer an unusual young man came.
The young man was thin and tall, with curly brown
hair and distinctly big brown eyes. The noble
background could not only be seen from his clothes
but also from the way he bowed to the people as he
got out of the bus, the way he stood out from the
behaviour of the locals.
His pale skin contrasted even more in the appearance
as the residents of Aspalathos bay living in this
climate full of sunny days were of a more tanned skin.
Getting off the bus, he waited for the driver to take
his two large suitcases from the luggage compartment.
As a lot of people already gathered, whispers started
instantly, the young man as if noticing that, turned
around and asked:
Could you be so kind as to tell me where
fisherman Tomaso lives?
A boy stood out from the crowd:
- Follow me, I’ll show you, it isn’t far.
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The young man took his suitcases:
I am right behind you, - he said shortly.
Your cases are heavy, what do you have in
them?
Nothing much, mostly books.
Books? No one comes to Aspalathos bay with
books. People usually come here to rest.
Where do you come from?
From Italy.
From Italy. What do you do in Italy?
I study.
That’s all right then, - he paused for a while
than continued,
Are you related to fisherman Tomaso?
No, I am not, but my father grew up with him
and is his great friend. I came here to work and write.
Then, you are a writer.
Something like that, more a poet I would say.
A poet, my father says that you can’t live of that.
Your parents must be rich when you can afford to be a
poet.
The young man smiled.
Here we are, this is the castle, - said the boy.
The young man looked up and before him appeared
the fisherman’s castle. The view left him breathless. In
all his dreams and thoughts he could not foresee this
kind of beauty. He was used to luxury, to mansions,
but all of that existed in given frames, and the castle,
which as a part of nature climbed, on to the cliffs
dominating over the town and the sea conquered his
soul in a moment.
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A few minutes went by before he could free himself
from the embrace of this view. They started towards
the castle door, and when they reached them, the boy
strongly knocked.
Tomaso, I am bringing you a guest, - he yelled
so as to be heard in the castle.
A few moments later the door opened with a creaking
noise. Tomaso, in a fisherman’s overalls with a smile
on his face, pushed himself through the door as far as
his round figure would allow and welcomed him:
- Welcome Anton. Anton is the name, as far as my
memory serves me. Come in, you are right in time for a
bit of a fish stew. In Aspalathos bay, the most important
meal is dinner.
- Give me those suitcases, and you little Steve, shake
that fish on the cooker a little. You can stay for dinner
with us if your mother won’t mind.
- I can’t mister Tomaso, but thank you all the same, said Steve, shook the fish on the stove, said goodbye
and left.
Tomaso took the suitcases and carried them in to the
guestroom, which was in the very attic of the castle.
Anton followed him. He stopped at the entrance
drawn by the view which the room offered, view
towards the open sea, away from the island, and the
Sun setting seemed to colour the painting, framed by
the window, into gold.
There isn’t fish every night, - Tomaso
continued, - today we’re having boneless stew.
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It is all fish from the final cast.
Looking at the young man, he realised that he has to
explain the last fishing net.
The cast is catching fish with a net from a
fishing boat. My fishermen stay up to two days at sea,
and the final cast is the last catch, therefore the freshest
fish and from it, after dividing the fish for sale, we
chose the fish for us.
Today we chose boneless fish knowing that you are
coming. The choice of fish is simple, a lot of frog-fish, a
bit of shark, a cat is obligatory, don’t worry it’s a sea
cat, it gives the sour taste needed, a bit of cuttle-fish, a
bit of lobster, - here he smiled and stopped, - and all
that is usable but has no bones that get stuck in your
throat.
And of course corn mush. I think you’ll like it. You
have to eat it while it’s hot.
They went down into the kitchen, where other
fishermen already were, and while they enjoyed the
wonderfully prepared stew, Anton could not find the
words to explain his enthusiasm. His chosen words of
praise surprised the fishermen and for the whole
evening, they could not figure out whether he was a
real nobleman or a weirdo.
At the end, they concluded he was both.
After the third glass of wine he began to stutter, his
head grew heavy so he asked to be excused and went
into his room. He stretched out on the bed and fell
asleep tired from the long journey.
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The sun was already high in the sky when he opened
his eyes.
He placed cushions behind his back now certain that
the view he left last night was still there. He did not
feel like getting out of bed. This castle is just made for
holidays and you could spend your days lying in bed
looking out the window, he thought.
I mustn’t spend my day in bed, - he corrected
himself, - I have to get to know the place I travelled
into, and I have to thank Tomaso on the tasty dinner
which pleasantly surprised me and on the hospitality as
a whole which I didn’t expect even in my dreams.
He got out of bed, stood in front of the open window
and spread his hands as though he wanted to embrace
the sun and draw its warmth into his body. His eyes
stopped at the front yard where a young fisherman
was repairing fishing nets. The yard was a small
garden, filled with greens and flowers; someone took
care of everything with special care.
He enjoyed taking a shower, as he could not manage it
last night after the wine.
A navy blue suit, a light blue shirt and carefully
selected suitable tie was what he chose to wear. He
went downstairs to the ground floor of the castle.
Tomaso was already preparing breakfast.
The smell of coffee and fried ham was making him
hungry.
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Janja, breakfast, - yelled Tomaso.
At that moment the young fishermen repairing the
nets turned around and became a beautiful girl, with
curly blond hair and big brown eyes. What brought
Anton to this confusion was the wide hat brim that
covered her head.
Tomaso turned towards Anton,
This is my daughter Janja
Pleased to meet you, - said Janja offering his
hand to Anton
So am I, - stuttered Anton.
They sat down for breakfast, which, as Anton
concluded, was very European with the difference of
smell; here the smell was different and much more
intense.
As he was about to say something Janja had beaten
him to it; she got up, wiped her face with a kitchen
cloth and said:
I’m gone, I’ll see you tonight.
Old Tomaso stopped her.
Janja, Anton needs to see the Aspalathos bay
and suburbs. It’s his first time with us.
Janja stopped in her run for the door, looked at Anton
and made a gesture with her head and hand which
followed the words:
Let’s go.
Anton got up, uncontrollably hit the table without
intent and through off a chair. He blushed and said
apologetically:
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Are we leaving right away? I don’t know if I am
ready, what do I have to wear?
You certainly shouldn’t walk around the bay in
a tie. People will already find a name for you.
Yes, I’ll change right away.
Anton ran up the stairs and Janja turned to her
father:
Where did you find this one?
The boy is in his place, he writes poems; please
give him some of your time. His father told me that he
lived in his own world and that he needed a change.
Lives in his own world, you mean he is a bit out
of it.
No, it just looks like it; he is a withdrawn young
man who needs a change in order to return into the
daily routine. Let’s try to help him.
Shortly an idiot, - concluded Janja.
In that moment, Anton came down the stairs, now
wearing a dark green suit without a tie.
Is this all right, - he asked.
Great, it’s just the right change, let’s go.
Janja walked taking large steps, and Anton followed
almost running after her.
Could you walk a bit slower, - he tried to slow
Janja in a desperate voice.
Tomaso looked after them with a smile on his face.
Janja, lesson number one, - he concluded
quietly.
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Janja tried in every way to loose Anton, but Anton
with good spirit and patience won at the end. From
the moment of his arrival to Aspalathos bay, he
decided that his holiday was beginning and that
nothing would stand in his way.
They passed through Aspalathos bay and Janja
explained to him where all the stores and bakeries
were, and they went by the church, where bones of
many important residents of this town were guarded.
At the end they visited the most important place of
Aspalathos bay – tavern “At Mathew and Joseph’s”
This tavern was the place where fishermen came, but
also the artistic souls of Aspalathos bay. It was a
combination of soul and good food, and it was run by
two brothers turning it into a place of importance in
the town.
They sat down already a little tired of walking.
Mathew, one of the two brothers pulled up a chair, sat
with them, leaned on his elbows on the table and
began his offer of today’s brunch.
Today for brunch, it would be best to take
codfish if you like fish or if you prefer meat, the
pasticada is good.
What’s brunch, - asked the poet.
Brunch, my son, is a meal eaten between
breakfast and lunch, around 10 o’clock. It is usually a
cooked meal and workers, salesmen, fishermen and the
rest, - here he significantly looked at a corner where
loafers were seated or as he called them bohemians, come to warm up their bellies, but also to hang around
together.
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I would like to thank you for the detailed
answer. My name is Anton and I hope that we will
spend more time together during my stay at Aspalathos
bay.
Off course we will spend more time together, said Mathew, getting up from his chair bowing by
swinging his table cloth and placing it on his extended
left arm. He clapped his heals like a soldier and
turning around on the spot he disappeared in the
kitchen.
Another bohemian, - he muttered, but realised
that he did not take the order and returned.
- Janja, I’m sorry, I didn’t hear what you are
having.
I’d love codfish, and you? - Said Janja turning
towards Anton.
And what is pasticada?
Pasticada is beef specially prepared and is
known as the house speciality. It is served with gnocchi.
Do I need to explain what gnocchi are?
No need for that, I ate gnocchi in Italy. Fine get
me pasticada.
Mathew left and after a few moments returned with a
wine jug, water and a basket of bread. Not long after
that, he brought the food as well.
This service is really fast, - concluded Anton.
All this was prepared early this morning and it
is good just because it is prepared for many people. It’s
never left for tomorrow.
The food was delicious, and the wine had a somewhat
sweet taste and was just sliding down the throat.
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To Anton everyone looked like one big family and he
could not resist the temptation of saying words of
praise in the end of this wonderful brunch. He got up
and lifted his glass. The tavern fell silent when Anton
leaned his hands against the table, lifted his head and
started the speech.
Dear friends, I have to address you so, because I
feel that I am a part of you, that in my and your veins
flows the same warm blood…
Yes,the best kind of blood – wine, added Spiro
the painter, one of the bohemians, but Anton wasn´t
thrown off by him.
That’s OK, too, but isn’t wine offered in
churches as the blood of Christ. If only they would
offer pasticada as the body of Christ.
A unanimous approval could be heard at the tavern:
- Bravo…- and Anton encouraged, continued.
- When you live in a world where everything is
about money, coming to this kind of surroundings gives
life a completely different meaning.
- My dear Mathew, this one also has no money, yelled fisherman Simon to Mathew, but Anton did not
get confused.
- You don’t know how to appreciate what you have.
- We know, we know, it’s just that no one would pay
for it, - Simon added again.
- This place you are living in and the warmth in
your language is priceless. I would like to thank you for
your hospitality on this sunny morning and I want to
offer a toast with this wine, and wish me welcome
because
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I feel that the Aspalathos bay I have travelled to is a
good bay.
Everyone rose their glasses and drank to that.
Janja got up, paid the bill, took Anton by the hand,
said goodbye and left the tavern.
Anton did not stop talking all the way home. He was
praising everything.
- Some react to wine in a bad way, - said Anton among
other things, - but to people of this bay it brings joy.
- And that is why I think, - Anton concluded lifting his
finger high into the air, - that only the latter should be
around wine.
*
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The train was arriving to the last and the only station
of Aspalathos bay, and Steve’s story was only
beginning.
They were on their way home, - continued Steve
while they were getting off the train,
And then, - I asked,
Then nothing until the evening.
Go on.
I can’t talk while walking, let’s sit in the tavern
“at Mathew and Joseph’s”.
We went into the tavern and ordered some wine.
Joseph cleaned up the table, placed two glasses and
brought wine and water.
Fisherman Simon was sitting by the door and in the
corner was the painter Spiro.
A chair was set by Spiro’s side as though someone was
sitting on it, and it looked like Spiro was talking to
someone, but that someone was not there.
Is he hallucinating again? - I asked Joseph.
He has been talking to himself for many years.
Steve turned toward me:
He is not talking to himself; he is talking to the
ghost of old Tomaso.
What would the ghost of old Tomaso do in the
tavern?
This is where he spent the best moments of his
life, and Spiro promised to make him his portrait.
How will he make a portrait to a ghost? It would
be best to give him a blank piece of paper and there you
have it, a portrait of Tomaso’s ghost.
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He promised him a portrait while he was alive;
Tomaso paid him so now Spiro has a paid but an
unfinished job.
While talking like that with Steve, I looked towards
Spiro in a moment and I thought I saw besides the
Spiro’s glass of wine in his hand a glass in the air.
Steve’s story was becoming reality. I came by “at
Mathew and Joseph’s” often and I never noticed
anything. According to the stories, the ghost of
fisherman Tomaso was in the castle, now he moved to
the tavern, or is it that by day he drinks, and by night,
he scares people.
In any case it is better that I didn’t warn his relatives
of that story about the ghost, even though from
today’s experience I have a positive opinion of ghosts
as wine lovers.
People live in a material world and so do I, but I
agreed or better said, I encouraged Steve to a story
which opened doors of the unreal world into which we
all want to enter.
*
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Janja and Anton came closer and closer to the castle
when suddenly strong manly hands came around
Janja's waist lifted her up high, turned her and drew
her into an embrace
Santo, yelled Janja, smiled, and than the
embrace turned into a long kiss.
I am going, - muttered Anton realising that he
was not wanted.
No one answered and he started towards the castle.
Suddenly a window opened and Tomaso appeared.
Janja, come home right away!
But dad…
No buts come home this instant.
I’ll see you tonight.
See you tonight, - confirmed Santo.
Janja stormed into the house right behind Anton.
Tomaso called her into the kitchen evidently upset.
The door was ajar, but even were it not, the strong
Tomaso’s voice echoed through the castle.
How many times did I tell you not to go out with
Santo? He is a good for nothing womaniser and he is
not your kind. I know you like him, but he has no job,
nor does he like to work. Find someone who will not be
a burden to you in life, someone good and hard
working. He will break your heart and I won’t let that
happen.
I love him and I will not marry anyone else.
Please dear daughter don’t break my heart, trust
your old father.
Let me live my life.
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Janja turned around and ran into her room slamming
the door. Anton sat in the courtyard thinking of the
way to get to his room unnoticed, when he spotted
little Steve through the partly open front door.
Anton, Anton, - Steve called him in a whisper.
Anton started towards the door and walked out into
the street.
What is it Steve?
You’d better get a little air until the storm calms
down in the castle.
Anton accepted his advice and they were soon on the
shore enjoying the beautiful day.
Lunchtime was nearly there and Anton made his way
towards the castle. On the way, he thought of
Aspalathos bay, Janja and Santo. The more he
thought the more his thoughts kept returning to
Janja. She was the girl of his dreams. If only she could
love him, if only she could give him a little bit of the
love she so freely offered to Santo.
Lunch was passing silently. Janja kept looking at her
plate, not raising her eyes towards her father. She
raged inside. Santo was a wonderful boy, full of
humour, loved amongst friends; she thought that
Tomaso had to understand that he was wrong.
Tomaso too raged inside. A strong premonition that
Santo would take away the only thing left in his life.
Since his wife’s death two years ago, the only thing
that kept him going was Janja and he could not cope
with loosing her as well.
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In Santo he did not only see someone who would take
away his daughter, but someone who would hurt her
and this terrifying premonition that their love would
turn bad did not allow him to control his emotions
when they spoke of Santo.
So the three of them sat at lunch, wrapped in their
own thoughts and the only thing they had in common
was love, and as strong as the emotion was in them, so
strongly did it separate them. After lunch, they all
went their separate ways, without a word.
*
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Steve ordered a second bottle of wine, olives and
cheese.
- If he carries on like this, the confession of his will
cost me dearly.
In the evening Janja sneaked out and went with Santo.
She did not return until the morning. Anton waited for
her all the night, worried. He heard Tomaso walking up
and down his room.
When Janja returned in the morning, no one said a
word, but since that day it was like something broke
inside Tomaso.
He went out to the sea more often and asked Janja
nothing. They spoke very little; Anton tried to make
peace between them but unsuccessfully.
Months passed and August was near.
I sat in front of the tavern “At Mathew and Joseph’s”
*
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Little Steve was sitting in front of the tavern “At
Mathew and Joseph’s” when Anton arrived.
Steve, go on have a juice.
And how can I say no to you my dear Anton.
Sitting in the tavern were fisherman Simon, painter
Spiro, and Tomaso.
I promised to paint your portrait, Tomaso, but
you have to finance me a bit. The paints are expensive,
the canvas and brushes are not cheap either. I promise
the painting will bring a smile to your face.
Here, take as much as you need, - answered
Tomaso throwing the wallet into his lap.
Spiro took as much as he thought was right, as he said
for the supplies, but Tomaso told him:
Take for the work as well Spiro, its better for you
to owe me than the other way around.
And Spiro helped himself, and called for a round of
drinks for everyone.
Bringing the drinks Mathew asked the fisherman
Simon:
Simon, what do you know of the departure of
our young men to the foreign ship, my son registered to
some ship-owner who looked for strong young men for
sailors on his ships, I don’t know how safe that job is.
I don’t know very much about that. I just know
that many young men applied and that the pay is good.
You can ask Santo for details, he is the representative of
that ship-owner and he is gathering the crew for the
first sail.
At the first mention of Santo’s name Tomaso got up
and left the tavern closing the door behind him.
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Steve, what are you having?
Red orange and you?
I’ll have a maraschino.
That’s a feminine drink.
So what, I feel like it.
Mathew was near and the drinks were on the table
right away.
So Steve, does this mean that Santo is going on
a long journey?
Yes, he too has to turn a page in his life.
When they finished their drinks, they started slowly
towards the castle.
I’ll walk with you part of the way.
My dear Steve, months have passed, and it’s
only a little over a month to my departure back to Italy.
It’s the beginning of a new academic year.
Have you written any poems?
I have never written more in my whole life.
This place is an inspiration to poets and poems should
be written about it constantly. If love had a beginning
anywhere it would be right here.
Love was born here, is that what you wanted to
say.
Yes, you’ve said it well, love was born here.
*
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We were getting close to the fisherman’s castle, and
wrapped in an interesting conversation we did not
notice family Tomaso passing us by.
Luka is that you?
I turned around and recognised Marko.
- Hello.
- Hello, Anja and Maria greeted him.
Steve turned white, at that moment he looked as
though he saw a ghost.
Janja, he managed to say.
Steve, shake hands with people.
Pleased to meet you, Steve, he managed to say.
Where are you heading, - I asked them.
For a little tour, join us.
I’d love to, - I answered.
I’m afraid I have to leave, said Steve, but I’ll
see you soon.
See you soon,
See you, everyone replied in one voice.
Steve almost ran away, turning a couple of times
watching Anja.
How do you like it in the castle?
I can’t praise you enough, my dear Luka, what
you’ve managed to do with the castle is a miracle. No
one’s lived there for years and you’ve managed to
redecorate it so that it stayed as it used to be before,
how many, twenty years.
It’s as though the past stopped. This castle has a soul.
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It is an incredible treasure for us not only as a
possession but also as a guardian of our ancestor’s
spirits.
Why does everyone upon arrival to Aspalathos bay
start talking about the spirit, when they are not even
aware that they are close to him?
We walked talking of Aspalathos bay. Passing
through the town the Tomaso’s relatives met the locals
quite quickly and they felt at home. Inevitable ending
is the tavern and a dinner invitation.
Come by our place for dinner, it would be our
pleasure, and we have to take care of some bills. Where
do you live?
In the small house of stone that leans to the
castle. It will be my pleasure to join you for dinner.
Also, you can always call me, if the window is open or
throw a stone on to the terrace if it is closed.
The dinner will be ready around eight. Come, as
you will. Our door is always open for you.
I went home to rest before dinner. Anja was a special
girl, besides beauty, she had a magnetic attraction to
her and I realised that I was thinking about her the
whole afternoon.
- The spirit of Tomaso’s relatives came upon us all,
I spoke theatrically out loud to my mirror reflection,
calling upon the spirits of the past Steve talked about.
In a moment I saw Anja’s reflection in the mirror
instead of mine, or was it Janja. I stepped back, lost
my balance and slipped to the floor.
I looked back into the mirror and felt relieved to see
my reflection again.
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Anja was preparing for dinner, too. Surrounded by
beautiful antique furniture she sat in front of the
mirror trying to find the reason for that spark in
Luka’s eye. Studying herself in the mirror her eyes
blurred in a moment and in the reflection she saw
herself but in a different outfit. Stretching her hand
and touching the hand in the mirror, she felt warmth
going through her body.
Anja, - she heard a woman’s voice calling.
The voice echoed through her room. She felt waves of
warmth passing through her body and the next
moment she found herself on the floor.
Everything stopped, and she rose to her feet, looked at
herself in the mirror and satisfied with the way she
looked she smiled and called out:
Spirits follow me, - and went to dinner.
The dinner was perfect. A little masterpiece by
madam Maria. I felt like a king. My effort paid off. It
looked as though nothing had been forgotten since the
fisherman Tomaso’s times: boneless fish stew with
polenta.
- Has the time stopped, - I thought, - or is it going back.
The evening was ending when Anja - was it the wine
or something else - told us what had happened to her
before dinner.
I told about my experience - because of the wine or
something else - when I had seen Tomaso’s wineglass
toasting the painter Spiro.
The married couple Tomaso - because of the wine or
something else - were thrilled by our stories of their
ancestor’s spirits.
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At the earliest dawn, as Steve used to say it, there he
was at my place.
Luka, Luka, wake up.
Let me sleep, Steve, the sun hasn’t come up yet.
If I can’t sleep you won’t either.
I got out of bed and sat keeping my head down.
- Go on, say it already.
- Anja is the spitting image of Janja. I couldn’t sleep all
night. She is nineteen, and that is how long it’s been
since then. She is the reincarnation of Janja. That
similarity is not coincidental.
- You are crazy, its just family resemblance.
- I’m telling you its Janja’s spirit that brought family
Tomaso to Aspalathos bay with a purpose.
- What purpose.
- I don’t know, but we’ll soon find out.
The third week of August was near, and Anja was
turning nineteen - the same age Janja had been.
- Let me finish the story.
All right, I’m listening, I answered, and while
you are telling it, I’ll make us some coffee.
That’s a good idea.
I put the pot with water for coffee on the stove, but
even without coffee, I was already awake.
*
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Anton and Steve were on their way to the castle when
Janja joined them.
Where have you two been?
We’ve been around the town a bit, and stopped
by Mathew and Joseph’s and here we are home at last.
What’s new at the Bay?
Nothing, except there was talk of young men
going to sail the far seas. Your Santo too, said Anton.
My Santo will not leave me. He won’t go
anywhere without me, including the sea.
I don’t know, replied Steve, we have heard that
he was the one organising the whole thing, that he was
the leader.
I don’t believe you, I don’t believe you, - and
Janja kept repeating distancing herself hastily.
Ask him if you don’t believe us, yelled Anton
after her.
They looked at each other with the same thought in
their minds:
- We didn’t need this, but it was too late to take it back.
Janja was already on her way to Santo.
Santo, she called under his window.
Yes, he replied coming to the window.
Is it true that you are going to the sea?
Yes it’s true; you don’t need to yell. I’m coming
down.
Santo came down and took her by the hand:
Let’s walk to the cliffs of Kirieleyson.
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During their long walk they talked all the way, but the
bottom line to Santo´s story was that his life was tied
to the sea, to adventure, to a life that was far from
what Janja dreamed about. He spoke enthusiastically
about everything that she felt a stranger to, about
everything that she now understood would take him
away from her forever. Word after word she came to
realise that her father was right, but her love did not
fade at all, it was only that her soul came apart in all
her helplessness.
Not long after Santo left. It was the beginning of
August. Janja went out to the sea with fishermen for a
while, but later she withdrew completely. Anton was
with her all the time.
He was her only comfort; Tomaso still had not
forgiven her.
Shuttering windows and a strange premonition woke
Anton up one morning while Tomaso was still at sea.
He knocked at Janja's bedroom door and as she did
not reply he opened the door and found an empty
room. He dressed quickly and went looking for her.
He looked at all the places she used to visit and at the
end, he went to the cliffs of Kirieleyson. He could see
her from the distance. Strong wind played with her
hair, and her body was almost daring the storm to
take her to the sea. Anton ran to her and when he
reached her, she just collapsed into his arms lifelessly.
Although Anton was barely able to carry himself, he
managed to bring her home with the strength of his
love.
He spent the night by her bed. Janja talked in her
sleep restlessly calling for Santo.
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We are going to have a baby son, Santo come
back…Santo…
Anton took care of her trying to bring her fever down
with brandy-filled compresses. He would not call
anyone in fear of revealing her secret to anyone else.
Her temperature was back to normal in the morning,
and Janja was waking up.
A drink of water, - were her first words.
Right away, - said Anton with relief and
brought a glass of water to her lips, but she took the
glass from his hand, sat up and after drinking some
water asked:
What happened?
He told her where he found her, and that she had a
temperature all night and that she talked in her sleep.
What did I say, - Janja asked with a worried
look on her face.
When he told her, she froze for a moment, but he told
her not to worry, for her secret was safe with him.
I love you Janja, - he confessed quietly - and if
you would be my wife, your son would have a father.
We would go to Italy together to my parents where they
would take care of you as though you were their own
daughter. I have a certain employment with my father
after I get my degree and I can give you a careless life.
Janja touched his face with the palm of her hand and
smiled saying:
My dear Anton that would be possible only if
reason could take over the role of love. Still, thank you.
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We were well into August already, but no progress
was made in the Tomaso and Janja relations. Anton
wished many times to tell him Janja’s secret, but the
promise he had made to her kept him from doing so.
One morning something happened that made
everyone run to the shore. Steve ran with everyone
else not knowing what happened.
Anton already stood in front of the post office where a
notice came that an accident happened at sea. Because
of the old and used installations, a fire broke off and
later an explosion on the ship of foreign ship-owners,
many young men from the town were killed among
them were Mathew’s son and Santo. The bodies were
not found, but the sailors that were with them saw the
explosion tear them apart and the sea taking them in.
Aspalathos bay was covered in black.
Janja came close to Anton and he put his arms around
her, they both cried, she cried for Santo and he cried
for he realised that Janja would never belong to him.
Janja freed herself from his arms. Anton tried to take
her hand but she managed to escape. Their eyes met
and he realised that death won the battle. Even in
death, Santo represented eternal love.
That evening Tomaso made the fishermen, go out to
sea. Fishing and working on the boat would make
them get over the loss of their friends easier, and he
needed physical work to get over his pain.
Anton waited for Janja to return long into the night,
but she did not come back. At dawn he went looking
for her with Steve. They looked everywhere
repeatedly. At last they went to the Kirieleyson cliffs
and Steve noticed on a little twig, coming out at about
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ten meters depth downwards, a piece of cloth. Whole
Bay looked for her. Boats big and small went out to
the sea, but it was useless, Janja was nowhere to be
found.
At dusk everyone returned tired and closed
themselves in their homes. No one had the strength to
talk.
Tomaso’s fishing boat fished for two days but without
any success. Nothing like this ever happened. Not a
single fish in the net. Fishermen were not pleased. The
boat was cursed; they should not have gone out to sea.
The dead should be respected, - they said.
Tomaso stood on the captain’s bridge and called out
suddenly:
Turn around, we are going home.
Fishermen were so tired from countless trials and
empty nets, numbed from it all, that they did not even
feel relived.
The boat came close to Aspalathos bay when Tomaso
called out:
Get ready for the final cast.
The boatswain looked at him in despair:
But captain, we never cast nets this close to the
shore.
If we never did, we will now for the first time.
But there is no fish here, captain.
Get everything ready for the final cast, - Tomaso
was persistent in his intention.
The fishermen did not understand what was going on,
they just did what they were told.
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And while the net hunted along the covered part of
the sea bottom, Tomaso wondered in his thoughts,
through his life, settling the final account.
When life’s final account is settled time passes
quickly, hours fly by, and time to bring up the nets
caught Tomaso unprepared.
Nothing again, - a fisherman’s voice could be
heard while they pulled the net up.
Pull it all the way, - almost quietly said Tomaso.
The fishermen pulled and suddenly called out in one
voice:
There is something in the net, - and they pulled
it onto the deck.
Tomaso came down from the captain’s bridge. The
fishermen pushed the net and realised at that moment
that a human body was in the net. They turned it
around and it fell down onto the deck. It was Janja.
Tomaso stood motionless, without a word, only tears
slid along his face. He knelt by Janja putting his
hands on her head.
What have I done? - was all he said.
The boat came into the harbour; no one came to greet
them. The fishermen brought out Janja’s body
wrapped into a sheet. They took her to the cemetery
and laid her on a catafalque. The undertaker
organised a wake and lit the candles.
Tomaso did not get off the ship. He stayed alone.
One of the fishermen came back and said:
Tomaso, it looks like she through herself off the
Kirieleyson cliffs.
Tomaso nodded and let loose the rope that held his
boat tied to the shore.
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The boat went off away from the coast and Tomaso
steered it towards the Kirieleyson cliffs. People came
out from their homes to see what was going on as they
heard fishermen that were on the shore calling out.
Everyone made way towards the Kirieleyson cliffs.
There were women and children there, as well, the
whole Bay gathered.
Amongst them were Steve, Anton and little Luka.
Everyone looked at the fishing boat. Tomaso was
spilling oil all over the boat and when he came as close
as he could to the cliffs of Kirieleyson he spilled oil on
himself as well and lit it. At that moment strong
thunders lightning opened the sky. The wind lifted the
sea, it surged, and the waves threatened the cliffs of
Kirieleyson. The storm swallowed the blazing boat.
The thunder rolled, and its echo seemed to be heard
on the Kirieleyson.
People crowded into each other while watching the
fishing boat being swallowed by the sea in a deadly
scream. It was disappearing into the sea depths, but
the flame kept fighting the sea. The fishing boat took
a long time to die still aflame in the sea, for, what
seamed, a whole eternity.
Suddenly, the wind stopped and the rain came down
with all its might on to Aspalathos bay. People did not
move, shaken by the event. The sea turned calm, but
the rain, the rain kept falling, calming a little,
stopping completely in the end. In the morning the
sun shone and Aspalathos bay came into a new day,
but the wounds would take a long time to heal. Anton
and Steve went to the cemetery to arrange Janja’s
funeral. They ran into the undertaker who all shook
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up kept apologising about not knowing how Janja’s
body disappeared.
Anton returned to Italy, but kept coming back to
Aspalathos bay every year in the third week of August
to find his lost peace on the cliffs of Kirieleyson.
*
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The third week of August was almost there. After the
story Steve had told me everything was beginning to
come back to me like an already seen movie, a déjà vu
I would not believe. Tomaso’s relatives, even Anja
joked on the account of ghosts. Anja’s laughter echoed
in my dreams all around my room waking me up at
night.
We became very close and while we walked by the
Kirieleyson holding hands, I realised that I have fallen
in love with Anja. I forgot Steve’s story and
surrendered to my feelings.
- Maybe there is nothing supernatural in that,
everything can be explained, - I kept convincing
myself.
The last day of the third week of August the sky
closed up with a cloud that came over like an anvil
from the west and everything suggested that a storm
was coming.
A light wind played rising the dust.
A bus stopped on the station late in the evening. From
it a great many tourists came off, greeted by the
locals. When it seemed that everyone came out, a
skinny tall man appeared on the door. He had curly
brown hair and great big brown eyes with an
aristocratic posture. The locals turned around, and
someone called out:
- Anton.
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Anton got startled, but he slowly looked right back.
The driver got his suitcases out from the bus and right
when he reached for them a hand caught the suitcases
and a voice said:
Follow me, I will show you the way. Your
suitcases are quite heavy, what do you have in them?
Nothing special, mostly books, Anton accepted
the game.
How are you Anton?
Like a poet, my dear Steve, alone as always.
So they walked and talked, and Steve speeding up his
narrative managed to tell him all the news.
They stopped by the tavern “At Mathew and
Joseph’s”. Anton stayed in that neighbourhood for
years.
The story of family Tomaso made his soul restless.
Today is the day, he said quietly.
Do you think that something will happen? Steve asked him.
I know that what is destined will happen. Too
many things lined up in time puzzle for coincidence to
be involved. Tonight peace will come upon the ghosts.
Taken by their conversation they came in front of the
fisherman’s castle and their eyes stopped on Anja’s
window. Light twittered in her room fighting the
darkness, trying to fight off the oncoming storm. The
cloud was over the sky already carrying with it the
thunder lightning and storms. Anja was standing in
front of the mirror and suddenly the lightning struck
and passed through the fishermen’s castle with its
fiery sward stopping at the mirror.
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Anja touched the cold surface of the mirror with the
palms of her hands, the hands met another hands, and
a soul met another soul.
The approaching storm drew me out of the house. I
had closed everything in it before I left. Out in the
yard I saw Steve and Anton. They were looking at
Anja. The light that twittered followed her moving
around the castle. She looked absent-minded, shivers
went down my spine and I felt helpless. Getting out of
the fortress Anja passed us by as though we did not
exist. We were motionless; our bodies got heavy like
something supernatural came over our arms and legs.
Anja rushed like a shadow towards the cliffs of
Kirieleyson.
Marko and Maria ran out of the house and their
appearance brought us back into motion. No one said
a word. Fear caught us unprepared. We followed
Anja. The wind ruled over the Kirieleyson cliffs
throwing around and breaking tree branches. The sky
was coming apart by the lightning, and the earth
shook from the thunders. The waves were hitting the
cliffs and everything was coming back. I looked
around and saw that many locals joined us. It all
looked like that evening of the third week of August
nineteen years ago when the sea swallowed the fishing
boat except now Anja was on the edge of the cliff.
Through the wind and storm hits, we heard the bell
from the church bell tower striking midnight.
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Anja spread her arms stretched towards the sky and
when the last bell struck from the bell tower, a scream
broke from her lips:
Kirieleyson,
Unaware of what was going on from our lips came one
voice:
Lord, have mercy.
At that moment everything went quiet, we could not
even hear our footsteps and it seemed like we could
not hear at all or like everything stood still for a
moment.
Our eyes stopped in the sea where from its depths a
light appeared, it became stronger and stronger
turning into a blazing fishing boat. Soon at the
steering wheel of the cursed boat, we saw fisherman
Tomaso. The boat coming out of the sea floated in the
air and docked at the Kirieleyson cliffs putting out the
docking stairs. Tomaso’s ghost came toward Anja
from whom the ghost of Janja separated. On the cliffs
of Tomaso and Janja, I recognised love and a smile,
which, by erasing the past, brought them together into
eternity.
Before our eyes, the light from which we recognised
Tomaso and Janja fell apart into tiny crystals only to
disappear soon after. The fishing boat drowned back
where it came from. We stood without a word losing
the notion of time. Marko leaned over Anja and lifted
her almost lifeless body carrying her like a small child
into the fishermen’s castle. We all went home and I do
not know if anyone ever mentioned this story to
anyone else.
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A year has passed since that happened. Anton visited
Aspalathos bay again this year. He stayed at Steve’s
house. Steve became the mayor and bought that same
house Anton stayed in for years.
Luka asked Anja’s parents for her hand in marriage
and soon after they got married. Their wedding was
celebrated “at Mathew and Joseph’s”. Anton was also
invited to the wedding, and Steve as the mayor
naturally held a toast, this time he did not go over the
line either because he knew that the food was getting
cold or just because Mathew and Joseph kept giving
him signs to cut the speech short.
On the wall, a picture of old Tomaso hung and while
hugging Anja, Luka thought he saw old Tomaso
smiling at him almost praising his choice with words.
Many wonder if Janja’s ghost is present in Anja, but
that is now irrelevant.
What matters most in life is to find love and a smile.
And therefore if your path ever leads you with your
chosen one to the tavern “At Mathew and Joseph’s”,
gaze into the portrait of old fisherman Tomaso, maybe
he will smile at you, too.
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Xenia
1988 a.d.
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What’s Xenia Doing Now
Walking through childhood memories awaken,
The past returning people forsaken,
The touch of your hand, the touch of you real,
Hot coffee scent after a good meal.
And I often wonder what you’re doing,
Are you dreaming like me, my Xenia?
Our ways had long parted,
In our story nothing was grounded,
And I always remember your face,
When road takes me to Šibenik place.
And I often wonder what you’re doing,
Are you dreaming like me, my Xenia?
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Is there greater disaster than to lose your love,
without which other spiritual goods
are worth nothing.
Marko Marulic

On Institution of Good Living
The Last Judgement
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Just as I have imagined, death came from an endless
corridor as a creature wrapped in a black gown.
- Nicola, it’s time.
I asked:
- Will it be over quickly?
To my surprise, the voice was comforting and
somehow warm:
- No, it’ll last long, but you won’t feel any pain. Follow
me.
Death turned away and started down the same
corridor it had come through. All of a sudden, I could
not control my legs. I knew I was dying. Some soldiers
surrounded me. They were shouting something. One
of them took the rifle off his shoulder and aimed its
barrel at my head. There was a bang.
At that moment I was …
XENIA…
I woke up sweating from shouting her name that
was still echoing in my room.
I cried for a long time.
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It is natural
to influence human soul by example,
However, no one would chose to live in
poverty,
even though, everybody extolled it.
Marko Marulic
On Institution of Good Living
On Despising Earthly Goods
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“I was rich, and I was poor. It´s better to be rich.”
I liked this maxim, although it had never been my life
motto. I think one should draw a limit to his own
material needs. In my opinion the matter burdens and
leaves little room for the soul. Yet, I met a woman who
considered everything you like should be bought,
particularly if it was expensive, in her language
meaning of quality. - Money provides security
everyone clever tends to.
It was in summer 1988. I was celebrating my fortieth
jubilee. I was sitting in my London office, when the
telephone rang. It was my friend from the Dalmatian
Daily.
- Hello, Nicola.
- What’s up, Tony?
- Listen.
- And what do you think I’m doing? Tell me what you
want.
- Why do you think I want something?
- You wouldn’t be ringing me up otherwise.
- A journalist from the Evening Paper is coming to
London. She’ll probably move to London. For the
moment, she’s doing a story about the tour operators in
Great Britain, and this is your field. Please be at hand
to her. The kid is an excellent journalist. She’s pretty,
but has a fiancé in London. He’s a businessperson and
doesn’t have much time. Perhaps, she’ll need lodging
until she is accustomed. She’s a very dear person, you’ll
see. She’s originally from Šibenik, if it means anything
to you.
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She’s arriving at Heathrow from Zagreb tomorrow.
Meet her at the airport and make a banner with her
name so that you can find each other.
- Tell me the name.
- It’s XENIA.
- All right, friend, consider this done.
When I hung up, I sighed deeply:
- What won’t I do for a friend? It’s Sunday tomorrow,
the day I could have a rest, but, Xenia – here I come.
Heathrow was not very crowded, even the road to the
airport was passable, which was not often the case on
Sundays when there used to be columns in the
morning. The plane landed on time and, immediately,
the day became nicer. - How little you need to relax
and spend a day without getting nervous, - I thought.
Xenia was among the first to come out. She
immediately started in my direction.
Good morning, I’m Xenia. How do you do? - She
said everything so quickly, and I myself could not
believe everything began “on time”. I stopped for a
moment, withdrew back from her and laughed: - I’m
Nicola. I haven’t expected you to land so soon and
immediately pass the control. Where’s your luggage? She laughed as if it was her turn to relax. It was only
then that I managed to give her a better look. A thin
person, real journalist type, if there is such a thing.
She was rather charming than beautiful, her hair
dark-reddish and curly.
My first thought was Cher.
She was dressed simply in safari style. Tony was right
- she was a nice person.
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Her voice woke me up from my daydreaming:
- I have no luggage, OMNIA MEA MECUM PORTO I take everything with me, - she said, - I don’t trust air
companies enough to leave my luggage in their care. I
never miss my clothes, and shopping is what a woman
likes, so why should I deprive myself of it?
- Let’s go, - I said briefly and in a few minutes, we
were driving towards London. - Where shall I drop
you, - I asked.
- Well, I don’t really have an itinerary today. My
fiancé’s away on business and he won’t be back before
late this evening. May I invite you to lunch?
- No, thank you. Be my guest today. - I heard myself
answering, - unfortunately, we’re late for WIGMORE
HALL. It’s a small concert hall in the very centre with
classical music concerts at 10 o’clock every Sunday,
but, don’t worry, the English call it a COFFEE
MATINEE and the atmosphere is very relaxed. The
musicians are dressed casually and so is the audience.
Tea and coffee are served. Even the musicians drink
while playing. In this way, even those who don’t like
classical music very much can become its admirers.
- Will you promise to take me there next Sunday, please.
- Certainly. It’ll be my pleasure.
- Where are you taking me now?
- South Bank, across the river. The Days of Jazz are
going on so during the day musicians play on all floors
of the building in which the concerts are held.
The visitors sit in cafés and restaurants enjoying the
musicians' virtuosity.
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We had lunch at Café Venezia, lobster salad and "salta
in bocca alla Romana", and then we managed to get
the tickets for Weber's musical Phantom of the Opera.
- Weber is God. This is definitely the best I've seen.
I just said: I know.
We went to the Chinese's. This was where we realised
how much in common we had.- Chinese's is great.
There's no better cuisine.
- Yes, but you have to be able to choose the dishes, and I
have to admit you're the best. - She said. I realised we
became familiar.
After the Chinese's you cannot fail to visit the Ronnie
Scott jazz club and Nina Simone as if sent by God
himself.
- What wonderful music and what wonderful feeling
being with someone like you.
Her words were the greatest award for the time spent
with the woman I have only just met.
I did not have to bother about her lodging after all.
She was staying at her fiancé's. - What a pity, - I
thought.
So, I brought her straight to her fiancé’s arms. Even
at that late hour, he was still doing something on his
computer. Like any decent Englishman he thanked
me for my bothering and invited me for a drink,
which I naturally refused.
Xenia thanked me and kissed me on the cheek.
- See you, - she waved quickly and smiled.
- See you, - I sat in my car and went home.
Only one day and it was as though I had known Xenia
for a month.
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YUGOTOURS was the firm I worked for. It was an
institution for over a hundred employees, the
specialist for selling tourist packages for Yugoslavia
with admirable 300,000 travellers and the turnover
amounting to over 120 million pounds. Over a
hundred weekly landings at the airports, all over
Yugoslavia made a large number of air companies
busy. The load factor of the planes was over 98. With
the 15 percent interest rate the money simply
multiplied on the market. Investment in advertising
exceeded 4 million pounds. One might say it was the
time of growing abundance. Xenia listened to my
presentation patiently. She smiled from time to time.
At the end, when I expected her professional
evaluation, she said:
- You know, you're a very charming man.
We had lunch at the Italian restaurant Topo Gigio in
Soho, royal prawns and grilled fish. She let me choose
the food, as though she knew she could trust my
choice. For the end a "specialle" - tropic fruit with ice
cream - a cassata pored over with maraschino. - Una
meraviglia - the waiters would say.
I did not see or hear her the following days as if she
had sunk into the earth. It was Saturday when she
telephoned.
- I apologise for not giving you a ring. I was visiting
other tour-operators to be able to choose the material.
Is your invitation to Wigmore Hall on Sunday still on?
I felt like I had been waiting for that call for the whole
week:
- When shall I pick you up?
- About 9. I'll try to wake up until then.
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How to spend a Sunday with Xenia? Wigmore Hall,
Windsor, boat trip on the Thames, National Gallery,
then a bit of the theatre Burn This with Malkovich,
and then handing her over to her fiancé. Everything
like in a fairytale except for the end.
- I'm leaving for Zagreb, tomorrow, - she said before
we parted that evening, - I'll be writing.
There was a little kiss on the cheek and a smile.
Yet, a month had passed and there was no word from
Xenia. I was fully occupied with my job. It was the
time of preparing brochures for the following year. It
was the third year I worked on selling apartments and
private accommodation. The brochures were my
creation from the first to the last covers therefore
their success on the market represented even greater
pleasure to me. It was the first time young people
from the United Kingdom showed up on preseason
flights. I remember that when I first started with this
idea our Glasgow office manager tried to dissuade me
from doing it:
- How can you think the British will go for private
accommodation when in pre and post season they can
get half-board at the hotels for the same price?
I laughed realising he had not even looked at my
brochure:
- It's difficult to sell something if you don't believe in it.
You certainly won't manage it, - I replied and went on,
- first you have to prove to yourself that it´s value for
money and is something that gives choice.
This brochure actually had a soul. With its design and
offer, the brochure put the key in hands of a potential
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purchaser, allowing him the freedom of moving. It
freed him from hotel regulations, gave the initial food
package waiting at the apartment upon his arrival. It
provided the knowledge of a country through its people
and their customs - according to me, in a most
favourable way.
I saw he understood my short speech.
The time for printing the brochure came. With Brian,
my designer, I went to Nottingham where, as Brian
said, we spent a fortnight one weekend at
Nottingham, alluding to boredom and the lack of any
events in that city. As usually, printing took place at
night so we checked the pages every two hours to
make corrections of colour or text in case some errors
crept in. In the morning, the brochure was before me.
I ordered breakfast in my room: bacon and eggs,
squeezed orange juice, some warm milk and
grapefruit compote. I turned on the TV and together
with the sunrays Strauss' waltzes came into my room.
I am not much of a Strauss lover, but this music
sounded so relaxing in that quiet morning. It was like
putting an end to all that brochure business.
The presentation of both the main brochure which,
besides hotel capacities choice, offered other ways of
spending holiday on over 250 pages, and Sailing and
my Free&Easy brochures was planned at my Split in
September.
I went to Split to arrange the details for the
presentation.
September came. Over three hundred and fifty agents
from the United Kingdom arrived at the Split airport.
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They were met with music and flowers. After a short
welcoming speech, they were taken to Lav Hotel.
All the managers were put in the suites in a hotel
wing. Peter, the manager of Yugotours Amsterdam,
asked me to put him to a room at the end of another
hotel wing, far away from other managers, and leave
a room next to his vacant. The same night a woman I
knew asked for the same vacant room. I had always
been glad to oblige the people I liked.
"Let the show begin."
The programme went on in the way it had been
planned. The official part took place at the theatre.
The theatre had always been this city’s temple of
culture. As a child, living in immediate vicinity of the
theatre, I spent all my time there. The theatre had
marked this city and its inhabitants. Both farmers
and workers dressed formally when going to the
theatre. Using the culture that radiated from this city,
when the newcomers came the city made them its
inhabitants and helped them adapt to its way of life.
The programme began. The curtain raised and you
jumped into the story offered on the stage, the way
you usually do.
It was a splendid evening. It was always nice
returning to Split, the city that had represented the
door to Dalmatia since the days of the Roman
emperor Diocletian, who built his palace there 1,700
years ago. This palace had 30,000 square meters in
surface and 42 windows overlooking the sea. It is the
city of St. Domnius, who is its patron. He brought
Christianity to its population. In his honour, they built
the bell fry by the cathedral. It is the city of Marko
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Marulić, who made this people’s language – the
Croatian language.
Everything has started in this city, now an important
tourist destination. Each alley in the old palace has its
own story to tell. At night, the palace lives for the
tourists. Dalmatian songs can be heard in the alleys
and light music from every restaurant on the strand –
here a piano, there a guitar – giving the
Mediterranean atmosphere.
You can sleep little at night and finally close your eyes
in the early morning hours when the noise from the
streets calms down. People wake up late and have
breakfast at one of the restaurants at the palace
frontispiece by the sea. Small boats moored to the
coast offer fruit and fresh fish, while fast boats take
people to the nearby islands for swimming. During
the siesta, another evening is waiting to bring new
entertainment. Split is the city of your dreams and
together with the adjacent towns, it makes the most
beautiful region in the world. There are the islands of
Brač, with the biggest pebble beach – Golden Horn ,
Hvar and Vis the history of which goes back to the
times before Christ, Šolta with its virgin nature. Along
the mainland coast there is the Riviera of Makarska
with endless pebble beaches. Northwards is the townmuseum Trogir. There follows Primošten a small
fishermen village situated on a gorgeous peninsula.
The promotion days passed quickly, but because of
the meeting Peter did not manage to spend a peaceful
moment with the one his heart longed for.
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Finally, when all the managers had left the hotel, I
asked the hotel manager to send them a lobster and a
bottle of champagne to their room that evening.
While our nice couple escaped to go for a walk, a
surprise was being arranged in their room. Something
unexpected, however, always happens. My dear friend
and journalist Tony entered the hotel and said that he
had an arrangement with Peter for an interview and a
dinner. The manager’s and my attempts to talk him
out of doing it were received with a smile: - Tell me
what’s happening, and I’ll be gone.
Put before the wall we admitted the truth and it was
now his turn to get lost. At that moment Peter came
down from his room. His face was revealing anger. I
started towards him and asked him what the problem
was.
- You’re making jokes with an old man.
- No, I just wanted you to have a more pleasant
evening.
So, no one else knows anything, do they?
They don’t. – I lied.
Tony approached and joined the conversation. We sat
down and Peter told Tony something about the
situation on the markets after all. The conversation
lasted about ten minutes. Peter then excused himself.
He said he was having a slight headache so he wanted
to go to bed early.
We all “sympathised” and when Peter was almost lost
out of our sight, Tony shouted after him: - I’d love
some mayonnaise, too.
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We ran in all directions. Peter stayed in the hall
looking after us. I will never forget that look. I got in
my car.
There was only eight kilometres to Split, but laughter
made me stop three times. Peter’s face was an
unforgettable experience.
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Many words spoken cannot prevent a mistake,
the one who controls his lips
is very wise.
Marko Marulić
On Institution of Good Living
On Silence and Moderation in Speech
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When I got back to London there was a postcard from
Zagreb with a message:
While I think about you, a smile never leaves my
face. Are you coming to Zagreb? Best regards, Xenia.
We knew so little of one another, but the feelings
penetrated every pore of my body. I rushed into my
computer to find the answer to when I was going to
Zagreb.
I did not need to look up Xenia’s number. It was
written and stuck on the computer screen.
I stopped for a moment. “Shall I ring her up?”
What a stupid question!
Hello, is that The Evening paper? Good morning.
I’d like to speak to Xenia, please.
Hold on a second, please.
My body shivered and then I heard her voice:
Xenia speaking. How can I help you?
This is Nicola. – There was a short pause.
Tiny Xenia’s voice said: - Say it.
I’m coming to Zagreb.
I know.
I’m coming to Zagreb from Heathrow on Friday
evening. Can you meet me?
Certainly. You’ll be my guest.
Why aren’t you in London with your fiancé?
It didn’t work out, - she said briefly.
See you then.
See you, Nicola.
I wanted to tell her so much and it all boiled down to
a short conversation. However, you did not need long
conversations with Xenia. I realised she understood it
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all, she knew it all. That feeling of surrendering to a
more powerful woman and letting her leave you
without thinking which way and where and enjoying
it relaxed was revealing to me. I used to plan
everything and this was something completely new to
me.
A long forgotten feeling came back to change my
behaviour, to put a smile back on my face, to make me
happy.
Friday took me to Heathrow and further on to Xenia
– my Xenia this time.
Xenia greeted me with a smile, embraced me and
slightly kissed me on the lips. In her Honda Civic, we
drove to her flat in Velika Gorica, right next to the
airport. She dropped my things in the flat, and when I
tried to kiss her, she said:
Not yet. You’re my guest today.
After dinner at the Chinese’s at the Astoria we went to
a club the name of which I cannot remember any
more, perhaps because we never managed to enter it.
You can’t get in in jeans, - the guard on the
entrance door said, scrutinising my clothes.
Xenia could not stop laughing. As I had promised a
dance, I noticed a meadow in front of a church on our
way back to her flat, very close to it.
Turn to this meadow.
Xenia did not need to be told twice. She turned
and stopped in the middle of the meadow. I took out
the cassette with Weber’s hits and the melody of
Memories from the musical Cats began.
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May I have this dance, please? – The car door
stayed wide open and we were dancing to wonderful
music.
At that moment some clouds came from nowhere and
a heavy rain started. We took shelter in the car. I
touched her lips with my fingers and the sky opened.
A storm unheard-of broke over Zagreb. It was as
though all the lightning and thunders had been
waiting for that moment.
Suddenly, everything became quiet.
Have we caused this?, - she asked smiling and
slowly leaning her head on my shoulder.
We got out of the car and fell into mud. We went on
laughing all the way to her flat. The car remained on
the meadow. A warm shower and the touch of her
body told me this was no dream.
The morning brought a new day, another day with
Xenia.
I had to go back to London, but this time it was no
parting. Both Xenia and I knew this. We both had a
marriage behind us. Hers was without any children,
and mine with my daughter Tina. My former wife
Ann had left me for a boxer. How Xenia laughed to
that! Tina was living with her mother in Manchester
and I was seeing her every second week.
Xenia took her holiday in autumn so that we could
spend it in London together. I introduced her to Tina.
Tina was already a grown up girl so they found
common topics. I even felt neglected at moments but I
was not feeling bad about it.
When one weekend Tina returned to Manchester, my
friend Toma rang me up. Toma was originally from
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Belgrade but he was well known among Yugoslavian
musicians. They all used to buy instruments at
Toma’s. The unavoidable Toma invited himself to
dinner at our place on Saturday.
I do have to meet Xenia, - he said on the telephone.
I can’t wait to meet your friends, - Xenia said. She
could not even think of what it was like to spend an
evening in Toma’s company.
Toma rushed into my flat with a bunch of flowers and
six bottles of different sorts of wine just in case. He
looked like a neglected rocker from the sixties. He
uttered a thousand words per minute and told stories
full of imagination and sometimes far from being
true. Yet, I loved that eccentric. His shop looked like
storage seldom visited by a cleaner and where the
things were simply never stacked. His flat, however,
was a “church”. Namely, Toma’s wife was an architect
and real estate was actually their business. They
would buy a ruin, bring labour from Yugoslavia and
make it a palace in the real sense of the words. Thus
reconstructed they would sell it for the three times
greater value moving then to a new “business”.
How do you do? I’m Toma. I’m afraid my wife’s in
Belgrade, but I hope you’ll soon meet her.
Xenia wanted to reply, but Toma went on:
I know, I know, you’re Xenia. Nikola can’t stop
talking about you.
Xenia’s mouth stayed open and remained so for the
whole evening.
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Toma did not shut his mouth. A story after story went
on:
So, we drove in the van across Germany carrying
the ordered instruments to Zagreb. We stopped at a café
by the road. I slowly opened the café door. I scented the
alcohol, and the inside could be barely seen from the
smoke.
All the faces there looked suspicious. The music
stopped. There was silence.
I shouted Heil Hitler. There was silence. I repeated Heil
Hitler and there was still silence. When I shouted Heil
Hitler for the third time, all the present voices went
loudly Sieg, Sieg, Sieg. We drank until late and I don't
know how much we had. There were, however, clean
people there, too. So, when we started on the road
again, all of a sudden there were lights all around us –
we were surrounded by dozen police cars. At that
difficult moment, I remembered the magic words and
shouted Hitler and Priestly – the two greatest rockers.
So, they let us go. When we arrived to Zagreb, there
was another unpleasant event. I took Tito’s picture off
the wall at a café and was arrested. My friend
“ustasha” – Truli got me out of prison. Fuck the
country where you can’t taunt with the president.
Toma, watch your language a little – I reminded
him quietly, but he overheard it and went on.
When I was released from prison, I went to Červar
where we keep our yacht. I wanted to forget about all
unpleasant things that had happened to me. As my wife
and I were a considerable distance from the shore, all
of a sudden everything became dark.
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At that moment I put both the boat and my destiny
into my wife’s hands and went inside the boat to think.
We could only catch sight of small lights in the
distance. I was being overcome with fear. We saved our
lives only thanks to her being composed and my being
sensible at estimating the situation.
Xenia was still dumbfounded and she was not able to
break this “rhapsody”.
Toma continued:
Xenia, there’s so much crime in London that you
have to be ready. I always keep a pistol or a rifle in my
shop. I can even get a nuclear bomb, if necessary.
It was now the first time Xenia managed to say a
sentence:
Not a nuclear bomb, please, - realising that the
wine had drawn Toma far into these Munchausen like
stories. Toma only gave a short reply: - OK, not a
nuclear bomb, then, - and he went on without letting
anyone interrupt him.
I burst into laughter. I did not know if it was from
Toma’s stories or Xenia’s surprised face.
When Toma was leaving there was no drop of wine
left, and when the door closed behind him, Xenia and
I began to laugh.
Xenia embraced me and said:
I like your friends.
We spent Sunday in bed curing the hangover. We
turned on the television and watched a programme
from time to time. In the afternoon Charles Glass’
documentary Pitty the Nation was on. It was one of the
best documentaries I had ever seen.
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Our eyes didn’t leave the television screen. It was a
moving story about Lebanon, Beirut, refugees and the
people at war. The title of the documentary was taken
from Khalil Gibran’s poem. He is one of the greatest
Lebanese poets, the author of The Prophet. We
watched that documentary unaware that soon such
images would be coming from Yugoslavia, too.
For Xenia, politics was a part of everyday life.
People’s colour, religion or nation made no difference
to her. It was not that simple for us mortals and for
her it was a way of life.
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One should not under any circumstances begin
conversation
with those who think of themselves
as the only clever ones
and who look down on the others
refusing to share correct opinion
with many of them
but try to mislead
by philosophising and deceitful evidence.
Marko Marulić
On Institution of Good Living
On Being Friendly and Avoiding Company.
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The Yugotours management gathered for Christmas
dinner at the Topo Gigio restaurant in 1988. As
Yugotours, although a British firm had been founded
by the Yugoslavian capital from Belgrade, most of the
managers came from Serbia. Yugoslavia consisted of
six republics: Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro,
Bosnia & Herzegovina and Macedonia, and two
autonomous regions Vojvodina and Kosovo.
The Serbs called the population of Kosovo Shiptars
(mostly pejoratively used although derived from
Shqiptar - the word used by Albanians to describe
themselves). The capital of Yugoslavia and, at the
same time, of Serbia was Belgrade.
Shiptars were the topic of that Christmas dinner
conversation. They had bought all the best locations
in the cities, and particularly at the seaside. They had
opened goldsmith’s shops. As they “multiplied”
quickly – every couple had ten children – in years
they would become a great danger for the rest of the
Yugoslav population. The conclusion was – Shiptars
should be exterminated.
Such conclusions did not come from Serbs only but
from some Croats, too, and this provoked resistance
in me. It was as though Xenia spoke out of me.
Have you noticed that the Pakistani have become
the best accountants, exquisite doctors, and even
professors in Great Britain?
They all nodded to the comment of mine without
expecting I would continue:
If we had educated Shiptars perhaps, they might
have been like the Pakistani in Great Britain today.
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They did not like my opinion, so I excused myself
telling them I had to go home urgently and left this
party I once thought I knew well.
The year 1988 passed and we entered 1989 – the year
that revoked some long forgotten passions dividing
people according to their nationality and separating
them by insurmountable abysses.
Already in January, the politics entered every
household. Everybody knew and followed the events
at the political scene. Serbian nationalism got its
contours at the meetings in Montenegro and
Vojvodina.
The modification of the 1974 SFRY constitution was
requested. By this constitution, Vojvodina and Kosovo
had been made the constituent parts of Yugoslavia,
which led to “Vojvodina and Kosovo separatism”. The
modifications would make Serbia “strong and
powerful” with two regions as its parts. One name
was increasingly mentioned connected to the national
corps of Serbian people – the name of Slobodan
Milošević.
Political pluralism was more often mentioned in our
newspapers in Croatia. In Kosovo 900 miners went on
a
hunger
strike
requesting
unchangeable
constitutional principles and breaking off the
incorrect policy against the Albanians in Kosovo.
In late March the first victims fell. Nineteen Kosovo
Albanians were killed and 49 wounded in
demonstrations. Two police officers were also killed, 5
were wounded and 20 injured. On 28 March, that
same day, the delegates of the Serbian Assembly
passed the amendments to the Constitution of Serbia.
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These amendments violated the 1974 Constitution as
they deprived Vojvodina and Kosovo of their status of
the constituent parts of Yugoslavia and subordinated
them to Serbia.
On the 8th of May, Slobodan Milošević was elected the
President of Serbian Communist Party Central
Committee.
In June the Croatian Democratic Union, the party
that would play an essential role in Croatian policy
was founded. In late June, the commemoration of
600th anniversary of the Battle of Kosovo took place at
Gazimestan near Pristine. Milošević’s speech was
welcomed enthusiastically.
Six centuries has passed since the Battle of Kosovo
and today we are still waging battles or about to do so.
They are not armed ones, but we cannot exclude that,
either. Whatever their nature, they cannot be won
without decisiveness, courage or sacrifice.
In this way the spirit of the Great Serbia was being
born.
The scenario was repeated in the heart of Croatia –
the town of Knin – in July. The crowd shouted:
“Slobo, you’re freedom” and “This is Serbia”.
It is strange how politics changes people. I had never
given much thought to politics so I tried to make
comments on some actions as a joke, but I soon
realised that the Serbs who worked for the firm were
suddenly filled with some national pride that through
the person of Slobodan Milošević brought them close
together. They spoke of him as “the greatest Serbian
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mind” and the saviour. What was it like to be
Croatian in such an environment?
One nationalism will provoke the other, - I used to
tell them, - I can’t believe you don’t understand the
other republics will return in kind.
We have never been allowed to say we’re Serbs, they would say proudly.
However, nationalism recalled the spirits of the past.
The Chetnik caps appeared at the meetings. Some
Serbs did not like it.
Fancy the Croats call us Chetniks, - a Serbian
woman told the other.
Ceca, you really amaze me. We’ve always been
Chetniks, haven’t we?
Toma remained Toma. At his place you could find
both Croatian and Serbian insignia. Politics had no
influence on him. Tony came from Split and wrote a
wonderful article about Toma. Perhaps these times
missed such escapes from politics.
In the evening, we went to Ronnie Scott’s. Old Ronnie
made us relax a little having told us a joke about a
parrot buyer. Having entered the shop, he could not
decide which of the three parrots to buy.
The assistant suggested a wonderful yellow parrot. Its
price was £200.
For £200, this parrot sings Verdi’s arias.
The second brightly red parrot was somewhat more
expensive.
For £500 this parrot sings Verdi’s and Puccini’s
arias.
And how much is this poor grey parrot?
It’s £1,000.
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And what can it sing? – The buyer asked
interested.
We don’t know yet, but these two parrots call it
Maestro.
It was a rare evening spent with a friend without
talking about politics.
In September, there was a promotion of the new
brochure in Dubrovnik.
Like in previous year, over 350 agents arrived at
Dubrovnik. Yugoslavia still was an attractive tourist
destination. The Maestrali were playing Old friends,
where are you? The atmosphere was relaxed. As
though politics left Dubrovnik for a moment and we
went back to thinking about tourism, about Great
Britain’s Yugotours that would break the record with
375,000 travellers, about Yugotours International
whose number of travellers would exceed 800,000.
Then the Lole played And now goodbye, and now
goodbye, who knows where, who knows when…
It seemed that we were slowly realising we were
parting with that song and perhaps there would be no
more promotions. However, we did not understand
there would be no more Yugoslavia. We did not see
the war was knocking at our door.
Xenia was getting more preoccupied with her work.
She seldom came to London. My firm decided to send
me back to Split as Great Britain area manager the
following year. It was an operational job, more
attractive in any case, but the problem was Tina. I
would not be able to see her so often.
In 1990, the new Election Law was passed in Croatia.
It provided the rights to multiparty elections.
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Franjo Tuđman was elected the president at the 1st
Croatian Democratic Union Convention.
The free and multiparty elections were held and won
by the Croatian Democratic Union so Franjo Tuđman
became the president of the Republic of Croatia.
The Croatian Assembly annulled the socialist
designations from the Constitution and Republic
names, and re-established the historic Croatian
emblem with 25 red and white squares.
The barricades set by the local Serbs blocked the
roads leading towards Knin. They wanted to “prevent
Croatian special units to break in”. The president of
Knin Municipality, member of the Serbian
Democratic Party, proclaimed the state of war in the
territory of Knin Municipality.
In January 1991 Xenia left Zagreb and came down to
Split.
We hired a flat in a private villa in Podstrana, south
of Split. The villa was by the sea. One day Xenia
brought seedlings of white callas from the market to
plant them along the terrace fence. I could not
connect Xenia with flowers, but she said:
These are the only flowers that go with the blueness
of the sea, greeness of the islands and blueness of the
sky.
I always travelled on business and so did she, but we
were trying to spend the weekends together.
Coming to the seaside villa from London meant rest.
What an Englishman would give to be able to live in
such a villa and in such weather conditions, 198
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I thought while I was watching the sunset sitting on
our terrace with the view of the islands. All this
political turmoil was not worthy of this beauty.
We have only one life so each person should have the
right of running it.
Perhaps knowing the situation better than I did Xenia
could foresee the development of the events. She often
tried to bring in politics into our conversations. To her
I was someone who could not realise that changes
were coming.
Back in London when I had heard my Serbian
colleagues saying – The war’s inevitable – and
watching their faces that had radiated a strange
euphoria, I had not understood a thing.
Who would the war be against, and what were its
aims. I thought there would never be a war, that there
was still sense, that such a thing could not happen to
us. Xenia, however, mentioned exactly the
inevitability of the situation for which we should be
ready.
The season still went on normally and the first guests
from Great Britain and other destinations were
arriving.
Not everybody shared Xenia’s opinion – I thought.
In the end, I had to admit she was right.
For the British Immigration Office Yugoslavia
became an insecure country. The evacuation of
tourists began. In three days, we transferred back to
Britain all the tourists from Yugoslavia. I have never
dreamed of such development of the events.
Slovenia and Croatia proclaimed sovereignty and
independence.
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The YNA units moved to occupy the border crossings
meeting the Slovenian territory defence’s strong
resistance. The war started in Slovenia.
*
If we had a correct view of ourselves,
we would not be judged for good.
Marko Marulić
On Institution of Good Living
On How No One Should Be Judged Easily.
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Xenia went to all most dangerous places.
Do you always have to be in the heart of the
conflict, - I asked her, - you don’t always have to
provoke the faith running towards danger? There’s a
sewage rule which says that if you park your car next to
a drain there’s a possibility, if only a very slight one, to
drop your keys in it. If you don’t park there there’s no
such possibility at all. To make the long story short –
don’t challenge your faith.
Xenia raged:
- I do or don’t do my job. You have to live the life you’ve
chosen.
Death is the one who chooses the moment.
Vukovar’s been attacked today. I’m going there. You
can guard your Split, but the war will soon come to
Dalmatia.
Can’t we live normally like many other people? – I
asked her when she was leaving.
No, we can’t. My job’s everything to me. This is the
best way I can fight for my country. We’re sending the
truth to the world. You’re still living in your imaginary
world. If you can’t live with me and understand my
obligations, we’d better part.
It was the first time one of us mentioned parting. I
was speechless. She was gone leaving the door open
behind her. At that moment I thought perhaps we
should better part.
It was late August. I enlisted as a reserve officer
wishing to take an active part in the war but I was
assigned to the neighbourhood community. When you
wish so you cannot get to the battlefield.
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The war spread through Croatia. Kijevo had fallen.
In September, Šibenik was attacked, but its people
managed not only to defend it but to take down two
Serbian aircrafts, too. What nobody ever expected
happened in October – the Serbs attacked Dubrovnik.
Even those who thought we would avoid the war saw
the inevitability of the clash. In mid November Split
was shot at from the Navy harbour Lora and from the
warships. The Serbs massacred the inhabitants of
Nadin and Škabrnja. Ninety-nine peasants were
killed.
On 18 November Vukovar fell. Annie le Brun came
out with the following title in the Liberation:
Today Guernica Is Called Vukovar.
Xenia returned. The horror of Vukovar was written
on her face. She condemned the Croatian govermant.
Vukovar should not have fallen. For days, she had
spoken very little.
We listened to Margaret Thacher on television.
Such a speech explaining what was going on in
Croatia to those who still wanted to revitalise
Yugoslavia was most necessary now. She ended with
the following words:
I consider that the World must be with freedom,
democracy and justice.
In early December, there was another attack at
Dubrovnik – this time even more fierce. Nineteen
were dead and sixty wounded. Croatia requested the
international recognition of its sovereignty and
independence. At midnight on the New Year’s Day the
Concert for Peace took place at the Franciscan
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monastery in Dubrovnik and went on live on many
European TV channels.
One nation’s cry for its sovereignty and freedom
spread in the world and on 15 January 1992 the
European Community recognised Croatia as a
sovereign and independent country.
Xenia got up from the armchair, kissed me and
shouted
Yes, yes, yes, we made it!
On that day many citizens of Zagreb gathered
spontaneously at the main square, Trg bana Josipa
Jelačića in the celebration mood. Split was also
celebrating. The world recognised us.
I hope you’ll travel less now.
A battle won doesn’t mean the war is won. Now the
time has come to write, now that the entire world will
read everything we write. We’re now entering the fight
for winning the war with equal chances. The victory is
now within reach. Just a little more, Nicola, and our
dream will come true.
I knew we had to wait long for that day. Xenia would
never stop living in her journalist way.
Xenia, I’m tired of the way we’re living. I’ll visit
Tina in England. I haven’t seen her for a long time.
Now that Croatia is recognised, I might return to
London to be beside her. I’d like you to go back with
me, too.
I’ve been offered a job by a tour operating company.
I’ve been here too long without a job, and the money
I’ve saved has been melting slowly.
I’ll always have the money for both of us, Xenia
said.
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It’s not the same, Xenia. You know it well.
Nicola, I can’t leave Croatia now.
In that case goodbye or see you.
Why these heavy words? Your friendship is as
important as your love to me.
I smiled a sour smile. Why is it always so difficult to
leave?
The following day I managed to get a place on a flight
to London.
London has not changed at all, but a great number of
young people from Serbia had moved in. The war
would after all end in Serbia. Xenia was right when
she said so. Serbia would pay the most.
And the Serbian youth would leave their country
never to come back. Many Serbs who lived in London
avoided being friendly with Croats. They still believed
in Sloba and his politics. I dropped by at Toma’s
hoping he had not changed. Toma got ill. He suffered
from an incurable cancer. It was diagnosed too late.
Yet, Toma tried to be cured. He found a clairvoyant in
Portugal who, based on a single photo he had sent,
told him the history of his illness on the telephone.
Toma went to Portugal. Soon after that, the
clairvoyant came to London.
Toma, you have at home a mask you’d bought in
Africa. Please, bring it to me – the clairvoyant said.
Toma brought the ebony mask and laid it on the table.
The clairvoyant spread his fingers over the mask and
remained in that position for a few moments. Then he
put his palms on Toma’s palms.
Toma, put your palms over the mask.
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When Toma put his palms over the mask, it began to
tremble. Everyone shivered from fear. There are so
many things in this earthly world we people of the
materialistic world cannot even dream of.
The clairvoyant did not manage to cure Toma but he
prolonged his life for two more years. I remember
that Toma then made black bussines cards. A body
can die, but the spirit of a man like Toma will live
until there are people who can remember him.
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I know you will deliver me to death
where a home for everything alive has been built,
as nothing under the sun is forever.
Marko Marulić
On Institution of Good Living
On Thinking about Death
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Toma spoke of death as of a constituent part of life.
You shouldn’t mourn someone who died. – He
would joke with death.
When Buddy Rich, one of the best drummers of his
time died, and he was famous for torturing his
musicians, the news were passed on by one of his
musicians like this:
I have a piece of good and a piece of bad news.
The piece of good news is: Buddy Rich has died, and
the bad one is: He hasn’t suffered.
Toma asked me about Xenia.
When I told him everything, he said:
Go back to Split, you fool. I know how much she
means to you. You’ll find some kind of job there. It’s
important that you stay together. You don’t find a
person like Xenia every day.
Leaving Toma, I knew how right he was. My life had
no sense without Xenia. Only when you are separated
from the person you love your feeling reveals the force
of your love. All the images from our life together
were passing before my eyes; each moment spent with
Xenia was living in me.
Toma was right. I was going back to Split.
I spoke with Tina for a long time. To my surprise, she
was more grown up than I thought, certainly more
grown up than I was.
I’ll be coming to Split every month, - she said. –
Don’t worry. Everything will be perfectly all right.
Who’s the father and who the daughter here? –
I thought proud of such girl’s thinking.
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London stayed behind the plane’s tail. I was going
back to Split, to Xenia.
I knew that if I had stayed in London, every minute I
would have wondered what Xenia was doing. All her
weak points I had found became her strong points
and the physical pain I felt because of our separation
had by that time turned into a scream, a contraction
and a wish not to part ever again. Tony drove me
home. Xenia was not there. She was away again. This
time I knew I was going to wait for her. There was an
unfinished letter on the table: “Dear Nicola, I need
your love in this turmoil of human destinies passing by
me, about which I write day and night striving for the
truth…”
Days were passing and Xenia was not coming.
It was a Monday morning in late January. The
telephone rang.
This is Nicola, - I answered the telephone.
Nicola, it’s Tony, - he paused for a moment.
Yes, Tony.
Can you come to my office?
Something’s happened. Tell me what it is.- There
was a pause again.
Tony, tell me what happened.
Xenia was killed.
I broke out in a cold sweat. Tears went down my
cheeks; my body was breaking down from weeping.
Some time passed before I managed to speak.
How did it happen?
A sniper shot hit her at Osijek. I’ll come to your
place immediately.
Thank you, Tony.
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I hung up, set down and cried for a long time.
I did not know how much time had passed before
Tony came.
Tony came in without knocking. I immediately asked
him:
When can I see her?
If you’re ready, we can go now.
I’m ready. Let’s go.
We soon arrived at Šibenik. She was lying peacefully
on the catafalque surrounded by callas. I had no more
tears. I was overcome by a strange numbness. I
cannot remember the funeral any more.
When we returned to Split, Tony asked me if I wanted
him to stay with me that night, but I wished to remain
alone.
Tony left, and I had the whole night to remember, to
ask questions that could not be answered, for the guilt
that was burdening my soul, for the love of the
woman I lost. The blooming callas on the terrace
seemed to be saying life was going on – but it was not.
Life stopped in the room in which everything was
Xenia – where I could feel her presence.
There was no more Xenia. My body was shivering in
fever.
I did not know when I went to sleep.
The morning brought a new day without Xenia.
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When law and order break down,
and people become self-centered,
greedy, conceited, stuck-up, the ones who swear,
disobedient to their parents, ungrateful,
criminals, insensitive, rebellious,
slanderers, unbridled, disagreeable,
merciless, traitors, irascible, arrogant and
lust lovers – they will indeed
still seem pious from the outside,
renouncing however its essence.
The earth will therefore mourn
And the End will come
Marko Marulić
On Institution of Good Living
The Last Judgement
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I was sitting in the semidarkness of the room, my
arms around my legs, when Tina came in.
Dad, – she approached and embraced me strongly.
What happened? – she asked me.
I don’t know. I only know I was looking for the
samples for my exhibition in the rubbish where the
treasure of all the dead is kept. When I found
everything human hand had thrown away and the souls
of the dead longed for I arranged my exhibition on the
Flower Square.
I worked all the morning. I had started very early,
before the cleaners took all the treasure that had been
waiting for me. When I finished, I climbed the
monument of Marko Marulić and admired my
exhibition. It was the most beautiful exhibition one had
ever made. I hoped the people of this city would see all
the beauty of the moment I tried to present to them.
Instead, they called the police officers that beat me and
dragged me away. Many laughed at my work, but I
forgave them, they did not understand. God will forgive
them.
Tony came to fetch me and took me to his place.
What is it you’re holding? – asked Tina.
I opened my hand and there was a calla, the most
beautiful sample I have ever seen.
It’s a calla – soul of my Xenia.
*
Tina sat by her father looking at a barren little
branch in his hand. She strongly embraced him. They
stayed together like that until late that night.
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19 November 1992
The Information and Research Department
of the Ministry of Health Care announced that
from the beginning of the aggression
at the Republic of Croatia
on 17 August 1990
until today 6,050 persons were killed
and 21,483 wounded.
Out of the total number of killed persons
3,691 were members of the Croatian Army,
367 persons were from the Croatian Police.
Among the killed civilians there were
66 children,
5 members of medical staff,
2 priests and
22 journalists.
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The Seventh Book
timeless
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The Oblivion Cove
The light took over the oblivion cove from the
shadows, and the oblivion cove was most beautiful at
dawn. A long sandbank where you could walk for
hours stretched to infinity. You could almost walk to
the numerous islands that looked rather far away.
The crystal clean sea was just in some places covered
with seaweed from which pen shells peaked like fans
of flamenco dancers.
The trees of tamarisk, olive and fig seem to have
intentionally withdrawn from the shore, while only
the scent of rosemary gave away the presence of flora.
Not a living soul in sight, just an odd bee and a
butterfly and twittering birds in the distance revealed
the existence of life.
When it seemed as nothing could disturb this idyll,
clouds rose from the horizon made up of some game
the wind played, making various shapes in the sky
that called with its beauty upon the painter’s eye
wishing to find immortality in his painting.
When the winds collided in the sky the sea joined in
the game and the waves rose up foaming in anger for
the wind dared to awake them.
Suddenly the clouds scattered almost at light speed
and sun appeared in all its beauty.
As the king of sky it came to rule over the nature in a
split second and everything quietened obediently, the
sea and the wind, while the sun enjoyed its power
spreading its heat stronger and stronger aware that
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with its warmth it brought life creating from infinity
finality and from immortality mortality.
I felt my presence. Aware of my existence I gazed into
my body.
Who am I?
Where do I come from?
What am I doing here?
Judging from my torn clothes, I could conclude that
the sea threw me upon the sandbank.
I was up and by taking a few steps a sharp stone
pierced into my foot.
Blood and pain warned me that I walk through the
world in a body liable to changes and limited in
duration.
I wished to return, but where?
My memory could not give me an answer. There has
to be a return.
If I exist, and I do, is it a punishment or a reward?
I doubt that this body is a gift, more of a burden. That
path that leads to a goal is called life. And the goal is
death. Death is infinite. How do I know all this? The
beams of memory spark into my head. I feel strong
pain. I am pressing my hands against my head.
Standing like that, I am forgetting the time that in this
finality means nothing, and even less in the infinity.
The pain is gone. I am looking up towards the sky, the
sun, and the cause of life.
Has the sun created me?
I am letting it warm me up. Rising to my feet, I am
going into the sea and I feel I am starting to feel. It is
something new to me. I feel life around me, and life in
me. The questions are forgotten. I am giving in to the
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pleasure called life, even if it is final, even if it is
mortal, even if it is a drop in the sea of infinity.
I am giving in to it even if I was fooled and seduced
for I feel that my soul too feeds upon its strength,
saving it for eternity.
The day went by and I felt hungry. I noticed a smoke
in the distance. Someone else besides me is in this
world, I thought, someone who can possibly answer
my questions. Walking towards that sign of life I
thought it so logical that someone else should be
nearby, for here ruled the sun the creator of life.
While walking, I started to understand how selfish it
was to think that in the infinity of the universe there
was one sun and one life. A voice brought me back
from my thoughts:
Come closer, we always have food and drink for
guests. Where do you come from?
I did not know what to answer so I pointed towards
the sea.
I looked towards the young man who seemed
incredibly familiar to me, as though he entered my life
from some known fairytale. His eyes were
transparently blue and faded in with the colour of the
sky and the sea. Straight blond hair touched his
shoulders, and light black linen clothes completely
contrasted his appearance.
By his side sat a girl with fairy hair, big brown eyes in
the exact same outfit. While the young man's skin was
fair, the girl's was sun-tanned.
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My name is Destiny- said the young man.
My name is Love- said the girl.
The young man approached me offering me food
from his hands. I took it from his hands and brought
it to my mouth. The smell of meat just taken of the
fire promised a new delight. While swallowing meat, I
felt stronger. I drank the offered wine and slowly fell
asleep.
Maybe a dream will take me back, I thought, but I
only heard a boy’s voice saying:
Who once bites into the food of life, becomes
food himself,
Who once drinks the drink of life, becomes drink
himself,
And all you should know of life meaning
Is that blood and body create and kill a human being.
Again came this feeling of carelessness and some kind
of warm helplessness.
I gave in to the hands of Destiny and Love.
I fell asleep.
I slept long. A southern breeze woke me. Love covered
me with a woollen blanket and I fell asleep again.
When I woke up the sun was already high in the sky. I
got up idly and looked around, but nothing has
changed. After the sleep, I thought the waking up
would bring the answer.
We always wonder what sleep is. Is it another life or a
reflection of our thoughts?
Is sleep a small dream and life a big dream?
Do the blind people dream, and if they do, do they see
in their dreams?
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Because we see in our dreams, does it mean that the
soul can see?
Does it mean that the soul can see even after death, and
if it does is it a glaze from immortality into mortality, is
it a glaze from infinity into finality?
If there are no words in immortality, than everything
is an infinite silence. In the beginning was the word, in
the beginning of creation, for there is no word where
there is no life.
In the beginning was the word and nothing more.
If there was only word in the beginning, than one
should come to know the strength of a word. A word
has the strength of the creator. Word brings life, word
brings death, and it brings love, hate, envy, and lies.
Therefore, a word has to be guarded. It should not be
spoken easily and when spoken sense and emotion
should follow it. It says the most about humanity, for
it is the beginning. Just say the word, and my soul will
be healed.
Occupied by my thoughts I watched the clouds flying
over the islands at an incredible speed. And the
islands lined up into some kind of a line almost
reachable by hand, and yet unreachable.
Destiny caught my thoughts and asked:
Would you like to go?
Where? – I asked.
Along the path where I will lead you
The path of Destiny- I said laughing.
And along the path of Love- added Love.
Where does that path lead?
Destiny thought for a while, and around him
appeared an aureole of light:
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The path leads to understanding, to the ultimate
solution to your questions.
You don’t have to decide just yet, what you have
is what you see. If you decide to move on, you have to
be prepared for everything that life brings, and that
sometimes isn’t easy. Do you see the islands in front of
us? There are seven.
Each island is a book, it has its riddle and only once
you get to know it will you know the answer, and all the
answers lead to one solution, solution of existence
which awaits you when you come to know the seventh
island or the seventh book.
What I have is what I see. With what I see I should be
content, but the body which my soul embodied yearns
for something more and my soul follows.
That strength of the body as well as the boiling blood
can entrap the soul and overcome the mind, and the
spirit will give in to the body forgetting that the body
should be its slave.
The pleasure of life can destroy the soul, it can place
around its immortality a cage of finality, and that is
perhaps why souls of some people stay eternally
limited.
I looked into Destiny’s eyes, took Love by the hand
and said:
- While you are by my side, my soul and my body do not
fear any challenge.
But, I stopped myself, who am I?
We know who you are. You are the Sun’s sonsaid Destiny and Love in one voice.
Do I have a name?
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Your name is Dream.
Dream, I like it.
If I am Dream, does it mean that I am dreaming all
this?
Destiny laughed:
Along your path, you will wish that this is all a
dream, but in your search of answers, dreams will be
far away.
Destiny started towards the sea, where a wooden raft
floated, without saying another word.
I asked Love where he was going.
- We have to eat something. The sea gives us fish. When
you are a man, you are destined to kill in order to
survive. As much as a man wants to differ from
animal’s, he is still an animal in the end, even if there
were no animals in the world, many people would kill
people for food.
Destiny returned with a basket full of fish.
Love cleaned the fish and grilled it by sticking it
through thin, sharpened twigs.
Among the fish was a crab, a lobster with large claws,
as big as three hand palms which, we, as I insisted,
released back into the sea.
Carlo is what we named him; a few moments later he
rose to the surface as to thank us, and swam on
towards the islands.
It would be appropriate to rest now, we have a long
way ahead of us, I thought. Only than did I notice that
the sun was slowly setting. How fast did this day pass?
I turned towards the sun and said:
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- Father, give me strength along the path Destiny is
leading me.
At that moment the sun turned red, I felt strength
entering my body, and a thought came to my mind…
Walk the path of Destiny, but cherish Love; you must
never lose her.

The First Book
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A new dawn in the oblivion cove announced a new
day. Destiny prepared the wooden raft filling it with
food packages getting ready for a long journey.
The first island looked so close that we did not need a
raft, but Destiny and Love prepared seriously for the
departure. I always thought that it was easier to go
than to stay. Leaving is always a challenge and that
light excitement gave it a special charm. Destiny and
Love went to say goodbye to the oblivion cove. For
them, this parting was a small ceremony. They lit
their last fire from olive tree branches reaching high
above the cove. They lit a peace fire, so they said, so as
to have peace following us on our path. The raft drew
away from the shore and everything looked too
beautiful to last.
I looked towards the horizon from where a storm was
coming incredibly fast. Like fiery swords the lightning
struck, the earth shuddered from the strength of the
thunder. The sea turned red and boiled.
Love said: Even the fire of peace is not what it used to
be, and Destiny added: - It has started.
What has started? – I asked Destiny – you know
what will happen?
I know where we are going, but I don’t know
where the path will lead us.
We have to try to keep together- said Love.
The storm grew stronger, in a moment, a water
whirlpool lifted us high, and the sea in its anger
separated the raft dividing me from Destiny and
Love.
I held on tightly to a log. I looked up and saw that I
was close to the first island.
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Standing up I reached the sea bottom with my feet.
Suddenly everything went quiet, as there was no
storm at all. Did I accomplish this when my feet
touched the bottom or was it all an illusion?
Sometimes in life even the worst problems are solved
easier than you think, but rare are those that have
reached simplicity.
I stepped on to the island. The first book, I thought.
An island is always a story of its own. Eternally
surrounded by sea, distanced from the land, as a
lonely ship without a port, untouchable, and yet
vulnerable, in constant fear from food and water
shortage, so defiant, and yet so dependant on land
from which it is divided by storm and brought
together by calm.
The people that live there have also their character,
becoming in time islands themselves absorbing its
loneliness, isolation, sharing its fears, but also
guarding its beauty from the intruders. I felt like an
intruder who disturbed this untouched beauty. Stone
tablets, which looked as though the most precise
stonecutter carved them, entered the sea. By their side
sand beeches formed, and behind the beeches pine
trees lined up like soldiers. A clearing broke a little
digression of the whole idyll. My eyes stopped on two
people that appeared from the forest approaching
quickly towards the spot where I was.
A fisherman, I concluded, for he carried a harpoon in
one hand, and his wife. They spoke bitterly.
He was dressed in working overalls, skinny and short,
and she was huge with a T-shirt that could according
by its size be used as someone’s blanket.
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On the T-shirt there was a painting of a crossed over
fish saying "I DON’T LIKE FISH".
As soon as they saw me, they started toward me and
stopped in front of me with their mouths open.
I spoke first: - Hello, my name is Dream.
- We like that – said the woman.
The fisherman tried to say something, but she rudely
interrupted him: - You keep quiet – and continued – if
you are Dream, we are your dream. We don’t exist.
How is it that you don’t exist?
It just is.
I turned towards the fisherman and quietly asked for
an explanation.
You see – said the fisherman – this island was
populated by two people – pointing at his wife and
himself – and than came, as they called it – civilisation.
And civilisation is something dreadful. They are some
completely strange people, which if you can imagine,
came to free us and protect us from others. What
others, when there are no others.
No one needs to free me – said the wife.
The fisherman continued:
When they freed us, we stopped being free.
Their tax collectors took a part of our fish catch and a
part of everything we earned, part of our cattle and
milk. They said that it was because we are a state now,
a state has its expenses, and as the state protects us and
thinks for the two of us, we have to feed the state.
How do the two of us work for the whole state?
Then they did a population census and the two
of
us were the only population and we decided that
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we don’t exist. If we don’t exist, they don’t exist,
and if they don’t exist, the state doesn’t exist,
ant that is why you now don’t see anyone. You
are actually dreaming now.
You are indeed Dream.
I am Dream, but I’m hungry. Can you exist for
a moment and I promise to keep your secret.
The fisherman and his wife looked at each other. She
shrugged her shoulders and the fisherman said.
It’s a deal. What brings you to this island?
The first book – I answered.
Both of them suddenly froze.
The first book – muttered fisherman – You are
the one that seeks the answer, we knew you’d come one
day.
How can I find it?
You can not. It will appear once you solve the
island riddle.
How will I solve it if I don’t know the question?
The book hides the question and the answer.
I went into the fisherman’s house. Iva, that was the
wife’s name, and Phill prepared a real fish feast that
evening. I told them about my journey, about Destiny
and Love. I asked them to help me find them. In their
eyes, I saw that they did not really believe my story,
but all the same, they agreed to help me.
- We have a hard day in front of us – said Phill – we’d
better go to sleep. Good night.
- Good night – I replied.
A nice couple, I thought to myself with a smile on my
face. I fell asleep instantly, tired from a long day.
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Morning on the island for me was always an
association for calm sea.
The clearness of the sea drew my attention and I
looked into the deep opening a new world.
The sun slowly rose in the east, I felt its beams on my
body, and at that moment, I saw my reflection on the
sea surface. I was pleased with the way I looked. How
old was I?
Number 33 appeared on the sea surface as though it
was a mirror.
Thirty-three – I said aloud.
The number disappeared and my reflection was there
again. Brown, I would say a bit wild hair fell to my
shoulders, and the beard rather hid my face.
I lowered myself into the sea and swam. Whoever
created life and this world has the soul of an artist.
This is a masterpiece worth admiring. It must be hard
for a man to give his life up, give up this beauty. Phill
sneaked behind me, as we were on friendly terms
since last night: - Dreaming, are you? Now I know why
your name is Dream.
- Daydreaming – I admitted, who can resist this
nature?
Iva joined us. Around her belt were cans of food and
water tied up, so that while walking she made clinging
noises.
She had a new T-shirt on saying: - BEEFSTEAK
RULES.
It was obvious that fish were coming out of her ears,
and meat was a rare delight.
We were starting our search for Love and Destiny.
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The island is not big, and soon I realised that we
walked along it a couple of times.
No sign of Love and Destiny.
Tired we sat by the sea when we saw a raft
approaching the island.
Tax collectors – yelled Phill.
The tax collectors were all dressed in same black
clothes with ties. Funeral procession.
You can not escape tax just as you can not
escape death – said Iva.
We ran as fast as we could towards the pinewood. As
I was younger and faster, I managed to get far off.
When I turned around, I saw them caught by the tax
collectors. They yelled towards me:
Run to the second island they can not catch you
any more- but I just could not leave them.
They tied us to the sea cliffsOne of the suits came over and closely studied my
face.
His eyes could not be seen through the black glasses.
If eyes are a mirror to our soul, than these people
don’t have a soul, - I thought.
You, the island inhabitance,
You are nothing but sheep,
You have a right and duty to exist,
But off course, you have to pay the fee,
So do not even try to think or understand,
It is up to you only to work on this land.
He finished with a sentence:
You will be tried.
Hence, they left without a word, just as they
arrived.
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Why didn’t you escape? – Asked Phill.
I couldn’t abandon you- I answered – and I still
have to solve the riddle of the first book.
If we don’t escape from this island, we will
become civilised, and that means that we will be
sentenced to life long work without any compensation.
All that we own will become property of the state.
We will not be working for ourselves anymore,
but for the state, and the state will in return give us
freedom and care for us. The everyday work will kill
our thoughts and we will lose our soul.
We have to escape- I concluded quickly.
I was so convinced regarding the escape that I called
for help without even realising it and it came.
Carlo, my good Carlo, carried in his claws the book
swimming from the sea bottom.
The first book- I said quietly. Carlo placed it on
the cliff, and cut the strings that tied me up with the
claws.
When I freed Phill and Iva, I picked up the book,
which was to my amazement completely dry.
I opened it and read:
- When people stop believing in people, what will
happen?
I knew the answer:
- Civilisation.
I was ready for the second island.
This time we do not need a raft. We simply walk.
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The Second Book
We started walking to the second island.
Iva and Phill kept turning around.
Nostalgia is tied to love.
We will return, they seemed to say to their island.
We came half way, and the experience of the first
island brought in me a strange feeling. And my
premonition was right. A strong whirl appeared in the
sea in front of us. We sunk. A huge sea funnel drew us
into the deep. After a while we stopped fighting and
we gave in to the whirl. The sea separated me again
from my friends. Just as the whirl drew me in to the
deep, so did it bring me back and laid me gently in to
the shallow of the second island. There was no sight of
Iva and Phill.
Every step of the way life teaches you something new
– ties you to people only to take them away thus
warning you of the transitory. It ties the notion of
friendship to necessity.
After all a man stays alone, and sometimes even alone
with himself he can not put together the mosaic of his
life.
Second island – second book. This island consisted of
sand dunes, which in some places turned into
sandcastles. The sand was golden which tired the eyes.
If I were to name this island, I would call it the
Golden Island.
The island looked unpopulated, and the few people
that lived on it gathered around one card-playing
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table where a croupier, formally dressed for this
occasion, was preparing to give a speech.
I came closer to hear what he had to say.
The speaker lifted his hands:
Good evening, good people,
Strength is given to me by money,
And while game is like honey,
You can make your money triple.
My hands, a poetry pure,
Are making gold from dust,
In the eye glows lust,
For I am the king of games for sure.
Some say a game is a game,
And what is important is joining,
This saying is completely lame,
For the only thing that matters is wining.
So, play with the king of game,
My stake is money, dream is yours,
If you do not try it then of course,
You will never enter the hall of fame

-

Your stake is a dream- I repeated. Everyone
turned around and pointed their fingers towards me:
You are Dream.
Yes, I am Dream- I answered and looked at the
small group of four people.
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Among them, the loudest was a tall, skinny, long eared
old man from which everyone distanced themselves
showing that he was not their spokesman.
You will play for us. You are our stake- he said.
What is it about?
Everything is a game. Our stake is our dreams.
You will play with our dreams. We have to defeat our
desires in order to get our dreams. The game is difficult.
I looked at these people. I just could not figure out
who brought them together, as they were so different
by age and by appearance, as though someone wanted
to demonstrate spring, summer, autumn and winter,
poverty and wealth of a human life through this
group.
The youngest was a boy, with a round head and curly
hair, carefully dressed, for him you could say he was
the pride of his parents. Gentle pastel coloured clothes
revealed a mother's touch, and a big bowtie looked
funny giving exaggerating seriousness to that little
character.
They called him Morning.
A young man by his side was wearing jeans and an
ordinary navy blue shirt, well-built, blonde-haired
person.
He was Day.
The boy constantly pulled the young man by his hand
as to get his attention.
Evening, this was a man in his middle ages, bolding,
but with a very professional haircut, perfectly
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dressed, as though he came straight from a fashion
show.
And at the end our oldest spokesman – Night,
carelessly dressed in an old ragged jumper, yet he,
even if not a sight, radiated with some odd glow which
I could call wisdom.
Do you accept the game? – Asked the croupier.
Another eyeless suit, I thought.
I accept, deal.
Croupier did not take out any chips, but gold coins
which brought even more attention and tension
between everyone present.
Everyone staked his or her dreams. The boy’s dream
was to grow up, the young man’s was love, the man’s
dream was family, and the old man asked for a dream
of understanding life.
Croupier did not accept the old man’s dream saying
that there are not enough gold coins for such a dream,
and hence the game started. Cards flew like in a story.
The game was open poker. The cards brought us more
and more money with each game.
We were winning, but by winning, we did not realise
that the money was beating us.
By winning we were losing and while fathering gold
coins Morning, Day, and Evening forgot their dreams.
The boy bought a new game; the young man a new
car, the man a new sailing boat. The old man was left
without money or dream.
After all a man is born to a material world and by
gaining money, he changes his dreams for desires. We
entered the world of money and we did not notice how
golden sandcastles disappeared. Croupier stole from
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the island to make money. His stake in this game was
the golden world of these people, and they played his
game. They lost their dreams to money with which
they could buy new imposed dreams, deceived, but
convinced that they are winners.
The Sand Island was sinking into the sea; the cards
were floating on the surface. Day drove off in his new
car with Morning playing his new game on the back
seat down a road that appeared from nowhere.
Evening got on his new sailing boat taking Night
along with him as he was left without money or a
dream.
Wisdom is not related to money. Croupier
disappeared; maybe he was not even a man.
Evening pulled up the anchor and on it, I saw the
book. The second book. The book slid of the anchor
straight into my hands.
Catching it I placed it on the little that was left from
the island. I opened it and it said:
What will happen when people stop believing in
dreams?
I knew the answer:
- Money.
At that moment, I saw a boat with Iva and Phill on it.
Phill twittered nervously.
Faster, he will drown – he said thinking of me.
From fear that something should happen to me he
talked so fast and got so restless that he rocked the
whole boat.
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Iva strongly struck his forehead and he fell into the
boat losing consciousness. I got on the boat and
looked at Iva.
He will be fine- she said- I often calm him down
this way when he forgets that his nerves irritate me.
Phill was slowly coming around shaking his head. In
this situation, their game brought me back to life. The
human spirit must be immortal.
I smiled and looked enthusiastically towards the third
island- the third book.

The Third Book
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To the third island, we sailed without any difficulty.
Number three is a lucky number and happy people
calling themselves artists live there. Money has no
value on this island. Artist who asks for money in
exchange for his work will be banished from this
island. Here I wished to find Destiny and Love, I
missed them, and almost as a matter of course, they
appeared. Destiny hugged me firmly, he was glad I
chose this island to call him in my thoughts, and Love
touched my lips with hers as a sign of gratitude. The
touch of lips brought on a tide of feelings. My body
trembled revealing some new, stronger excitement.
The touch of Love that was by me before, but only
now in me… and the music…
Music penetrated through every pore of my being.
Divine music fulfilled completely the beauty of this
untouched nature.
On my path, I admired the nature, but it was not until
I came across the music that I became aware of its
power.
The music inflamed the emotions, moved all my
senses. I felt the meaning of life with music, birth and
death. Everything became a part of music; it gave a
base to all emotions, colour and tune. How could I
have lived without music, I thought. Iva and Phill
introduced us to Amadeus, their favourite musician.
Among painters, we liked Salvador the most.
There was a story about him that he had, since he was
a young man, after the death of his brother genius
with whom they constantly compared him, collected
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copies of known artists’ paintings; they were so
authentic that you couldn’t tell them apart from the
original. Even today, many claim that those are the
originals and that copies are the ones in the galleries.
The story also says that some claim that our Salvador,
while saving those works, copies or originals, got his
name- Salvadoro, in translation it means the saviour
of gold, in this case spiritual gold.
Some however say that he alone painted those
incredible copies, but his paintings that swept us away
were paintings of dreams and in their abstractness
everyone found a part of themselves and I found a
part of my books, a part of my dreams.
It is incredible how just by looking at a picture you
can become in time a part of it, every time you came
across that picture you find a new detail, a new world.
By revealing the beauty forever held in a painting,
you live within it and it lives in you.
After a while we stopped by the actors. They were a
world of their own. What is it like to be an actor,
living a life of the character you are acting?
Being someone else all your life. When does an actor
take of his mask and does he take it of at all? Each
role is an unrealistic dream that leaves its trace,
places another face wrinkle and actor in each wrinkle
recognises his role, the story character that stays a
part of him forever, and as time passes by he gives in
to the characters, becomes a puzzle where each little
bit helps to get the final picture of the actor.
To drink or not to drink, that is the question? –
An actor asked himself while holding a bottle of wine
in his hands.
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I know him- said Phill. - He is a cured
alcoholic. He doesn’t act any more.
The uncured ones still act – I asked, but Phill
continued regardless of what I said:
He was one of the best actors of all time, but
alcohol is, as they say, actor’s best friend, and they got
so close that you didn’t know was it the actor talking or
the alcohol.
From this it turns out that all actors are
alcoholics – I wanted to conclude, but Phill said:
Not all, only the best.
It was almost evening. The sunset on the third island
gathered the painters with its colours on the horizon,
and the slow music drew us from the dreams into pure
pleasure.
The poets recited their verses about love, and Love
drew close to me. The warmth of her body on that
night took over my thoughts and I let go to her
tenderness which turned this earthly life into a dream.
Morning on the Third island. How wonderful it is to
have a body and tie it close to someone whose name is
Love. While you have a body that is not guarded by a
mind, the soul is calm and lets the pleasures to take
charge.
In the setting age of life when the unmerciful time
takes over the passion, a man is ready to buy his soul,
for he believes now more than ever in its immortality,
and in this, as years go by, reason finds answer to
every question.
If spirit has no body and if infinity exists,
this finality falls into oblivion,
this life falls into oblivion,
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this Third island falls into oblivion,
this moment of love falls into oblivion, and
everything becomes part of a great oblivion.
What is a soul without memory?
If this life is a gift, what did we do to deserve it?
Are we the product of the Divine sin, with the divine
soul and body of an animal, limited in duration?
Love woke up and interrupted my thoughts.
Good morning – I said.
Good morning, she answered with a smile on
her face. Love came close to me again and took over my
body and my mind.
It was past noon, I thought looking at the sun high on
the sky.
Noon, I repeated, clock, time. From which world
comes the measurer of time which gives life its limits,
by setting.
the time to sleep
the time to eat
the time for love,
taking over that job from nature?
I felt repulsion towards the time measurers, this
island was free of such limits, and it would be nice to
stay here forever.
- Forever is undefined in time – as though he read my
mind, said Destiny.
We were watching a boat with tradesmen on it at that
moment, they were docking and offering various
goods for sale.
Iva was pushing Phill into looking, but he answered:
I can wear only one pair of shoes and only one
set of clothes at a time. Why should I ask for more?
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Many people from the island, especially women did
not share his opinion and hurried to see the offered
goods. Artists, who lived on this island, did not have
money so they offered their paintings, their music,
and their soul in exchange for goods. The trade has
begun.
Phill has tried to stop them saying that what they
already own is their treasure and that they should not
trade the riches of a soul for the earthly ones, but they
did not listen.
Suddenly the ground begun to shutter and a strong
earthquake shook the island. A panic prevailed. The
island was falling apart and people realised that
everything material was useless.
They threw away everything they bought and tried to
save themselves by swimming to shore.
Our actor stood on a hill holding the wine bottle in
his hand:
In this swallowing sea, floats only our stupidity,
For we sought regardless of our prosperity,
Material goods, full of guilt,
Artist’s dreams are falling apart,
When money leaves them soulless, just like that.
Chin chin – he said raising his bottle, and emptied it.
The island shook harder and harder. We ran to the
boat. We were all together now, Destiny, Love, Iva,
Phill and I. We rowed away from the island.
As we withdrew from the island, high among the
clouds we saw Amadeus and Salvador. The artists rose
high after all. The island was disappearing right in
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front of our eyes. The actor threw the empty bottle
towards us and it fell by the boat.
Phill picked up the bottle, and in it was the book, the
Third book. I broke the bottle, opened the book and
in it was written:
When people stop believing in wine, what will
happen?
I knew the answer:
- Water.
This massage made me laugh. However, the actor
knew I would find sense in his poetry.
In art, one should be able to tell water apart from
wine.
We rowed towards the Fourth Island.
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The third island was falling apart, and with it the
hope that art will endure in this material world. The
world will anyway invent its new art and subject it to
the material point of view.
Everything gets its price; everything can be bought
with money. The people who try to live outside these
lows are rare, and they turn to God, returning to their
faith as the only way out.
We sailed into the fourth island, the island of peace,
where comfort is looked for, where all the religions of
the world are united in one prayer.
The island of bliss, you could say. Is everything as it
looks?
Upon our arrival to the island, a clerk who signed in
all the new comers stopped us.
What is your religion?
I turned towards Destiny and Love and looked at
them in question with my arms opened.
- We believe in God – Destiny and Love said in one
voice.
- Yes, you believe in God, but what is your religion?
Seeing that we didn’t answer he stopped and
continued:
You have to state your religion or we can not let
you on this island.
What religions do you have? - I asked so that I
could choose from the offered ones, but he answered.
All kinds.
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I believe in the God of Sun – I managed to say.
Amon Raa, those do not exist any more, but go,
find your place to pray.
Iva and Phill got through the same way. He signed us
up. Then it was Destinies’ and Loves’ turn. He looked
at them oddly. In his opinion, Destiny should have
been in Gods hands, and Love is on this island
acknowledged as love for God.
You cannot come to the island. Go around it and
move on.
Destiny and Love left me again. This time it was
religion that separated us.
I watched them leave for a long time as they
disappeared in the boat. They waved and shouted:
- See you soon.
As soon as we stepped towards the centre of the island
Iva spoke:
- Kingdom for a steak.
I heard stories about believers, how they bring
sacrifice to their gods and in the form of meat too. If we
could at least get our hands on a small sacrifice.
But nothing would become of her wish. It must be
that sacrifice is not in any more. Through the smell of
incense we passed by many believers, brought
together in their prayers. The strength of religion
ruled the island.
Each religion had its part of the island and its temple
where it honoured and praised its creator.
Each temple was a monument for itself, specific by
appearance, wanting to surpass all the other temples
with its richness, giving again in its material
component meaning to their God.
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If God is a spirit, what are all these material
exaggerations about? Maybe the spirits after all feed
on the living juices. Life builds the spirit and spirit
becomes addicted.
We entered a cathedral for which they said that it was
the oldest in the world. From the ancient mausoleum,
a God’s temple is created, as a sign of God’s power to
create from a temple of death a temple where life,
which he created, will be celebrated, where his name
will be celebrated, the name of God.
As a sign of mercy faces of the masters of the past
time whose mausoleum this was were left, as to tell the
story of the victory and indestructibility of God over
those who don’t believe, over those who doubt.
As I got out of the cathedral, we found ourselves on a
square, which was the centre of an emperor’s palace
from whose mausoleum we just came. The square was
magnificent, and the believers used it to honour God
as many people could gather there.
While touching the marble column and huge stone
blocks, we went back thousands of years into history.
We saw many believers that day and we realised that
all people were believers. We wondered if all people
are believers, where does the hate come from, does it
come from the religious confrontations?
People said they found peace in faith, in God, in love.
We noticed that believers did not mingle. Each faith
had its territory, its own little empire.
If there were any contacts between the believers of
two different religions, they were brief and each
returned to their territory.
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We settled in catacombs, far from the views of all
believers. We did not belong to anyone and we felt
that for them we represented danger.
After a bad night came a rainy morning. Phill and Iva
fought constantly.
We shouldn’t have come to this island. A decent
man can’t sleep or eat here.
Who knows what still awaits us? – muttered
Filip through his teeth.
Let’s go to the square, maybe something
concrete will be there – said Iva swinging her head.
We were soon on the square, and many believers
gathered there.
We found out that there was a holiday on that day,
and that all the island inhabitants, no matter of what
faith, gathered here today.
In a moment, they surrounded us looking hostile. We
could not recognise believers who offered repentant
prayers to their God.
Who are you? – One of them asked, dressed in
a brown priest’s robe.
We are believers like you – I replied.
We believe in God, but are untied to any
religion.
Our God is within us.
I am Dream, the sun of the God of Sun – I said.
From their looks I realised that I am enemy to them.
The eyes of believers suddenly wanted my blood.
Iva, by her size, managed to protect me.
I managed to climb over the stone blocks to the throne
of the square. The whole mass of people went after us.
I spread my hands towards the sky.
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- God, help me – I shouted.
At that moment the rain stopped, the clouds drew
away like a theatre curtain, and the sun shined and
beamed at my body.
Like an armoured shield, the light circled my body.
I put my hands down suddenly pointing to the centre
of the square, two lightning strikes flew from my
palms, and the square shook.
The believers fell to the ground. Silence took over. No
one moved.
How did you do that? - Asked Iva – you have to
teach me, it’s great.
I have no idea – I whispered- it must be
hereditary.
Phill kept rolling his eyes and drew himself close to
Iva.
It was a while before the priest who talked to us
earlier got up and he said:
You have proven your power, you proved who
you are, tell us what is it you seek on our island?
I went on a jourmey, followed by Destiny and
Love over seven islamds to islands to find the answer.
We heard of you, and now we are convinced of
your power. Be our guest.
That evening at last there was no fasting. It was Iva’s
moment.
The sacrificial lambs were roasting, wine was drunk,
and it was great.
We went to bed late. Sometime at dawn, a hand on my
shoulder woke me up.
I saw Destiny as he knelt beside me.
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- Quickly – he said – you have to run, the believers are
preparing to kill you, as you are a danger to them.
Quietly we woke up Iva and Phill, they could hardly
move. Destiny took us through the woods to the sea.
We heard noise in the distance.
We escaped at the last moment. Love was waiting for
us in the boat. We took off from the shore-watching
believers who gathered on the shore with torches,
furious for they did not catch us.
What is wrong with these believers, who closed
themselves in to the frame of their religions, who
subjected faith to their earthly needs, who lost the real
faith, the faith in God, and who condemned
themselves to a life on an island as in a convent?
From the lighted torches thrown towards us the
Fourth book fell into the boat and it said:
What will happen when people lose the real
faith?
I knew the answers:
- Solitude.
I was relieved when we left that solitary island with
countless faiths but without real faith, the one you feel
in yourself.
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The Fifth Book
-

-

-

There are three books left.
The hardest three- said Destiny aloud.
Why the hardest?
As we get near the end, it gets harder.
You still have an encounter with Reality.
Who is Reality?
You will see very soon – said Destiny seriously.
We were sailing slowly in to the fifth island.
Everything looked oddly calm. No one was in sight.
Someone turned the lights off – Iva said
whispering.
Iva’s whisper seemed like a warning for what was
ahead of us, the unexpected.
We got off the boat in front of the tall almond-tree
and stopped in front of the huge door of a castle,
which overtook the whole island. Iron bars lifted with
a screech, which echoed in the dire silence. When the
bars lifted, the door, while opening, let in a half-light
and we heard a voice:
Welcome to the fifth island, you who are built of
dreams, the children of the sun.
Welcome to the island where the Full moon rules, the
island where there is no sleep.
Await your reception with the master of the island.
I knew we were waiting for Reality.
After a while a servant entered wearing a white coat.
The whiteness of the coat stood out compared to the
darkness, which ruled the castle.
Follow me – he said.
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He took us to a large chamber. A large mirror stopped
us in the centre; it divided the room in two parts. We
were on one side of the mirror, and behind the mirror,
behind that glass wall that stopped us, we saw the
master of the island. Reality sat on the throne. On the
right side was a woman and on the left Death.
It is always easy to recognise death. Two servants, one
woman similar to our Iva and a man with a gun on his
shoulder. All dressed in white.
So you are Dream – said Reality addressing me.
- Welcome, I am Reality. These are my companions,
Hate and Death – he said pointing towards the woman
and the man.
And they are Llihp and Avi – he introduced the
servants.
I am the master of the island through which you
have to pass. The answer to this island you will find in
your reflection. You should get comfortable now. Pawn
will take you to your quarters – he said pointing
towards the servant who got us here.
The dinner is served at nine o' clock. Rest till
then.
Neatly folded black suits waited for us in our rooms,
only Filip got a white hat. At nine, we returned
impeccably dressed for dinner.
The table was set in such a way that half of the table
was on our side of the mirror, and half on the side of
the host. Reality sat in the middle, and I sat opposite
him, on the left and on the right sat Destiny and
opposite him Death, then Love and opposite her Hate,
Phill was facing Llihp, and Iva faced Avi.
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I noticed that Llihp wore a Black hat. Everything
looked familiar. I looked at the floor and saw black
and white tiles.
Chess- I realised it in a moment.
Reality was the white king, I was the black one, Love
was my queen, Hate was his, Phill was my bishop,
Llihp was his, Iva was my castle, Avi was his, Destiny
was my horse and Death was his.
Why was I black and he white?
The white always draws the first movewhispered Destiny – he is the one who challenges you.
Reality looked at me and we knew that the conflict
was inevitable.
Dinner is served; we shouldn’t let it get cold.
While Iva ate steak, Avi ate fish. I could swear that
Avi had in the room a shirt saying I DON’T LIKE
MEAT.
The dinner was great, a little manifestation of
richness. The choice was, of course, between the fish
and meat menu.
The hors-d´oeuvre was smoked salmon and smoked
ham with melon.
A choice of fish and crab followed, from grooper fish
to lobster. I instantly thought how my Karlo could be
here. The meat alternative was roast beef, beefsteak,
and game in tempting gravies.
At the end, they served surprise omelette, and
burning ice-cream cake was a sign of dinner end.
Cognac to end the dinner and start conversation.
I thanked for the wonderful dinner in the name of my
friends and myself.
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I asked to what do we owe this hospitality, and it was
than that Reality raised his glass and said:
- With this glass, I would like to toast the formation of
dreams. You have passed four islands to join us for this
dinner.
Let’s drink to our company.
We drank and Reality continued:
-From the first island you ran from civilisation. How
abstract. Life cannot be built without civilisation. Faith
in people means nothing.
People are expendable in the life of an individual. In
the extreme cases when a man decides between himself
and the rest of the world, his side always wins.
The most precious thing a man has is his life and he
will not give it in exchange for anything else.
Civilisation is what gives power to people to think only
of themselves and that they understand their reason for
existing within the environment they live in.
How do you know about the first island? –
I asked.
Reality raised his hands and from the corner of the
room a raven landed on it.
An explanation was unnecessary so he continued.
Life is a one way street with no possibility of
return.
Even the least of faults stays written and can not be
corrected.
Only oblivion erases,
You live only once and- here he stoped and turned to
the raven, and the raven said:
- NEVER MORE.
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Life is real and you have tasted it yourself through the
pleasures it offered.
Second Island was made of golden sand of which gold
coins were made and money was created.
Money buys dreams, it has power. Without money,
people are condemned to dream. With money dreams
come true. Money buys freedom. A man who has money
is independent. Maybe he cannot buy happiness, but
few are those who are poor and happy. The third island
divided people into those who rose high and those who
were useless. Water and wine. Aren’t people just
people?
Every human life is worth the same. Who gives
anybody the right to divide people? Each painting, each
statue, each note, each verse, each role is one effort
made that should be appreciated. All of this has value.
Many values are overrated. Spontaneity should
overcome the untouchable artists, and each man should
be allowed to be an artist, for water, not wine, is the
source of life.
The fourth island reveals the real faith that offers
salvation from loneliness, but it doesn’t ask whether a
man, an ordinary man can find faith without his
Shepherd.
On earth, the real faith is the one you were brought up
in, the faith of your parents, the faith of your nation.
It is the faith that is passed on in Gods temples; it is
nation’s history.
There is only one God, only the ways of handling faith
differ.
You can not have God only to yourself he belongs to
every human being.
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I hope you know the answer to the fifth island- said
Reality opening his palms towards me. A light glowed
before his hands and in the middle of the table out of
the mirror appeared the Fifth book.
I opened the Fifth book and there it was written:
- What will happen when people meet Reality?
I knew the answer:
- Broken dreams.
- See you on the seventh island – said Reality and rose
his hands up towards the sky. Raven flew up and
landed on his shoulder. Reality suddenly lowered his
straightened hands towards the mirror.
-Check.
Lightning that came from his hands broke the mirror
into thousand pieces.
In a moment, the sky seemed to open and it drew us
in. With the mirror also disappeared our hosts.
Strong wind carried us like paper planes towards the
sixth island.

The Sixth Book
A full moon night came down on to the sixth island,
the island where Hate ruled. She sat high on a cliff.
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From her eyeholes light beams shone. She had no
eyes.
Nor does she have a soul, I thought. She was the
opposite of Love and all that whiteness made her even
more deformed. This right hand of Reality brought
the seed of destruction among the people on the sixth
island. On the sixth island Hate gathered people from
all previous islands.
Tax collectors from the first island, croupier with
Morning, Day and Evening, artists, musicians,
painters, sculptures, actors, priests and believers,
everyone was here.
All paths led to the sixth island. Reality’s story
created hatred towards everything that we believed
in. No one believed in dreams any more.
Looking at that gathered mass of people we noticed
that no one had eyes but lightening beams crisscrossed in the dark searching for their path.
Deceived by faith they lost their souls and became
pawns in a war that is not theirs.
Destiny, Love, Iva, Phill and I stuck close to each
other.
We are too few to fight – said Phill.
Let them dare come – said Iva with rage.
Draw back – I said- there are too many of them.
We ran through the streets of the small town.
Lightning beams followed us.
We want make it- said Love.
When it looked like lightning beams were all around
us a door opened and a voice invited us in.
I recognised Night.
- What are you doing here? - I asked him.
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- The story is quite simple – said Night- when the
Golden island fell apart, I got on the Evening’s boat,
but not to enjoy the boat, only as a way to get to the
next island.
As you surely remember, my stake wasn’t accepted and
because of that my soul stayed in me.
Evening lost his eyes and lightning beams led him to
the sixth island. Everyone came the same way led by the
lightning beams from different islands. I managed to
hide from Hate by finding this abandoned house.
Beneath the house, there is a passage that leads to the
shore, but I don’t know whether we will make it off this
island.
How do you escape Hate? – asked Phill.
Destiny, do you see the way out of this situation?
I asked, drawing Love closer to me.
Between Love and Hate is a thin line- said
Destiny.
Love has to face Hate. While Hate is occupied
with Love, we will escape from this island.
I remembered my father’s words:
- Follow the path of Destiny, but cherish Love, you
must never lose her.
No, Love stays with us.
Love turns towards me and says in a serious tone:
What is destined, Destiny knows the best. You
have to get to the seventh island.She leaned towards me
to kiss me goodbye.
The kiss brought back all moments Love and I
shared.
Get going - Love tore herself from me – we
don’t have any time to lose.
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Destiny pulled me and we ran through passages
towards the shore.
As we reached the shore, we turned towards the cliff
where Hate sat. We saw that everyone gathered
around the cliff forgetting about us. What got their
attention was Love appearing before Hate.
From Hate’s eyes thunder lighted towards Love. A
light shield aureole shone around Love. The thunder
repelled and hit a couple of island residents.
Hate repeated the attack once more but Love’s light
shield held up and the attack was useless.
Then she stood up and invited the residents to mutual
Hate.
The light beams came together into one beam and
pointed towards Love. The strength of the beam
threw Love high in to the sky.
A white swan appeared from nowhere, Love fell onto
its lap, and it took the lifeless body away.
Darkness fell suddenly.
As Love disappeared, so did Hate.
As the light beams turned off, the lost souls crashed
into each other in the darkness destined to wander
forever.
We sat on the shore and I felt blunt pain. I have lost
Love. Forever. I should not have let her face Hate.
Night and Phill started walking towards the sea from
where a deserted raft floated towards us.
A book was on it, the Sixth book and it said:
- What will happen when people stop believing in Love?
- Eternal wandering- I answered myself.
However, I still believe in love, she will return.
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Those who stopped believing in love should wander
eternally, but I will find her, she will wait for me at
the end of my path.
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The Seventh Book
The raft drifted on the sea. Some light sea tide drew
us towards the seventh island. Phill and Iva looked at
Destiny; everything was in his hands now. Night
rowed quietly, the Seventh Island, the island that is
ruled by Death, Reality’s left hand. A kind of shiver
went through our bodies, and after it came a strange
calm. Island where Death and Destiny should face
each other, island where at the end Reality waits.
We will all die, I thought. The raft still sailed slowly,
Death kept us in uncertainty, and yet everything felt
so certain.
We sailed into the island. The long cove looked like a
river flowing upwards drawing us to its spring.
Everything looked like in a mirror and we did not
wait long for Death to appear. Death wore white. By
his side, like bellhops Llihp and Avi walked each
carrying a sword and guiding horses, one white and
one black.
Destiny turned towards Phill and Iva.
- Let’s go, its time – he said shortly.
I turned towards Night and said:
- This is not your battle, go back to some tamer island.
- I will stay all the same – said Night.
I looked into the other side of the shore and said:
- You can’t escape Destiny.
Death and Destiny each took their swards and
mounted their horses. Death mounted the white horse,
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and Destiny the black one. There was certain
magnificence in these preparations.
Those two knights of the life’s path confronted with
all their might. The fight was a long lasting one. No
one was winning. As dusk fell upon the Seventh
Island, this shift of day and night was a sign for the
final go. The two riders went towards each other.
A full moon appeared between this break of light and
dark and marked the point of collision.
Raised swards came down and gave final blows. Both
riders fainted at the same time. The horses stopped
with bodies of the two warriors on their back, and
Iva, Avi, Phill and llihp as the funeral procession
followed them disappearing into the distance.
- Goodbye my friends – I said and felt that I
wouldn’t see them ever again.
I looked towards Reality; he was opening a book – the
Seventh book.
This time it was written:
- Where does Destiny lead you?
- I knew the answer:
- Always into death.
Reality and I were the only ones left. He was winning.
Can reality beat the dream?
I went back in to my thoughts going over the islands
and I kept thinking where I went wrong. At the end,
man really stays alone.
Living in dreams, looking for perfection, looking for
faith, loving, following the path of destiny, listening to
father the Sun God.
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Where did I go wrong, this question seemed to echo in
my head? Maybe I was not real enough; maybe I did
not walk the earth like others.
I realised that life through civilisation and money
absorbed people, selling them water for wine,
invalidating art, chasing them into the loneliness of
broken dreams, condemning them into eternal
wondering only to offer them death as a way out.
I started walking towards Reality, as he was towards
me. I stretched my hands my palms open and I
touched the mirror that separated us. He did the
same.
- Checkmate.
Our hands sunk in a moment and stepping forward,
we melted into the mirror.
Night was left alone as the ruler of nothing that was
left; he rowed slowly, drifting further and further
towards the stars.
The only thing left was the music.
“Requiem” by Amadeus, music for eternity.
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The Oblivion Cove
The shadow took over the oblivion cove from the
light, and the oblivion cove was most beautiful at
dusk. Long sandbank where you could walk for hours
stretched to infinity. You could almost walk to the
numerous islands that looked rather far away.
The crystal clean sea was just in some places covered
with seaweed from which pen shells peaked like fans
of flamenco dancers.
The trees of tamarisk, olive and fig seem to have
intentionally withdrawn from the shore, while only
the scent of rosemary gave away the presence of flora.
Not a living sole in sight, just an odd bee and a
butterfly and twittering birds in the distance gave
away the existence of life.
When it seemed as nothing could disturb this idyll,
clouds rose from the horizon made up of some game
the wind played, making various shapes in the sky
that called with its beauty upon the painter’s eye
wishing to find immortality in his painting.
When the winds collided in the sky the sea joined in
the game and the waves rose up foaming in anger for
the wind dared to awake them.
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Suddenly the clouds scattered almost at light speed
and a full moon appeared in all its beauty. As the king
of the night sky it came to rule over the nature in a
split second and everything quietened obediently, the
sea and the wind, while the moon enjoyed its power it
shone stronger and stronger aware that it creates
from infinity finality and from immortality mortality.
I felt my presence. Aware of my existence I gazed in to
my body.
Who am I?
Where do I come from?
What am I doing here?
Judging from my torn clothes, I could resume that the
sea threw me upon the sandbank.
Lying on the beach, I saw a lost swan, a young man
and a girl.
- I am Dream – the young man said.
- I am Love - said the girl.
- I am…Who am I? – I asked aloud.
- We know who you are.
- Who am I – I asked again.
- You are Reality, the son of the Full Moon.
- Why am I here?
- You need to go through the path of understanding,
path that leads you over seven islands and seven books.
- Will you go with me? – I asked.
Love and Dream looked at each other and laughed:
- Not in this life. We might see each other again on
the fifth island.
I looked towards the inland and I saw smoke. I felt
hunger.
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The path led me further and I said goodbye to Love
and Dream.
- See you soon.
- See you soon – they answered and waved.
Love and Dream looked for a long time at Reality as
he was leaving.
- I wouldn’t want to go through all that again –
muttered Dream.
Love looked at him and said:
- No man when you ask him to go through his life
again would say yes.
That is the answer to the question of existence. Only
those who pass through the Oblivion cove will dare
live again.
At that moment, a small boat was sailing into the
Oblivion cove. Two people argued on it. A blow into
the forehead echoed and the little man fell onto the
bottom of the boat. Iva, who else, claps her hands and
takes a deep breath saying through her teeth:
No one can get me as mad as Phill.
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Tales From Dalmatia
By Vedran Matošić
Vedran Matošić has presented for the first time his
Mediterranean warm and melancholic poetry to the public
in 1990, with a ballad ALL THAT IS LEFT, set to music
and performed on the Toronto festival of Croatian songs.
Three years later Matošić in his hometown Split published
BOATS, first collection of songs that interested the public
already for its unusual symbioses of poetry and art.
BOATS floated upon the graphics by Ive Šime Dobrota!
In summer of 1994 the poet presented his new
collection THE DREAM SALESMEN on the opening of
the painting exhibition of Vjeko Stipica on the small
square in Bol, island of Brač, and it’s not long after that he
found the literary work for his verses in the landscapes of
Špiro Katić.
Along with the guitar tunes, Matošić tells his tales
along the squares and small streets of his loved city.
Feeling indebted to those who created Split and promoted
it into a planetary cultural value Matošić tried out to write
the stories of Diocles, St Domnius and Marko Marulić in
prose.
Judging by the reaction those three tales elicted the
public his prose debut is more than successful.
It is probably partly because the Split trilogy
reveals the people of “the most beautiful city in the world”
in an understandable language. Those fluent as well as
instructive stories by Matošić got their painters touch in
the watercolours by Vjekoslav Stipica.
In October of 1998 Matošić published The Guide
through the Diocletian palace in Croatian, Italian, English,
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French and German language. The guide is presented in
Zagreb and Milan.
At the end of 1999 with a short novel Ksenija, the
testimony of a political turning point through a warm love
story with a tragic ending, Matošić revealed himself as an
already mature prose writer of sharp thought and fluent
tongue who knows how to draw and keep the attention of
the readers.
In The seventh book Matošić touches the Diogens
lamp, but with it he doesn’t search through the essence of a
man, but through the timeless Universum of the meaning
of existence. Floating along the endless space of his
imagination, the author is probably not even aware that
even in his strangest moments of the literary journey he
did not for a moment leave the Mediteranean, the infantry
of civilisation of the west to which he obviously belongs.
This is not a handicap but a virtue of the book with seven
adult stories that at the very end reveal that the answers to
the questions of existence were really in front of our noses
all the time. It is just that we did not manage to recognise
them.
All the stories in one book are before you and with
the latest Kirieleyson, they represent the work that leads
the author through the doorway of an overcrowded room
filled with writers into the literary VIP salon.
Slobodan Paparella
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